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From The Conference Chair
Welcome to New Orleans and the 52nd Annual SPE National Conference “Atmospheres: Climate, Equity and
Community in Photography.”
New Orleans’ vibrant photography community has welcomed us with open arms into their city—the only city in
America that can boast its own architecture, its own music, its own set of cultures and subcultures, and its own
cuisine. By the middle of the 19th century, French-speaking Catholics and English-speaking Protestants, slaves
and free people of color, Africans and people of mixed race, Albanians, Swedes, Germans, and Irish all called New
Orleans home.
Perhaps it’s that gumbo of ethnicities and cultures that has kept this city and its inhabitants resilient, continuing to
thrive and embrace (albeit sometimes with difficulty) community and diversity even after the devastating effects of
a set of atmospheric conditions, both natural and man-made, that resulted in the 2005s Hurricane Katrina disaster.
As the world’s most democratic and prolific visual medium, the spiral of photographs all around us creates its
own set of atmospheres. Photographers describe and comment on issues of equity, community, and environment,
sharing their personal view of the world. These ideas, along with theories about teaching and learning, and the
atmosphere we create in our classrooms have fed this conference’s theme and its varied presentations.
I’m especially excited about the invited speakers who will help us consider these ideas. Rebecca Solnit will reflect
on her work with maps, photographs, and writing, looking at the ways we describe place and addressing the
frictions between generalizations and specific data. Chris Jordan will take us on a visual journey into our culture of
mass consumption, exploring the magnitude of our wants and needs. Hank Willis Thomas, who uses photographic
imagery to address issues of race and identity through the vernacular of advertising and popular culture, will
discuss how photography informs his work.
As we planned this conference, we noted a tremendous synergy in the small but mighty photographic community
here in New Orleans. Thinking that this kind of creative sharing could have great lessons for our membership
in their own regions, we’ve invited a panel of local photography movers and shakers to speak and share their
experiences of building community through collaboration.
In addition to our invited guests, we have a remarkable program of general session speakers. Thanks to the Peer
Review Committee for the many hours spent reviewing and evaluating a huge number of proposals submitted
by our membership. My National Conference Committee of Stephen Marc, Colleen Mullins, and Lupita Murillo
Tinnen provided further vetting and invaluable advice, feedback, and support.
The Local Committee of AnnieLaurie Erickson, Jonathan Traviesa, Sophie Lvoff, and Chair Sesthasak
Boonchai helped with everything from organizing shipments of materials for the conference to giving us great
recommendations to help you find the best things to do, see, eat, and more during your time in New Orleans.
No SPE conference could occur without the Society’s amazing national office staff. Led by our skilled Executive
Director Virginia Morrison and our energetic Events Coordinator Ginenne Clark, staffers Nina Barcellona Kidd,
Kayla Milligan, Caitie Moore, and Carla Kurtz work tirelessly, tending to each and every detail with great precision
and care. We all owe them a huge round of applause...and a cold drink, too.
Lastly, I must thank our sponsors. Their devotion to SPE’s mission and to photographic education in general is
evident in their generous support of this conference’s programming and we are deeply grateful for their continued
presence. When you visit them at the exhibits fair, please thank them for their help in supporting SPE.
This conference guide has been carefully constructed to help you make the most of your time here in New
Orleans. In addition to the amazing conference content, I encourage you to visit galleries and museums, take a
walk through the French Quarter (it’s more than just Bourbon Street!) eat a poboy or a beignet (or both!) and
listen to at least three of the many different styles of music that can be heard throughout the city. It’s my hope that
you leave New Orleans inspired by this great city’s energy, your colleagues’ work and ideas, and SPE’s ability to
bring it all together for us.
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See you at the conference!
Jeff Curto

From The Host Institution
Dear SPE Conference Attendees,
Welcome to New Orleans! Tulane University is especially proud to host the National Conference of the
Society for Photographic Education. Originally founded in 1834 as the Medical College of Louisiana, tasked to
improve the public health of the New Orleans region, Tulane has emerged today as a national and world leader
in public service and social engagement. Our university is also recognized as a leader in scholarship, research
and art-making. We are celebrated for being innovative, trend-setting, and student-centered. Our schools and
our undergraduate college offer an impressively wide array of degrees in architecture, business, law, liberal arts,
medicine, public health and tropical medicine, science and engineering, and social work. Indeed, the university
has demonstrated a profound commitment to a superior learning environment by fostering outstanding
scholarship, research, and artistic accomplishment among its faculty. Tulane professors have been awarded
the most prestigious honors in the academic world along with being elected to membership in the National
Academies and in the American Academy for Arts and Sciences. Over the past four decades, Tulane colleagues
have received twenty-eight Fulbright Fellowships, twelve National Science Foundation CAREER Awards, eight
Guggenheim Foundation Fellowships, nine National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships, three Alfred
P. Sloan Fellowships, and two Nobel Prizes in Medicine.
Tulane now resolutely connects its values and mission to the needs of the city of New Orleans, the state of
Louisiana and the Gulf Coast region. As a consequence, the profile and impact of the research, scholarship,
and artistic endeavors in which our faculty and students engage are being transformed. More and more, Tulane
faculty and staff members focus their expertise on the pursuit of a wide array of public service efforts (citywide,
regionwide, nationwide, and worldwide). At the same time, our students gain practical experience, putting
their rapidly maturing skills to use. We are very proud that our students thus have a truly unique educational
experience. And we know that our outstanding teaching and mentorship, and the striking diversity in the
degree programs we offer, help attract to Tulane the very best faculty and students from across our nation and
from around the world. In the final analysis, it is the faculty and staff who make Tulane the truly extraordinary
place that it is. It is their excellence and skill that inspires our students and that will always enlighten, sustain,
strengthen, and improve the wider communities we serve.
We hope you enjoy your time in New Orleans—and we encourage you to take some time to visit one or several
of our campuses in the metropolitan area. We wish you a most productive and fulfilling conference!
With warm regards,
Michael A. Bernstein
John Christie Barr Professor of History and Professor of Economics
Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost
Tulane University
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SPE wishes to thank the following sponsors for their generous support of the 2015 SPE National Conference:
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THURSDAY, MARCH 12
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
Student Seminar

Mary Virginia Swanson

Emily Wilkerson

Sesthasak Boonchai

Tony Campbell

Cristina Molina

Susan kae Grant

A Life in Art: The Realities and the Economy
Mary Virginia Swanson and Susan kae Grant
open to volunteers and scholarship recipients only
Imperial 5a
Back by popular demand, this year’s student volunteer/scholarship
seminar will graciously and enthusiastically introduce participants
to the SPE community while providing insight into careers in
photography that emphasize education, networking, career choices,
opportunities for artists, activism, and professional practices. This
intensive workshop focuses on strategies for preparing yourself
for life as an artist in today’s economy. Discussions will address
structures for making work, creating networks, and getting your
work into the public arena, print sales, licensing existing work, and
securing commissions to create new work for clients.

Thursday Industry Seminars
10:30 – 11:45 am

Brenda K. Hipsher

6

Still photography programs are challenged with integrating video
into their curriculum. This panel of educators will discuss their
implementation of continuous lighting, video support gear, and audio
into photography classes. Real-world experience can help you make
the most of your budgets and avoid some of the pitfalls that others
have uncovered. Come and bring your questions. We will gather
comments and questions from the audience.

©Jessica Tampas
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Session Details

Integrating Video into Still Photography Programs:
A Panel Discussion
Moderated by Brenda K. Hipsher
Sponsored by PhotoVideoEDU.com
Celestin C

Jonathan Traviesa

Contemporary Art Climate: The Model of New Orleans
Collectives
Emily Wilkerson with Sesthasak Boonchai, Tony
Campbell, Cristina Molina, and Jonathan Traviesa
Sponsored by Tulane University
Celestin H
New Orleans is now known not just for its food, music, and
architecture, but also for its contemporary art production largely
through the grassroots programming of artist-run spaces and
collectives. This seminar will trace the evolution of the nationally
recognized contemporary art scene in New Orleans since the
aftermath of the hurricane of 2005. Discussions will include how
communities reinforce individual practice, the place of photography
in a climate of interdisciplinary art-making, and how a city steeped
in its own history and placeness has grown into a significant site for
contemporary makers and thinkers.

1:30 – 2:45 pm

Victor Ha

Michelle Bogre

6K Video Capture and Its Impact on Photographic Education
Victor Ha
Sponsored by PhotoVideoEDU.com
Celestin C

Photography 4.0: An Educator’s Forum
Michelle Bogre
Sponsored by Focal Press
Celestin C

As video capture resolutions increase and the ability to easily and
practically pull still frames from motion files becomes more of a
reality, the impact on photographic education and the industry at
large can be felt the world over. Join Victor Ha as he delves into
the possibilities of high-resolution motion capture and discusses
its trajectory within the photographic profession and
photographic education.

With the high cost of education today, design and photography
education has to justify its value. This can be difficult when
photographic education is undergoing a cataclysmic shift, driven
in part by upper administrations intent on outcome driven metrics
and in part by the post-modern values imparted by a generation
of MFA-degreed faculty. Drawing on research and interviews
conducted by author Michelle Bogre for her book, Photography 4.0:
A Teaching Guide for the 21st Century, this presentation will parse the
state of contemporary photographic education from the vantage
point of photo educators. Rather than being a full-length lecture,
this presentation will invite members of the audience to discuss
and help answer the question: what is the state of photographic
education today?

Jennifer Kilberg

Amanda Sosa Stone

Vision + U = Success
Jennifer Kilberg with Amanda Sosa Stone
Sponsored by American Society of Media Photographers
(ASMP) with Agency Access
Celestin H
To make it in today’s market, still and motion photographers must
understand their visual voice and communicate it clearly. In this
visually rich seminar, respected Agency Access consultant, Jennifer
Kilberg, shows you what a vision-based portfolio/online gallery looks
like and how to develop your own cohesive body of work. Learn how
to clearly convey your unique vision through a well-branded, cohesive
portfolio of imagery that will attract the clients you want!

T H U R S D AY S E S S I O N S

12:00 – 1:15 pm

Andrew Fingerman

Growing Your Audience: The Secret Sauce is You
Andrew Fingerman
Sponsored by American Society of Media Photographers
(ASMP) with PhotoShelter
Celestin H
You’ve honed your vision; time to get the word out! But, people
are busier than ever—how do you get their attention? In a riveting
take on marketing for the 21st Century, Andrew Fingerman, CEO
of PhotoShelter, shows how you can build an engaged audience of
clients and evangelists who love what you do and how you do it.
This exciting program will show you how to find the right people
and connect with them effectively so you can take your photography
career where you want it to go.
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3:00 – 4:15 pm

4:30 – 5:45 pm

Brady Wilks

Eric Joseph

Concept & Process: Getting Over the Novelty
of Alternative Processes
Brady Wilks
Sponsored by Focal Press
Celestin C

The World of Inkjet Papers
Eric Joseph
Sponsored by Freestyle Photographic
Celestin A

With the resurgence of analog processes, comes a few pitfalls. Many
artists seeking something different in their work often times find
themselves using alternative or historical photographic processes and
printmaking for different aesthetics, but is that enough? Does the
process transform the image and support the concept, or does the
work stay in the realm of novelty and hobby.

Lynn Kyle

Amanda Sosa Stone

Estimating with Confidence
Lynn Kyle with Amanda Sosa Stone
Sponsored by American Society of Media Photographers
(ASMP) with Agency Access
Celestin H
The phone rings. Now what? You’ve made the connection, made
an impression, and have been asked to bid on a project. Being
prepared and professional will give you the edge to land the job. In
this informative and practical seminar, Agency Access consultant
Lynn Kyle shares insights from her years as an Art Buyer, Producer,
and Rep to help you provide accurate estimates, stand out from the
crowd, and build lasting relationships as you navigate the maze
of estimating.
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Showing over 140 individual photographs from his personal
collection, Eric Joseph will discuss the technical points and aesthetic
differences of every inkjet paper available from the following
brands: Arista-II, Awagami, Canson, Hahnemühle, Harman by
Hahnemühle, Ilford, Innova, Moab, and Museo. Participants will
gain keen insight into the technical aspects, myths, and mysteries of
digital printing through both lecture and interactive participation. Any
and all questions are welcome. The focus of this seminar is to get
participants to understand how important The Print really is and to
realize that we truly can have a personal bond and relationship with
inkjet papers the same way we had with traditional darkroom papers.

Judy Herrmann

Launch Your Career
Judy Herrmann
Sponsored by American Society of Media Photographers
(ASMP)
Celestin H
Winning jobs is just half the battle. To build a successful career as
a photographer (or assistant), you need to understand the business
side of the business. In this lively and engaging seminar, ASMP
past president Judy Herrmann provides a comprehensive overview
of the nuts and bolts of starting and running your business. From
book-keeping and taxes to paperwork and contracts, you’ll get a solid
understanding of what you need to know and a list of resources you
can turn to when you need help. Get the tools you need to protect
your interests and build a strong and profitable photography career.

Thursday Evening Guest Speaker

Presentation Categories

©Adrian Mendoza

FRIDAY, MARCH 13
•
•
•
•
•

Rebecca Solnit

Devils In the Details: Photographs, Maps, Words, Truths,
and Adventures from Yosemite to New Orleans
Rebecca Solnit
Sponsored by Tulane University
Celestin Ballroom
Maps and photographs have a kind of specificity that undermines
generalizations and vaguenesses, and they deal in particular kinds of
truth. Rebecca Solnit, who’s been an independent nonfiction writer
since 1988, has long identified the possibilities, responsibilities, and
powers of a medium she’s always strongly associated with photography
(while thinking of painting and fiction as equally paired). Showing
maps of New Orleans, photographs from her work with Byron Wolfe
and Mark Klett, and talking about the ways we describe place and the
frictions between generalizations and specific data, Solnit will explore
the relationships between the three media and celebrate the powers of
describing the world as it is.

Lecture (45 mins) – presentation on historical topic, theory,
or another artist’s work
Imagemaker (45 mins) – presentation on artist’s own
artistic work
Panel (90 mins) – a group led by a moderator to discuss a
chosen topic
Graduate Student (20 mins) – short presentation of a
graduate student’s own artistic work and a brief introduction
to his or her graduate program
Teaching & Learning (45 mins) – presentations, workshops,
demos that address educational issues, including teaching
resources and strategies (syllabi, videos, assignments, readings,
class prep/setup, and PowerPoint presentations); curricula
to serve diverse artists and changing student populations;
seeking promotion and tenure; avoiding burnout; and
professional exchange

9:00 – 9:45 am
The Art and Science of Climate Change
Melissa Fleming
(Lecture)
Celestin A
Climate change is a complex scientific subject with diverse impacts.
This lecture will explore how art can help broaden the public
conversation and create a new pathway to understanding this critical
issue. We will discuss the basic science of climate change and explore
how artists are reacting to its diverse impacts around the globe.
As a basis for this discussion, we will also look at how artists have
responded to environmental issues in the past.

BagNewsNotes: Visualizing Photojournalism in Today’s
Media and Social Media Ecology, and the Atmosphere
for Literacy
Michael Shaw
(Lecture)
Celestin C
News sites are no longer the end destination for news photos.
Instead, they are the jumping-off point for a larger life, sometimes
a viral one, as an object of thought, a unit of persuasion, a less
contextualized narrative and a continuous dialogue between
professionals, advocates, and the public at large. For this presentation,
I’ll bring some needed definition to the current media, social media,
and photojournalism environment. In the process, I’ll relate this
discussion about media ecology to the ecology of the classroom and
show how BagNewsNotes complements and supports learning and
visual literacy in a variety of teaching “atmospheres.”

T H U R S D AY & F R I D AY S E S S I O N S

7:00 – 8:30 pm
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The Home Stage
Jessica Todd Harper
(Imagemaker)
Celestin D
The Home Stage is a body of work about childhood and having
children. The title references the home-bound lifestyle of families
with small children as well as the idea that home is the stage on which
children first learn to live. In his foreword to the accompanying
monograph published by Damiani in the fall of 2014, Alain de
Botton writes, “Harper recognizes the worth of a modest moment
and marshalls her genius to bring its qualities to our notice. Her
astonishing, beautiful and quietly stunning images proudly contradict
our prejudices by foregrounding all that we are likely to have missed.”

Create Demand for Your Art
Jennifer Schwartz
(Teaching & Learning)
Celestin E
Create Demand for Your Art empowers photographers to
strategically and effectively cultivate audiences for their work. This
lecture focuses on how to foster connections to a body of work
after it has been created and build foundations for establishing a
base of collectors. It addresses how to launch a photographic project
through both traditional and non-traditional avenues and teaches
photographers how to create innovative programs that engage people
with their images in meaningful and memorable ways. This lecture
is geared toward photographers at any level who want to explore
creative ways to get exposure and build collectors.

9:00 – 10:30 am
Adobe Demo Session

Julieanne Kost

Photography Workflow with Lightroom and Lightroom
Mobile— From Mobile to Print and Everything in Between
Julieanne Kost
Sponsored by Adobe Systems, Inc.
Storyville Stage, in the Exhibits Fair
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If there is one thing we can be sure of—it’s that the photographer’s
workflow continues to evolve! In this session, Adobe’s Photoshop
and Lightroom Evangelist Julieanne Kost will demonstrate how to
expand your tool set to include a mobile workflow. Discover how
photographers are embracing mobile technology—enhancing their
productivity while simultaneously providing new creative opportunities
for image making. In addition, you’ll learn how new features in
Lightroom help increase efficiency as we organize, develop and share
images within collaborative work environments, on social platforms,
and between devices. You’ll leave with a smoother workflow that uses
Adobe’s latest mobile solutions and technology breakthroughs.

9:00 – 10:45 am
Mind the Gap: Surviving the Paradigm Shift
in Photographic Education
Erin Jennings with Coriana Close, Matthew Clowney,
and Michael Darough
(Panel)
Celestin H
Higher education is under increasing pressure in a complex
sociopolitical environment. Many state schools have had their
funding slashed, small colleges have been shuttered, adjuncts now
make up 70 percent of all professors, and online education has
emerged as competition to the traditional classroom. In this shifting
landscape, increasing numbers of MFAs are graduating to find
that tenure-track positions are disappearing. For recent graduates,
finding employment that provides a living wage in one’s academic
field may require a new approach. This panel brings together young
MFA graduates currently working within different areas of higher
education to discuss the evolving academic world that awaits the
millennial generation.

10:00 – 10:45 am
Exploring Society Through Photography:
Connecting Students to Community
Renee Billingslea
(Teaching & Learning)
Celestin A
Historically, the camera has been used as a tool to capture and
inform others about the world and communities in which we live.
However, the camera can also serve to enlighten the photographer
and provide experience to connect with individuals in our own
backyard. In the community-based learning course, Exploring
Society Through Photography, individual connection is made with
community members, photography projects, class discussion, and
personal reflection. The course allows students an opportunity to
examine their values, discovering how their gifts can contribute to the
common good of the world. Renee will share student projects and
lessons derived from teaching this course.

Photography for Educators: Using Photography
to Engage with Learners Across Disciplines
Eliza Lamb
(Teaching & Learning)
Celestin C
This presentation will discuss how photography can, and is,
being used to engage with learners across academic disciplines, in
classes ranging from early childhood to higher education. In this
presentation, Eliza will discuss the curriculum behind her graduate
level course, Photography for Educators. Student work and examples
from the field will be presented. Discussion will follow about how
the photography community can use this curriculum to its benefit as
another stepping-stone to becoming more vital and relevant than ever
by engaging with the greater academic community.

Creating Temporal Environments
Adam Ekberg
(2015 Imagemaker Award Winner)
Celestin E
My work over the last 10 years has involved creating environments
and intervening in landscapes exclusively for the purpose of making
photographs. In these images I use a vast array of objects, materials,
lights, and techniques to transform the setting and thereby influence
what is captured within the photographic frame. My images add up
to a world of objects misplaced, misused, or inexplicably activated.
I hope that an illogical moment of disbelief allows for a potential
reality, just slightly off, to present itself in these photographs.

Sesthasak Boonchai

Russell Lord

©David Halliday

We’re all familiar with the manifestations of foodie culture: photos of
every meal on Facebook, blogs devoted to the minutia of food prep,
or a Flickr site called “What I Ate” with nearly a million photographs.
What’s not so apparent is the role food photography has played in
this phenomenon. The way food is depicted reflects our cultural
values and economic status and, of course, influences what and how
we eat. In this presentation, I’ll look at the variety of ways food is
depicted in photographs by artists to advertisers and by bakers
to Barthes.

Invited Panel

Richard McCabe

Joshua Mann Pailet

1:00 – 1:45 pm
Online Photography for Study Abroad/Away:
This Is My World!
Peter Glendinning
(Teaching & Learning)
Celestin A
Interested in expanding your world of teaching in photography
through online, but don’t know where to start? You’ll gain insights
from lessons learned at Michigan State University in developing This
Is My World: Online Photography for Study Abroad/Away, so you can
apply the principles and pedagogy to similar or different academic
settings. Winner of an AT&T Online Course Design Award, the
course enhances the study abroad/away experience of students with
no previous training in photography. However, the online structures
through which it expands student understandings of creative
expression in word and image can be applied to your program, too!

50 Greenspace Dumpsites
Christine Holtz with Lauren S. Zadikow
(Imagemaker)
Celestin D
50 Greenspace Dumpsites documents illegal dumpsites in the city
of Pittsburgh that are close to and on the edges of greenspaces:
public parks, Little League fields, cemeteries, and playgrounds. The
photographs appear to be landscapes of public spaces at first, but
when coupled with data about the space as a dumpsite, the multiple
layers of information present viewers with a new perception of these
places. By creating a bridge between the unsuspecting landscape
image and the truth about what happens there, we are bringing a new
level of significance to these sites.

F R I D AY S E S S I O N S

Picture a Cake...
Darlene Kaczmarczyk
(Lecture)
Celestin D

Jennifer Shaw

Mutual Efforts: Threading Community, Creativity
and Commodity
Sesthasak Boonchai with Russell Lord, Richard
McCabe, Joshua Mann Pailet, and Jennifer Shaw
Celestin E
For the past nine years, The New Orleans Photo Alliance has been
cultivating a symbiotic atmosphere of cooperation and collaboration
within the photography community. This collective effort has greatly
strengthened and expanded the role that photography plays in the
city’s growing cultural economy. Our panel will be discussing how
artists, gallerists, curators, educators, and community organizers can
share resources, and collaborate on exhibitions and programing while
still maintaining institutional and individual identity.

1:00 – 2:45 pm
Shooting for the Stars: Starting on the Path to Success
in Academia
Rebecca Nolan with Jay Gould, Kathleen Robbins,
and Jim Stone
(Panel)
Celestin C
This panel is a discussion about navigating the path to successful
placement in academia. The moderator will pose questions pertinent
to an audience seeking a start and/or a more permanent position in
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academia. With a growing number of MFA graduates on the streets
and fewer jobs to find, how does one attempt to approach the field?
Learn the expectations of veteran faculty when hiring young faculty
into a tenure position, full-time position, or adjunct position. The
discussion will touch on how to best prepare for CAA, putting
together a teaching packet, and preparing for a successful interview.
The panel will be open to questions from the audience. The purpose
of this panel is to create a dialogue and uncover some of the
mystery surrounding the process of successful career placement in
higher education.

Should There be Queer Photography Archives?
Sunil Gupta with Jesse M. Kahn, Hinda Schuman,
and Charan Singh
(Panel)
Celestin H
I will be presenting three LGBT photo archives: my own, a
photographer’s (Tessa Boffin, co-author of Stolen Glances: Lesbians
Take Photographs, 1992), and a vernacular collection belonging to the
gay Indian historian Saleem Kidwai. I will be making an argument
explaining why I think these archives are worth preserving and how
there might be useful international links made. Although we live in an
interconnected world, the vast discrepancies faced by LGBT people
living across the world can make a mockery of the liberal gains made
in some Western societies. Photo archives preserve our past and
make a future possible.

What can art contribute to the conversation about environmental
issues? Stimulated by work on this topic seen in portfolio reviews, I
organized the 2010 exhibition, book, and interactive website, Earth
Now: American Photographers and the Environment at the New Mexico
Museum of Art to examine this important question. This talk offers
a case study of the efficacy of art as a vehicle for advocacy and
illuminates the curatorial process by touching on how the project was
initiated, how it evolved, how artists were selected, how the museum
engaged with community, and the project’s continuing impact.

2:00 – 3:30 pm
Adobe Demo Session

2:00 – 2:45 pm
Brotherhood of Bears
Alan Charlesworth
(Imagemaker)
Celestin A
Brotherhood of Bears is an intimate view into the subculture of
the masculine and hirsute homosexual man. For 15 years Alan
Charlesworth has been an insider within the Bear community, yet
views himself as an outsider, as he is not the physical embodiment
of a Bear man. His role as photographer embodies this ambivalent
stance, as his interest in documenting Bears necessitates access to this
community, as well as some measure of detachment. Brotherhood of
Bears is an affirmation of Alan’s inclusion in the Bear group through
his ability to analyze, interpret, and understand these men and their
sexual identities.

Sometimes You’re the Garfunkel: Navigating the
Troubled Waters of Collaborative Teaching
Nancy Daly with Kim Llerena
(Teaching & Learning)
Celestin D
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Earth Now: The Autobiography of an Exhibition
Katherine Ware
(Lecture)
Celestin E

When they were asked to bring their individual classes together for
an experiment in co-teaching, their first thought was, “Where are
we going to get a white tiger for all the Siegfried and Roy inspired
demos we will surely do?” Now, after over a year of this pedagogical
experiment, Kim and Nancy will share some best practices for
incorporating creative collaboration into class projects and address
the challenges of co-teaching through successes, failures, and
examples of how this teaching model has more in common with
pairs figure skating than it does with ice dancing.

Julieanne Kost

Getting it Done in Lightroom—Harness the Power to Achieve
your Creative Vision
Julieanne Kost
Sponsored by Adobe Systems, Inc.
Storyville Stage, in the Exhibits Fair
Discover how to add your personal style to your images by taking
advantage of the power within the Develop module in Adobe
Photoshop Lightroom. Master the tools needed to enhance, refine,
and add creative effects to your images using both global and
local non-destructive image adjustments including color and tonal
enhancements, custom conversions to black and white, and special
vintage and traditional darkroom effects. Learn how to create presets
to quickly apply these effects to multiple images and prepare your
images for final delivery.

3:00 – 3:45 pm
Lars and the Real Girl Vs. Laurie Simmons: Titillation,
Sexuality and Provocation in the Utilization of Dolls
and Mannequins
Philip Krejcarek
(Lecture)
Celestin A
Remember when the only sex dolls were inflatable? The industry
certainly has evolved. Now, even established photographers such as
Laurie Simmons are purchasing them. My research and personal work
has centered upon the use of dolls and mannequins in photography.

Devil’s Promenade is a collaborative series set in the Ozarks. The
project blends photographs of local people and the land with
interpretive images based on the folkloric story of the Spook Light,
a mysterious orb of light found on a remote country road. The
Ozark region maintains a distinctive culture. Known for a wariness
to outsiders, an interest in tall tales, and its location in the Bible
Belt, it is a place that holds a deep fascination for the mysteries of
darkness and light. Our aim is to suggest a narrative that, in the
spirit of the light, is part fixed in this unique region and part afloat
in a mysterious, otherworldly realm.

Beyond the Document—Photography, Video, and Antarctica
Liz Wells
(Lecture)
Celestin E
This presentation evaluates the contribution of photographic
media within extensive and diverse contemporary engagements
with Antarctica. What can science learn from art? How are artists
contributing within debates including those associated with climate
change? In the context of SPE, the focus of this presentation will
be on how art operates, in what contexts, and to what effect? The
presentation draws on interviews with artists who have undertaken
residencies sponsored via government-funded national artists and
writers programs in Argentina, Australia, New Zealand, the United
States, and, particularly, the United Kingdom.

The Art of Plenoptics
Jeffrey Wolin with Georgi Chunev, Andrew
Lumsdaine, and Zachary Norman
(Lecture)
Celestin H
Indiana University Professor of Photography Jeffrey Wolin, and
Computer Science Professor Andrew Lumsdaine began collaborating
on photographs using custom-built plenoptic cameras in 2012. A
micro-lens array is positioned over a digital camera’s sensor to allow
entire light rays to be recorded, rather than just points of light as in
conventional cameras, allowing images to be refocused after they are
taken. They can also be viewed stereoscopically. Andrew Lumsdaine
is one of the world’s leading researchers in plenoptics. Jeffrey Wolin is
an internationally-known photographer whose work has been shown
at the Museum of Modern Art (NY), Art Institute of Chicago, and
Whitney Museum (NY), among others.

4:00 – 4:45 pm
Regional Meetings
Mid-Atlantic Regional Meeting – Celestin A
Midwest Regional Meeting – Celestin H

5:30 – 7:00 pm
2015 Honored Educator Ceremony
©Jessica Tampas

Devil’s Promenade
Antone Dolezal with Lara Shipley
(Imagemaker)
Celestin C

Northeast Regional Meeting – Celestin C
Northwest Regional Meeting – Imperial 10
South Central Regional Meeting – Storyville Stage
Southeast Regional Meeting – Imperial 5
Southwest Regional Meeting – Imperial 1
West Regional Meeting – Strand 11

Mary Virginia Swanson

Mary Virginia Swanson
Presented by Susan kae Grant
Celestin Ballroom
Congratulations to Mary Virginia Swanson, SPE’s 2015 Honored
Educator! SPE received communications in support of Mary
Virginia Swanson’s nomination from colleagues, former students,
and associates—a true testament to the influence and inspiration
she provided over a groundbreaking career of teaching, creating
art, and exhibiting. Mary’s significant contribution to the field of
photographic education and this organization are deeply appreciated.

F R I D AY S E S S I O N S

They have been incorporated in photographers’ work since the 1800s.
Which photographers have embraced using these facsimiles of the
human form, and why? I will conclude with my own work in this area
over the past three decades. I have purchased a female child and adult
mannequin that have been dressed in a First Communion dress and
bridal gown, respectively.

Friday Evening Guest Speaker

Chris Jordan

Atmospheres of Mind/Heart: Facing the Realities of Our Times
Chris Jordan
Celestin Ballroom
Drawing on his last 10 years of work, Chris Jordan will take audience
members on a visual journey into our culture of mass consumption.
Facing the frighteningly enormous multi-scalar realities of our times,
he will probe into a challenging question he was recently asked by a
middle-school teacher in front of 600 students: “How do we get to
hope from here?”
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SATURDAY, MARCH 14

9:00 – 9:45 am

Presentation Categories

Invited Panel

•
•
•
•
•

Lecture (45 mins) – presentation on historical topic, theory
or another artist’s work
Imagemaker (45 mins) – presentation on artist’s own
artistic work
Panel (90 mins) – a group led by a moderator to discuss a
chosen topic
Graduate Student (20 mins) – short presentation of a
graduate student’s own artistic work and a brief introduction
to his or her graduate program
Teaching & Learning (45 mins) – presentations, workshops,
demos that address educational issues, including teaching
resources and strategies (syllabi, videos, assignments, readings,
class prep/setup, and PowerPoint presentations); curricula
to serve diverse artists and changing student populations;
seeking promotion and tenure; avoiding burnout; and
professional exchange

Garrett Hansen

Mitch Kern

Jack Risley

8:30 – 10:00 am
Industry & Education Forum
Industry & Educators: The Dialogue Continues
Imperial 5
Moderated by Tom P. Ashe with table hosts:
Curriculum – Veronica Cotter (Education Development and Sales
Manager, Hahnemühle USA, Inc.) and Dennis Keeley (Department
Chair, Art Center College of Design)
Demonstrations – Bill Gratton (Regional Sales Manager, Eastern
Region, Profoto US) and Therese Mulligan (Professor and
Administrative Chair, Rochester Institute of Technology)
Resources – Garin Horner (Assistant Professor, Department Chair,
Adrian College) and Brenda K. Hipsher (National Manager of
Educational Markets at MAC Group)
For us, as professionals, educators, and artists, photography continues
to evolve in exciting and challenging ways. To help us, and the
students we mutually serve, to better manage these changes and
thrive, we need to reinforce and build community and strengthen
collaboration through continued dialogue.
Following up on the success of last year’s Industry & Education
forum, we will continue the innovative format Jeff Curto developed.
Once again, there will be three tables, each hosted by a educator
and industry representative pair. The “Curriculum” table will
focus on pedagogical concerns common to both parties, the
“Demonstrations” table will concentrate on issues surrounding
demonstrating equipment or techniques, and the “Resources” table
will look at the importance of providing and obtaining the needed
supplies and information for teaching photography. Participants will
be able to go from table to table to discuss and hear about issues
pertinent to them and, at the end each group, will report on their
observations, conclusions, and next steps.
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Rebecca Nolan

Finding the Right Graduate Program
Rebecca Nolan with Garrett Hansen, Mitch Kern,
and Jack Risley
(Invited Panel)
Celestin A
This panel is directed toward an audience potentially seeking graduate
school in the future. This panel will discuss the following questions:
Why attend graduate school? How do you select the right program
for you? What is considered at the admissions point? How do you
succeed in a graduate program? How do you pay for a graduate
education? How do you prepare for life after graduate school?

100 Years of Dust: Owens Lake and the Los Angeles Aqueduct
Jennifer Little
(Imagemaker)
Celestin D
Owens Lake lies in California’s Eastern Sierra Nevada Mountains,
200 miles northeast of Los Angeles. This 110-square-mile lake began
to dry up in 1913 when Los Angeles diverted the Owens River into
the LA Aqueduct. The new water supply allowed the city to grow
and turned the arid San Fernando Valley into an agricultural oasis,
but at tremendous environmental cost. By 1926, Owens Lake was a
dry alkali flat, and its dust became the largest source of carcinogenic
particulate air pollution in North America. This presentation
documents the legally mandated dust mitigation program at Owens
Lake that began in 2000.

Projecting the Sky: Photography and the Planetarium/
Atmospherium
Chris Burnett
(Lecture)
Celestin E
My presentation probes the planetarium (and its daytime counterpart,
the atmospherium) as a theater of connections between photography
and cosmology. From ancient times a deeply held “photographics”

9:00 – 10:45 am
Lure of the Local: Issues in Photographing the Familiar
Natalie Zelt with Aaron Blum, Eliza Lamb, Kurt
Simonson, and Ashly Stohl
(Panel)
Celestin H
Photography is often a means for encountering and documenting
the unknown. The camera can be a tool for exploration, an impetus
for engagement with persons and places beyond the photographer’s
immediate sphere. But what changes when a photographer’s focus
shifts to familiar communities or intimate spaces? Does the act of
photographing make a subject more familiar or does it create a new
kind of distance? What does it mean to photograph from within
a community, to allow the personal to define the boundaries of a
project? This panel is comprised of four photographers whose recent
work marks a shift in focus to intimate and personal geographies.
These artists respond to what Lucy Lippard calls the “lure of the
local,” the particular significance of a person or place because of the
photographer’s invisible, affective connection. This panel, facilitated
by a moderator, will encourage conversation about issues faced by
photographers who document their community relationships and
familiar spaces.

10:00 – 10:45 am
Exposed in a Hundred Suns: US-Japan Nuclear Legacies
and the New Daguerreotypes as Micro-monuments
Takashi Arai
(Imagemaker)
Celestin D
If art is something that we cannot stop demanding to overpower us,
or to transcend human knowledge and death, perhaps the new suns
unveiled by thermonuclear bombs are some extreme realization of
this demand—even if this is something that leaves an unremovable
curse on the earth. There is a heavenly image of a nuclear cloud
captured from way up in the sky. There is another image of
deformed bodies piled on the ground of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
This is my impossible journey in search of new monuments to
connect two images separated by an unbridgeable divide between
extreme beauty and extreme ugliness.

Teaching the Business of Art: Incorporating Professional
Development and Industry in the Classroom
Becky Olstad
(Teaching & Learning)
Celestin E
This lecture addresses the importance of incorporating the business
of art in our curriculum. We will discuss assignments and strategies
aimed at incorporating professional practices in the classroom with
the goal of helping students to both understand the marketability
of their photographic education and to prepare for the workforce
after graduation.

10:00 – 11:30 am
Adobe Demo Session

Julieanne Kost

Creating Your Best Photographs with Photoshop CC 2014
Julieanne Kost
Sponsored by Adobe Systems, Inc.
Storyville Stage, in the Exhibits Fair
With millions of images being uploaded daily, how will you and
your students create distinct images that attract attention in a
crowded landscape? Let Julieanne Kost demonstrate how Photoshop
can help you take your images to the next level. Instead of using
Photoshop to fix problems that can be solved in capture, Julieanne
will demonstrate how to refine your work in post process using the
powerful features of Photoshop CC. Master working with layers,
masking, retouching, and other persuasive manipulation techniques in
subtle and sophisticated ways—shortening the distance between your
idea and the sharing of your final photograph. Attend this session for
a mixture of practical tips and inspiration that will help you further
your craft.

S AT U R D AY S E S S I O N S

has animated cosmological beliefs concerning stars, planets, light,
space, and time. These photographic figures took deeper root
with photography’s invention and blossomed into a rich set of
photographic experimentation that illuminates planetaria as a hybrid
of theater, optical apparatus, and visualization platform. To pursue
these developments, I focus on several case studies involving early
photography, the Celestographs of August Strindberg, the skyward
chronophotography of Sharon Harper, and other cloud studies in
contemporary photography.
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10:00 am – 12:00 pm
Graduate Presentations
Celestin A

10:00 – 10:20 am
Unmanned Landscapes
Justin Ward
Unmanned Landscapes explores the ways in which satellite and
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), or drone, technology can be utilized
to experience the land in new ways. My artwork explores how the
abstraction of aerial imagery can alter a viewer’s expectations and
perception of a landscape. I collect images using a small, commercially-available UAV and by appropriating satellite views. Numerous
images are collected and composited together to create large-scale
pieces. This project blends realism with abstraction, fantasy with
reality, and nature with technology. I play in the space between what a
place is and what it can become.

10:25 – 10:45 am
David and Rosemary
Linda Smith
I will be presenting a photo documentary project that I have been
working on for over 10 years, about a mother, Rosemary, who
has been caring for her son, David, for over 37 years. David was
diagnosed at infancy with Prader-Willi syndrome, which is a genetic
disorder that causes physical, mental, and behavioral conditions.
When David was born, his doctors told Rosemary to give him
constant stimulation throughout his life, especially during his
adolescent years. Rosemary created a teaching curriculum for severely
autistic children. She has used the curriculum since David was a
toddler. As David gets older, his syndrome may cause heart failure as
well as autistic tendency.

10:50 – 11:10 am
Political and Economical Climates/Gross Domestic
Product Reports
Sheida Soleimani
GDP, which stands for Gross Domestic Product, is a term used to
refer to the highest trades and products exported from a country or
region. In my photographic scenarios, cultural symbols and signifiers
create a narrative in regards to my position as an Iranian-American
viewing the Middle East from an outside lens. Specific colors and
political figures form a symbolic lexicon that runs throughout the
series, while objects become indicators to a country’s GDP. Each of
the photographs addresses a specific time in history, while alluding to
how both the East and West have responded to societal occurrences.

11:15 – 11:35 am
Man to Man: Expectation, Performance, and Desire
within the Male Gender
Chadric Devin
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Growing up I felt an overwhelming responsibility and pressure
from my father to participate in athletics and display his
preconceived ideas of masculine behavior. American culture and
society, in the same way, has constructed its own set of archetypes
that dictate maleness and the ways in which men are expected
to interact and perform their gender. My work explores the
complications of these expectations, the complexity of the social

relationships formed between males, and my desire to understand
how history, meaning, and experience can be reshaped and
understood through the physicality of interacting with materials.

11:40 am – 12:00 pm
“I Could Go with You”: Double Literacy in Photography
Michelle Bablitz
Michelle Bablitz’s, I Could Go with You. is the fragmented narrative
of an internal struggle following a traumatic event. Images and
text etched onto glass work together to challenge the credibility
of memory and the attainability of a significant moment through
photography. When combined in the series, text and image produce a
disjointed story that mirrors how memory and trauma function in the
human psyche.

11:00 – 11:45 am
In the Ghetto of Warsaw: Heinrich Jost Photographs
Karey Walter
(Lecture)
Sponsored by Sprint Systems
of Photography
Celestin C
Hotel owner Heinrich Jost was a sergeant in the German army,
stationed near Warsaw, who became curious about the corpses he had
seen lying along the ghetto walls. So on his birthday, he made use of
his free time and went into the ghetto with his camera. The amateur
photographer shot several rolls of film in September 1941 and kept
them for decades without showing them to anyone. In 1982, he gave
the photographs to Stern magazine reporter Gunther Schwarberg.
The Jerusalem Documentation Center Yad Vashem pronounced
them a “unique find” and they certainly are—Jost’s pictures belong to
the scant number of existing photographs of the Warsaw ghetto, and
are a critically important documentation of its history.

Hacking the Digital Print
Bonny Lhotka
(Teaching & Learning)
Celestin D
Photography has transitioned from darkroom to digital, trading
enlargers and chemicals for computers and mice. Along the way,
we’ve lost something: the role of the hand—that ability to create
truly one-of-a-kind photographic and artistic works in the darkroom.
Now there are new processes for the digital era that mimic, replace,
and extend classic photographic techniques, or create entirely new
images. These school-safe, non-toxic processes restore the role of the
hand and allow students, instructors, photographers, and artists to
hack their work to differentiate themselves and express their creative
voice in ways never before possible.

Tributes to the Data Stream
Nate Larson with Marni Shindelman
(Imagemaker)
Celestin E
Nate Larson and Marni Shindelman’s collaborative practice
investigates the data tracks we amass through networked
communication. Their work ties the invisible to actual sites, anchoring
the ephemeral in photographs and immersive video installations.

Invited Speaker

Parallax Errors Aligning Concept with Material
in Photographic Practice
Michelle Tinta with Mary Costello
(Teaching & Learning)
Celestin H
This co-presentation investigates how the relationships between
photographic concepts and material practices present unique
programming and pedagogical opportunities to enrich student
learning in the secondary school classroom. Contemporary
photographic practices provide numerous scenarios for a synergy of
ideas and materials in the classroom that enhance critical thinking
and skill development. They promote material experimentation and
sustained investigation that allow students to develop bodies of work
that are informed and personal.

12:15 – 12:45 pm
Silent Auction Closing
Storyville Hall (Exhibits Fair)
See details on page 27.

Annu Palakunnathu Matthew

To Majority Minority
Annu Palakunnathu Matthew
(2014 SPE Future Focus Project Support Grant Winner)
Celestin E
The America of yesterday, filled with immigrants of European
descent is giving way to a new multi-colored America. By 2050
the populations we call “minorities” will become the majority. To
understand these changes we need to reframe our understanding of
this multi-colored American. I explore the generational transition
from immigrant to native within families. To make the ephemeral
photo-animations, I collaborate with three generations of women and
build on their family photographs. I make it appear that the old and
new images magically flow one into another, revealing the blurring
spectrum of moving from immigrant to native and their histories.

1:00 – 2:30 pm
1:00 – 1:45 pm
An Antebellum Shift: The Introduction of the Negative
into the American Daguerreian Community
David R. Hanlon
(Lecture)
Celestin C
For most of the first decade of photography’s history, the American
public saw the new medium as represented by cased daguerreotype
images. During this time, however, an undercurrent of experimentation was being undertaken in the country to cultivate an alternative
process of making images from negatives. This is the story of the
early American practitioners of the negative processes, along with the
tales of their perseverance to enhance and promote an approach that
they knew had greater long-term benefits, but that often clashed with
the expectations of the age.

The Endangered Coast, Climate Change and the Rising Sea
John Ganis
(Imagemaker)
Celestin D
Climate change is a crisis of great urgency for humanity. My current
project, The Endangered Coast, documents low elevation sites along the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts that have been or will be severely affected
by storm surges and rising sea levels. I will show photographs of
sites impacted by Hurricanes Sandy, Katrina, and Irene as well as
other low elevation sites vulnerable to the three- to five-foot sea
rise levels predicted within 100 years. My photographs showing
the unsustainable development of fragile coastal environments
underscore the absurdity of our state of denial around global
warming and sea rise.

Adobe Demo Session
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Their ongoing project, Geolocation, uses publicly-available, embedded
GPS information in Twitter updates to track the locations of user
posts and make photographs to mark the location in the real world.
Their most recent video installation, First Responders, illuminates the
haunting effects of cell phones on contemporary disaster sites.

Julieanne Kost

Turning Stills and Videos Into Finished Projects
Julieanne Kost
Sponsored by Adobe Systems, Inc.
Storyville Stage, in the Exhibits Fair
Dive into your video footage and learn how to enhance any clip
using the full range of familiar tools—right in Photoshop! Discover
how to edit clips, add transitions, overlay audio, apply filters, create
transformations, import time lapse sequences, and much more. Then
combine the best of both worlds and composite not only stills, but
also video together in a single project. Finally, use the skills you’ve
mastered in Photoshop to explore Adobe Premiere to discover when
switching to a dedicated video editing system is advantageous for
multimedia creations and storytelling.
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Lee Friedlander: Playing for the Benefit of the Band
Stephen Hilger with Sandra Jaffe, Russell Lord,
and Bruce Boyd Raeburn
(Panel)
Celestin H
Since the 1950s Lee Friedlander has looked to New Orleans music
culture as a central subject. Sandra Jaffe, curator Russell Lord, jazz
historian Bruce Boyd Raeburn, and photographer Stephen Hilger will
discuss Friedlander’s photographs of New Orleans jazz musicians
in the context of an extraordinary chapter in American history.
‘Baby’ Dodds described his drumming style by saying, “I play for the
benefit of the band.” By including these words in two photographic
monographs Friedlander suggests the camaraderie that exists among
himself and his subjects as well as his commitment to preserving this
vernacular culture.

2:00 – 2:45 pm
Visual Decision Making Through Photo Editing
Marie-Susanne Langille
(Teaching and Learning)
Celestin A
This hands-on teaching workshop will walk you through a student
photo-editing exercise as participants using an unedited body of
work of more than 100 images created by a student artist. We will
eliminate some images and sequence others by responding to what
each photograph contains conceptually and compositionally. Students
tend to think that in art there are no wrong answers. They often have
trouble understanding that there are better answers and that these
solutions are worth finding. Working with the same source files and
then comparing editing results clarifies the shades of gray between
OK and original.

ANTARCTICA: From “Whiteout” to “Bitch in Slippers”
Anne Noble
(Imagemaker)
Celestin C
Antarctica and the Arctic are poignant markers of the impact of
climate change in the 21st Century. While there is a growing awareness
of the fragility of these environments, photography continues
to project an image of heroic untouched wilderness that is often
unwittingly informed by 19th and 20th Century literary narratives and
visual conventions. In this presentation I will discuss the development
and resolution of two Antarctic photographic projects, Whiteout/White
Noise, and Bitch in Slippers, both outcomes of a search for new images
and metaphors that provide a critical and imaginative frame through
which to consider the fragility of the world’s natural biological systems
and our part in their rapid transformation.
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Digital Humanities and the Documentary Arts
Ruth Dusseault
(Teaching & Learning)
Celestin D
Digital scholarship is implicitly transdiscipline, creating new types
of knowledge about the world that are statistically objective.
Documentary practice is also cross-discipline. It is based on theories
of objectivity (even through subjective means) and rooted in
ethnography and storytelling. The former is more likely to represent
a statistical aggregate; the latter is likely to delve into the archive
of the individual (or what Tarde would term the “Monad”). Might
they combine into a new practice in documentary arts? This paper
considers new art programs emerging from traditional institutes of
science and new digital humanities programs in liberal arts.

3:15 pm
Raffle Closing
Storyville Hall (Exhibits Fair)
See details on page 27.

5:30 – 7:30 pm
Saturday Evening Guest Speaker
©Andrea Blanch
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1:00 – 2:45 pm

Hank Willis Thomas

I Am. Amen.
Hank Willis Thomas
Sponsored by PhotoVideoEDU.com
Celestin Ballroom
One of the most provocative and innovative conceptual artists of
today, Hank Willis Thomas uses photo-based imagery to address
issues of race and identity through the vernacular of advertising and
popular culture. He will discuss the impact of photography on his
work and the ways in which the medium informs his most recent solo
and collaborative projects.

Takashi Arai – 15
takashiontravel@gmail.com
www.takashiarai.com
Tokyo-based artist Takashi Arai is well
known as a unique contemporary daguerreotypist in Japan. His work is not meant to
showcase the object being depicted, but
instead the medium of photography itself.
His works were selected for the permanent
collection of San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, Tokyo Metropolitan Museum
of Photography, and Muse
Adrien Mentienne.
Tom P. Ashe – 14
tashe@sva.edu
Photographer, educator, and consultant Tom
P. Ashe received his BS from RIT and his
MS from RMIT University in Melbourne.
He has been teaching color management and
digital printmaking as an adjunct professor
at the School of Visual Arts (SVA) in NYC
since 2003. He has also been Associate
Chair of the Masters in Digital Photography
program at SVA since it started in 2007.
His over 25 years of industry experience
has included positions with Polaroid and
Eastman Kodak, X-Rite Photo Marketing,
and the MAC Group. Focal Press released
his first book Color Management & Quality
Output in February 2014.
Michelle Bablitz – 16
michelle@michellebablitz.com
www.michellebablitz.com
Michelle Bablitz is a fine art photographer
currently living in New York, NY. After
completing her MFA in Photography at
Rochester Institute of Technology, Michelle
has continued her investigation into the
relationship between text and image and
makes work that is largely about storytelling.		
Renee Billingslea – 10
rbillingslea@scu.edu
www.rbillingslea.tumblr.com
Photographer, artist, and teacher Renee
Billingslea earned her BFA at Southern
Oregon State University. She served in
the US Peace Corps, in the Central Pacific
island Nation of Kiribati, after returning
she earned her MFA from San Jose State
University. Renee is currently a photography
lecturer at Santa Clara University.
Aaron Blum – 15
blumaaron@gmail.com
www.aaronblumphoto.com
As an eighth-generation West Virginian,
Aaron Blum creates art deeply linked to his
home in Appalachia. His unique personal
history inspires his creative work, which

contrasts stereotypes with representations
of an upper middle class heritage. Blum
received his MFA from Syracuse University,
currently teaches at West Virginia University
and Carnegie Mellon University, and exhibits
both nationally and internationally.
Michelle Bogre – 7
bogrem@newschool.edu
photographyconfidential.com
Michelle Bogre, currently an Associate
Professor of Photography at Parsons
The New School for Design, has been a
photographic educator for 20 years. She is
also a documentary photographer, copyright
lawyer, and author who regularly writes
about photography and education, including
in two books, Photography As Activism:
Images for Social Change, and Photography 4.0:
A Teaching Guide for the 21st Century, both
published by Focal Press.
Sesthasak Boonchai – 6, 11
oliowork@gmail.com
www.oliowork.com
Sesthasak Boonchai is an artist, educator
and pre media specialist currently based in
New Orleans. He received an MFA from the
University of New Orleans and has taught
at NOCCA|Riverfront, The University
of New Orleans, Delgado Community
College, Tulane University, and The School
of Visual Arts, New York. He has exhibited
extensively and his work is in a number of
public and private collections including The
Ogden Museum of Southern Art and The
New Orleans Museum of Art. He is also
President Emeritus of the New Orleans
Photo Alliance and Digital Projects Manager
at the New Orleans Museum of Art.
Chris Burnett – 14
chris.burnett@utoledo.edu
www.chrisburnett.net
Chris Burnett currently teaches photography
and media art at the Center for the Visual
Arts, University of Toledo. His photographs
and digital works concerning the media
environment have been exhibited widely.
He received the inaugural SPE Award
for Excellence in Historical, Critical and
Theoretical Writing.
Tony Campbell – 6
tonycampbellgas@gmail.com
genericartsolutions.com
Tony Campbell is one half of the
collaborative art team Generic Art Solutions
with Matt Vis. He currently teaches in
the Fine Art department at the University
of New Orleans. He graduated from the
Royal College of Art with a MA RCA
in Fine Art in 1994. Tony Campbell is a
founding member and manager of the Artist
Collective Good Children Gallery. G.A.S. are
represented by Jonathan Ferrara in NOLA
and Mindy Solomon in Miami.

Alan Charlesworth – 12
acharles@risd.edu
www.angryalan.com
Alan Charlesworth is a professor of
graphic design and photography in Albany,
New York. In 2010 he received a NYFA
Fellowship with his project, Brotherhood
of Bears, which explores the lifestyle and
subculture of the masculine hirsute gay
man. Alan continues to document various
facets of the gay community, subcultures,
and sexuality.
Georgi Chunev – 13
gnchunev@imail.iu.edu
www.crest.iu.edu/people/Students/120
Georgi Chunev is a Computer Science
PhD candidate at Indiana University,
Bloomington. He is working under
Professor Andrew Lumsdaine on topics
related to interactive plenoptic rendering.
Georgi’s work experience includes interning
with the plenoptics research group at
Adobe Systems and working as a senior
game developer for Gameloft.
Coriana Close – 10
coriana.close@gmail.com
www.coriana.co
Coriana Close is Assistant Professor of
Photography at the University of Memphis.
She has a BA in Cinema Studies with Honors
in Studio Art from Oberlin College, and an
MFA in Photography from the University
of Arizona. Coriana is currently creating
historically-themed and archive-inspired
photography and video art.
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Matthew Clowney – 10
mclowney@risd.edu
www.matthewclowney.com
Matthew Clowney is an adjunct professor
of photography at Rhode Island School of
Design. His photographs are represented
in numerous collections, including the
Smithsonian American Art Museum and
the Philadelphia Art Museum. He enjoys
walks on the beach and fluffy kittens, but
he advises people to never, ever, bring fluffy
kittens to the beach.
Mary Costello – 17
astormycello@gmail.com
www.marycostellophotograhy.com.au
Mary Costello teaches at Loreto Kirribilli
independent Catholic day school in Sydney,
Australia, as a Photographic and Digital
Media teacher, graduating from the College
of Fine Arts, Sydney with a B Ed (Visual
Arts). Mary is a practicing photographic
artist whose work is exhibited nationally and
is represented in the permanent collection of
New Norica, Western Australia.
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Nancy Daly – 12
daly.nancy2@gmail.com
www.nancy-daly.com

Ruth Dusseault – 18
rd@ruthdusseault.com
www.ruthdusseault.com

John Ganis – 17
jganis@collegeforcreativestudies.edu
www.johnganisphotography.com

Nancy Daly and Kim Llerena are basically
the same person. They had to make a logo
for their students illustrating which one is
blonde and which one is brunette. They
both received MFAs in Photographic and
Electronic Media from Maryland Institute
College of Art, after which they jumped
into adjuncting at the same places. Currently,
they co-teach Electronic Media and Culture
at Maryland Institute College of Art, and
also both teach Visual Literacy at American
University in Washington, DC. But they
are really quite different people: Nancy was
raised in a Virginia suburb of Washington,
DC; Kim hails from a Maryland suburb
outside the District of Columbia.

As Artist in Residence at Georgia Tech’s
College of Architecture, Ruth taught
photography and installation art. At Emory
University, she designed special topics
courses that engaged in neuropsychology
and civil engineering. She is currently
documenting off-grid communities that use
open source design tools.

Photographs by John Ganis have been
included in recent books on land use,
including Land Matters, by Liz Wells, and
Undermining, by Lucy Lippard. His book,
Consuming the American Landscape, was
published in 2003. John Ganis was the
recipient of the SPE Midwest Region’s
Honored Educator Award in 2007.

Adam Ekberg – 11
adam@adamekberg.com
www.adamekberg.com

Peter Glendinning – 11
glendinn@msu.edu
www.peterglendinning.com

Adam Ekberg’s solo exhibitions include
Fotografiska in Stockholm, Platform
Gallery in Seattle, and DeSoto Gallery in
Los Angeles. Group exhibitions include
ClampArt in New York and Aran Cravey
Gallery in Los Angeles, among many others.
He won a 2013 Tanne Foundation Award.
Adam received his MFA from the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago.

Peter Glendinning joined the Michigan State
University faculty in 1978, presently holding
the rank of Professor of Art. He joined SPE
in 1977 and served the Midwest region in
various offices, including President, in the
distant past. Sharing ideas about teaching/
learning with faculty colleagues and students
is a passion.

Michael Darough – 10
mdarough@gmail.com
www.michaeldarough.com
Michael Darough graduated from the
University of Memphis, earning an MFA
in photography in 2011. He received
his BFA in photography from Arizona
State University in 2007. Currently he’s a
practicing artist and Assistant Professor
at Lycoming College, in Williamsport, PA,
where he teaches photography and the
history of photography.
Chadric Devin – 16
chadricdevin@gmail.com
www.chadricdevin.blogspot.com
Chadric Devin is a third-year MFA degree
student at the University of NebraskaLincoln who works in alternative and
historical photographic processes,
printmaking, and sculpture. His work as both
an artist and curator explores gender, race,
the body, and performance.
Antone Dolezal – 13
antonedolezal@gmail.com
www.antonedolezal.com
Antone Dolezal is an artist and writer
whose work explores the American social
landscape and its relationship with history
and folklore. His photographs have been
featured on NPR, Oxford American, Photo
District News, and Mossless Magazine, and are
held in various collections, including the
British Library (London), Marion Center for
the Photographic Arts (Santa Fe) and the
Museum of Contemporary Photography
(Chicago). Alongside co-author Lara Shipley,
Antone has published a series of books
titled, Spook Light Chronicles. He is represented
by 555 Gallery in Boston.
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Andrew Fingerman – 7
andrew@photoshelter.com
www.photoshelter.com
Andrew Fingerman is the Chief Executive
Officer of PhotoShelter, the worldwide
leader in portfolio websites, online archiving
and business tools for professional
photographers. Before becoming CEO,
Andrew led marketing at PhotoShelter for
five years, where he pioneered the company’s
photographer education efforts, resulting
in over 30 free downloadable photography
business guides and other resources to
help independent photographers and
small agencies grow. Prior to PhotoShelter,
Andrew was a Senior Product Manager with
OPEN, the small business team at American
Express, handling customer marketing for
the Centurion, Platinum, Gold, and Green
charge cards. Andrew serves as a member
of the Board of Trustees for the American
Society of Picture Professionals.
Melissa Fleming – 9
mf@melissafleming.com
www.melissafleming.com
Melissa Fleming is a visual artist with a
particular interest in the transient and often
unseen aspects of the natural world. Her
work has been exhibited and collected
internationally. She received a Master of
Fine Arts degree from Parsons The New
School of Design in New York City and
has taught at various universities and art
organizations. Melissa is also the founder
of The Weather Gamut, a blog about weather
and climate change. She is an associate
member of the American Meteorological
Society and a Climate Leader with the
Climate Reality Project.

Jay Gould – 11
jay@jgould.net
www.jgould.net
Jay Gould received his BFA in photography
from the University of Wisconsin and
his MFA from the Savannah College of
Art and Design in Georgia. His work,
which integrates scientific topics into
photographic projects, has won numerous
national awards, such as the Berenice
Abbott Prize for an emerging photographer,
an SPE Student Award for Innovations in
Imaging, and first place at the Newspace
Center for Photography’s International
Juried Exhibition.
Susan kae Grant – 6
susan@susankaegrant.com
www.susankaegrant.com
Susan kae Grant (MFA, University of
Wisconsin-Madison) is Professor and Head
of Photography & Book Arts at Texas
Woman’s University and teaches workshops
annually at the International Center for
Photography. From 1979-1981, she taught at
Wayne State University in Detroit, Michigan,
before joining the faculty at TWU in 1981.
Selected teaching awards include: TWU Mary
Mason Lyon Award, (1986); SPE Freestyle
Crystal Apple Award, (2005 & 2003); The
Excellence in Photographic Teaching Award,
Santa Fe Center for Photography (2004);
Honored Educator, South Central Region,
SPE (2007); and SPE Honored Educator
(2014). Grant’s work is exhibited at museums
and galleries nationwide and represented
in numerous collections including George
Eastman House, Tokyo Metropolitan
Museum of Photography, Houston Museum
of Fine Arts, and Victoria and Albert
Museum. Her ongoing body of work
Night Journey is the culmination of research
conducted in a sleep laboratory on dreams,
memory, and the unconscious.

Jessica Todd Harper – 10
jessicatoddharper@gmail.com
www.jessicatoddharper.com

Christine Holtz – 11
christineholtz@mac.com
www.christineholtz.com

Sunil Gupta is a photographer, artist,
educator, and curator based in London.
Born in New Delhi, India (1953), educated
at the Royal College of Art (London, 1983),
his involvement with photography has been
as an independent critical practice. His last
book, Queer, was published by Prestel/
Vadehra Art Gallery in 2011. His recent
solo show at Sepia Eye, New York, was in
November 2014. He is Visiting Faculty at
National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad,
India; and University for the Creative Arts,
Farnham, UK. His work encompasses many
public collections including George Eastman
House (Rochester, New York, US), Tokyo
Metropolitan Museum of Photography,
Tate Britain in London, the Royal Ontario
Museum in Toronto, Canada, and Harvard
University in Massachusetts.

Jessica Todd Harper’s images of family and
friends have been widely exhibited. She has
two monographs: the award-winning Interior
Exposure (2008) and most recently The Home
Stage (2014). Harper is represented by Rick
Wester Fine Art Gallery in New York City.

Christine Holtz is a Pittsburgh-based
artist, photographer, and educator. She
is a graduate of the Rhode Island School
of Design (BFA, Photography, 2000) and
Rochester Institute of Technology (MFA,
Imaging Arts, 2002). Christine has exhibited
work nationally and internationally. She is
Professor of Media Arts, Photography at
Robert Morris University in Pittsburgh.

Victor Ha – 7
victorh@macgroupus.com
Victor Ha is Director of Market
Development for MAC Group. He is a
former professional photographer who
has transitioned into understanding the
complexities of HDSLR filmmaking.
Victor takes a very practical approach
leveraging photographic knowledge into
filmmaking literacy. When he’s not helping
others learn about filmmaking, Victor
spends a majority of his time blogging
and developing educational content for his
workshops and seminars. He has a passion
for photographic and video education and
is excited to be allowed the chance to share
his knowledge and experience with students
and educators alike.
David R. Hanlon – 17
dhanlon@stlcc.edu
www.davidrhanlon.com
David R. Hanlon is a Professor in the
Design, Visual and Performing Arts
Department at St. Louis Community
College at Meramec. His book, Illuminating
Shadows: The Calotype in Nineteenth-Century
America, is the first to study exclusively the
development of photography on paper in
the United States.
Garrett Hansen – 14
garrettohansen@gmail.com
Garrett graduated from Grinnell College,
where he studied economics and political
science. He completed his MFA in
photography at Indiana University and has
taught at several universities in the United
States and in Asia. Garrett has had numerous
solo and group exhibitions in the United
States, Indonesia, Europe, and Japan.

Judy Herrmann – 8
herrmann@asmp.org
www.asmp.org
Judy Herrmann of Herrmann + Starke,
www.HSstudio.com, creates distinctive
imagery for advertising, editorial, and
corporate clients that has won recognition
from Graphis, Communication Arts, Lurzer’s
Archive, and numerous award annuals. A
past president of ASMP, Olympus Visionary
and recipient of the United Nations IPC
Leadership Award, Judy currently serves as
ASMP’s director of content strategy. Judy’s
energetic and inspiring seminars on smart
business practices have helped thousands
of photographers compete more effectively.
Through one-on-one consultations and
her consulting site, 2goodthings.com, she
helps people grow creatively and financially
rewarding businesses. Small wonder Rangefinder
Magazine recently named her one of 11
photographers you should know.
Stephen Hilger – 18
shilger@pratt.edu
www.stephenhilger.com
Stephen Hilger is a photographer
and Chairperson of the Photography
Department at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn,
New York. He has shown his photographs
widely in the United States and he has
curated two exhibitions of Lee Friedlander’s
work including, Jazz People at Tulane
University’s Newcomb Art Gallery in New
Orleans, and Lee Friedlander: The Printed Picture
at Pratt.
Brenda K. Hipsher – 6
brendah@macgroupus.com
photovideoedu.com
Brenda K. Hipsher is National Manager
of Educational Markets with MAC Group.
She oversees the popular PhotoVideoEDU
program (formerly MAC on Campus)
visiting dozens of schools throughout the
country each year. Her 45+ years experience
in the photographic industry, including
a decade in lab management and over
two years working directly with X-Rite,
gives her a unique perspective on color
management and workflow. She is grateful
for the opportunity to lead a discussion of
the challenges and successes of educators
teaching color management.

Sandra Jaffe – 18
In September of 1961, Sandra Jaffe, along
with her husband, Alan Jaffe, joined a
collective of conscientious music lovers
committed to the aging African American
Jazz Community of New Orleans and its
time honored traditions. They converted the
art gallery at 726 Saint Peter Street into a
groundbreaking integrated music hall during
the depths of racial segregation. Sandra
raised her two sons, Benjamin and Russell
in the French Quarter, while touring across
the country and around the world with
many Preservation Hall ensembles while
continuing to work the “kitty” (door) at the
Hall when home. She kept the Hall going
through enormously challenging times after
Allen’s passing in 1987, eventually handing
over management responsibilities to her son
Ben in 1993. Now residing in south Florida,
Sandra remains an active philanthropist and
music lover often returning to New Orleans
to visit.
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Sunil Gupta – 12
sunilgupta@mac.com
www.sunilgupta.net

Erin Jennings – 10
erinjennings1@gmail.com
www.erinjenningsphotography.com
Erin Jennings is a Memphis-based image
maker holding a BA in Film Production
(2001), a MA in Political Science/Politics
in Film (2009), and a MFA in Photography
(2010). She is an instructor of photography
at The University of Memphis and
formerly The Art Institute of Pittsburgh
Online Division.
Chris Jordan – 13
studio@chrisjordan.com
www.chrisjordan.com
Chris Jordan is an internationally acclaimed
artist and cultural activist based in Seattle.
His work explores contemporary mass
culture from a variety of photographic and
conceptual perspectives, connecting the
viewer viscerally to the enormity and power
of humanity’s collective will. Edge-walking
the lines between art and activism, beauty
and horror, abstraction and representation,
the near and the far, the visible and the
invisible, his work asks us to consider our
own multi-layered roles in becoming more
conscious stewards of our complex and
embattled world. Chris’s works are exhibited
and published worldwide.
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Eric Joseph – 8
etjoseph@freestylephoto.biz
www.freestylephoto.biz
Eric Joseph has been a member of
Freestyle Photographic Supplies since June
of 1986. He is a graduate of California
State University, Northridge, earning a
Bachelors Degree in Art Specializing in
Photography. Over the past 12 years Eric
has served Freestyle in the capacity of Senior
Vice President of Business and Product
Development. His duties include overall
responsibility of Freestyle’s purchasing
and buying department, developing new
products, keeping as many of the legacy
analog products alive as possible, and
interfacing with every coating facility,
chemical manufacturer and all manufacturers
of products in the photographic industry on
a worldwide basis.
Darlene Kaczmarczyk – 11
dakphoto@yahoo.com
dartenekphoto.com
Professor Darlene Kaczmarczyk teaches at
Kendall College of Art and Design in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, and creates artwork that
examines 1950s print advertising. Recent
artists’ residencies at the Virginia Center for
Creative Arts and the Hambidge Center in
Georgia supported the research and artwork
for this project.
Jesse M. Kahn – 12
jmk@jessekahncreative.com
www.jessekahncreative.com
Jesse M. Kahn employs photography, graphic
design, traditional handicrafts, and sculpture
to explore gay male sexuality and identity,
and concerns over the division between
public and private space, and freedom of
expression. Much of his work is based in
feminist and radical queer theory, particularly
the writings of Shannon Winnubst, Sarah
Ahmed, and Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore.
He teaches at Montserrat College of Art in
Beverley, Massachusetts, and Lasell College
in Newton, Massachusetts.
Jennifer Kilberg – 7
Jennifer Kilberg has an uncanny ability
to recognize a client’s needs and find a
clear path to their success. With 18 years’
experience in the industry as a buyer and
photo editor to name a few, she provides
a unique insight and remains a source
of inspiration to her loyal (and growing)
client base.
Julieanne Kost – 10, 12, 15, 17
Jkost@adobe.com
Blogs.adobe.com/jkost
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Joining Adobe in 1992, Julieanne Kost
has learned her craft through hands-on
experience and now serves as the senior
digital imaging evangelist. Spanning digital
imaging and illustration, her role includes

customer education, product development,
and market research. She is a frequent
contributor to several publications, a
speaker at numerous design conferences and
tradeshows, and a teacher at distinguished
photography workshops and fine art schools
around the world. Herself a passionate
photographer, she combines her background
in psychology in creating artwork, seen in
several showings and published in several
magazines. She is also the author behind the
Comprehensive Photoshop CS3 training
DVDs published by Software Cinema and
author of Window Seat: The Art of Digital
Photography and Creative Thinking published
by O'Reilly.

Marie-Susanne Langille – 18
marie.susanne@frontier.com
www.mariesusanne.com

Philip Krejcarek – 12
pkrejc@carrollu.edu
www.philipkrejcarek.weebly.com

Nate Larson and Marni Shindelman have
worked collaboratively for seven years.
Their projects have been featured in Wired,
NPR, and the New York Times, and are in the
collections of the Orlando Museum of Art,
Museum of Fine Arts Houston, the Portland
Art Museum, and the Crystal Bridges
Museum of American Art in Arkansas.

Philip Krejcarek is a Professor of Art at
Carroll University in Wisconsin. He is
included in collections at the Milwaukee Art
Museum; The Denver Art Museum; Wustum
Museum of Fine Arts in Racine, Wisconsin;
and the Haggerty Museum of Art in
Milwaukee. He is the author of the textbook,
An Introduction To Digital Imaging (Delmar
Cengage Learning).
Lynn Kyle – 8
lynnkyle@agencyaccess.com
lynnkyleproductions.com
Lynn Kyle brings a unique combination of
agency and production experience to Agency
Access. She’s intimately familiar with the
business end of commercial photography
and illustration and has, over the last two
decades, worked with high-profile artists as
an Art Buyer, Producer, and Artist Rep at
top firms including Leo Burnett Chicago.

Marie-Susanne Langille teaches photography
at Heartland Community College in
Normal, Illinois. In addition to her fine art
and academic career, she has worked as a
photojournalist and a picture editor. She
holds a Master’s degree in Communications
from the University of Missouri and a MFA
from Illinois State University.
Nate Larson and Marni Shindelman – 16
nl@natelarson.com
www.larson-shindelman.com

Bonny Lhotka – 16
bonny@lhotka.com
www.lhotka.com
Bonny Lhotka is an author and artist with
work exhibited in the collections of the
Smithsonian American Art Museum and the
US Department of State. She is a recipient
of the Computerworld Smithsonian Award.
She has authored three books on alternative
modern photography: Digital Alchemy, The
Last Layer, and Hacking the Digital Print.
Jennifer Little – 14
jlittle@pacific.edu
www.jenniferlittle.net

Mitch Kern is a photographer whose
practice merges art and commerce and
includes still, video, and transmedia work.
He teaches at the Alberta College of Art +
Design in Canada and holds an MFA from
Penn State University and an undergraduate
degree from the University of Maryland.

Jennifer Little received a BFA in
Photography from Washington University in
St. Louis and an MFA from the University
of Texas at Austin. She is an Associate
Professor at University of the Pacific in
Stockton, California, where she teaches
courses covering Digital Photography, Video
Production, Documentary Photography,
and the History of Photography. Little was
selected as a winner of the 2014 Critical
Mass Top 50 Award.

Eliza Lamb – 10, 15
elizalamb01@gmail.com
www.elizalamb.com

Kim Llerena – 12
kim.llerena@gmail.com
www.kimllerena.com

Eliza Lamb is a fine art photographer
whose work has been featured in exhibitions
and publications around the world. Eliza
currently teaches at Columbia University
(New York), where she is a doctoral
candidate. Additionally Eliza works as an
independent consultant and writes for
publications such as Photo District News, Don’t
Take Pictures, and NAEANews.

Nancy Daly and Kim Llerena are basically
the same person. They had to make a logo
for their students illustrating which one is
blonde and which one is brunette. They
both received MFAs in Photographic and
Electronic Media from Maryland Institute
College of Art, after which they jumped
into adjuncting at the same places. Currently,
they co-teach Electronic Media and Culture
at Maryland Institute College of Art, and
also both teach Visual Literacy at American
University in Washington, DC. But they
are really quite different people: Nancy was

Mitch Kern – 14
mitch.kern@acad.ca

Russell Lord – 11, 18
rlord@noma.org
Russell Lord is the Freeman Family Curator
of Photographs at the New Orleans
Museum of Art (NOMA). Lord previously
held positions at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art and the Yale University Art Gallery,
and has written widely on the history
of photography. His recent publications
include Gordon Parks: The Making of an
Argument. Much of his research focuses on
the relationships between photography and
other visual media.
Andrew Lumsdaine – 13
lums@cs.indiana.edu
www.crest.iu.edu/people/Leadership/31
Andrew Lumsdaine is a Professor of
Computer Science in the School of
Informatics and Computing at Indiana
University and Director of the Center for
Research in Extreme Scale Technologies
(CREST) at the Pervasive Technology
Institute. Lumsdaine received his PhD from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
1992. Prior to coming to IU, he was a faculty
member in the Department of Computer
Science and Engineering at the University
of Notre Dame (South Bend, Indiana;
1992-2001). Andrew has 12 patents related
directly to computational photography.
Annu Palakunnathu Matthew – 17
annu@annumatthew.com
www.annumatthew.com
Annu Palakunnathu Matthew’s exhibitions
include the RISD Museum, Newark Art
Museum and the Smithsonian National
Museum of Natural History. Grants
supporting Matthew’s work include a
Fulbright and John Gutmann fellowship.
Matthew is represented by SepiaEYE, New
York City and is Professor of Art at the
University of Rhode Island.
Richard McCabe – 11
rmccabe@ogdenmuseum.org
Richard McCabe was born in Mildenhall,
England and grew up in the American South.
In 1998, he received an MFA in Studio Art
from Florida State University. That same
year he moved to New York City. While in
New York, he worked within the exhibition
departments of The International Center
for Photography, Robert Miller Gallery and
the El Museo De Barrio. He also taught
photography at Pratt Institute, NYC and
Montclair State University, Montclair, New
Jersey. In 2005, McCabe moved to New
Orleans, LA. McCabe has been the Chief
Preparator at the Ogden Museum of
Southern Art since 2005. In 2010, McCabe
became the Curator of Photography at the
Ogden Museum of Southern Art. Over

the past four years, he has curated over
20 photography exhibitions at the Ogden
Museum including The Mythology of Florida,
On Location, Seeing Beyond the Ordinary, and Self
Processing: Instant Photography.
Cristina Molina – 6
cristinamariamolina@gmail.com
cristinamolina.com
Cristina Molina is a Florida native and recent
transplant to New Orleans where she is an
artist member of The Front, and Assistant
Professor of New Media and Animation at
Southeastern Louisiana University.
Anne Noble – 18
a.noble@massey.ac.nz
www.stillsgallery.com.au/artists/noble
Anne Noble is Distinguished Professor of
Fine Arts at Massey University, Wellington,
New Zealand; and a New Zealand Arts
Laureate. Her practice spans landscape,
documentary, and installations that
incorporate both still and moving images.
A National Science Foundation Polar Arts
Fellow in 2008, she has completed three
Antarctic book and exhibition projects:
Ice Blink (2011), The Last Road (2014), and
Whiteout/WhiteNoise (forthcoming).
Rebecca Nolan – 11, 14
rnolan@scad.edu
Rebecca Nolan is currently the Chair of
the Photography Department at Savannah
College of Art and Design in Georgia. She
has also taught at Washington University, St.
Louis; and the University of Kentucky. Her
work has been exhibited internationally.
Zachary Norman – 13
zacharydeannorman@gmail.com
www.zacharydeannorman.com
Zachary Norman is a visual artist based in
Chicago. In 2014 he received his MFA in
Photography from Indiana University. His
work has been published widely and featured
in solo and group exhibitions nationally and
internationally. Norman is a co-founder of
the art collective, EIC, and the quarterly
visual arts publication Deliberate Operations.
Becky Olstad – 15
info@beckyolstad.com
www.beckyolstad.com
Becky Olstad is a documentary
photographer and educator in Colorado. She
has taught business to photographers for the
past seven years and is currently an adjunct
faculty member at Front Range Community
College in Colorado. She is the recipient
of multiple grants and awards, including
the Overexposure Emerging Documentary
Photographer Fellowship.

Joshua Mann Pailet – 11
joshuamann@att.net
www.agallery.com
Joshua Mann Pailet is a documentary
photographer born in New Orleans, 1950.
He graduated from Rice University in 1972
and in 1973 with a BA in Economics and a
BS in Accounting. Joshua founded A Gallery
for Fine Photography in 1973 to create a
venue to collect, display and sell 19th and
20th Century photographs.
Bruce Boyd Raeburn – 18
raeburn@tulane.edu
www.jazz.tulane.edu
Bruce Boyd Raeburn is the Director of
Special Collections and Curator of the
Hogan Jazz Archive at Tulane University. He
specializes in New Orleans jazz history and
jazz historiography and has published and
presented widely of these subjects. His book,
New Orleans Style and the Writing of American
Jazz History, was published by the University
of Michigan Press in 2009.
Jack Risley – 14
jackrisley@austin.utexas.edu
Jack Risley is Chair of the Department
of Art and Art History at the University
of Texas at Austin. He has taught at the
Cooper Union, New York University, and
at Virginia Commonwealth University’s
School of the Arts where he was Associate
Dean of Academic Affairs. Risley is known
for his interest in the entanglement of
disciplinary structures in schools of art and
design. Risley earned an MFA from the Yale
School of Art, a BA from Oberlin College,
and is a recipient of the Rome Prize,
the Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation
Award, a Pollock-Krasner Grant, among
others. His work has been shown at venues
including the Brooklyn Museum, the Yale
Art Museum, the Parrish Museum, and the
Vienna Secession.
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raised in a Virginia suburb of Washington,
DC; Kim hails from a Maryland suburb
outside the District of Columbia.

Kathleen Robbins – 11
kathleenrbbns@gmail.com
www.kathleen-robbins.com
Kathleen Robbins is an associate professor
of art, coordinator of the photography
program, and affiliate faculty of southern
studies at the University of South Carolina.
Hinda Schuman – 12
hinda@hindaschuman.net
www.hindaschuman.net
Lapsed photojournalist. Storyteller in
photographs and words sometimes
together sometimes not. I can photograph
all day. I can look at photographs all night.
Love pushing people out of their comfort
zones into seeing, feeling, and thinking
all at once. Born in Brooklyn, New York.
Resides in Philadelphia.
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Jennifer Schwartz – 10
jennifer@crusadeforart.org
www.crusadeforyourart.org

Charan Singh – 12
charansingh@me.com
www.charansingh.net

current Agency Access products to ensure
they are always strong, deliver results, and
help artists get seen.

Jennifer Schwartz is the creator/director of
Crusade for Art, a nonprofit organization
dedicated to cultivating demand for
photography. In 2013, she traveled the
country in a 1977 VW bus, engaging
audiences with photography. Her book,
Crusade For Your Art: Best Practices for Fine Art
Photographers, was published last March.

Charan Singh, who has an MFA
(Photography) from the University for
the Creative Arts, Farnham, UK (2014),
lives and works in London and India. His
photography is informed by many years of
HIV/AIDS work and community activism in
India. His work has been seen at the Nigah
Queer Fest, Goethe Institute, New Delhi,
and in Uncertain States (London.)

Ashly Stohl – 15
ashlystohl@gmail.com
www.ashlystohl.com

Jennifer Shaw – 11
jen@jennifershaw.net
Jennifer Shaw is a photographer, educator,
and the founding director of PhotoNOLA,
New Orleans annual photography festival.
She earned a BFA in photography at RISD
(1994). Her photographs are exhibited and
published widely, and are included in two
recent monographs: Hurricane Story (Chin
Music Press), and Nature/Nurture (North
Light Press).
Michael Shaw – 9
mshaw@bagnewsnotes.com
www.bagnewsnotes.com
As founder and publisher of the highly
regarded photojournalism and media literacy
site, BagNewsNotes, Michael Shaw is an
analyst of news photos and visual journalism.
Highly skilled at dissecting imagery and the
function of photographs in traditional and
social media, he has been recognized as the
first full-time news photo critic.
Lara Shipley – 13
lara.shipley@gmail.com
www.larashipley.com
Lara Shipley is a photographer, writer, and
bookmaker. She founded the photography
book publisher SEARCH PARTY, and
recently released a series of books,
Spook Light Chronicles, with collaborator
Antone Dolezal. She received an MFA in
photography from Arizona State University
and currently teaches at the Kansas City
Art Institute.
Kurt Simonson – 15
kurtsimonson@gmail.com
www.kurtsimonson.com
Kurt Simonson (b. 1977, St. Paul, Minnesota)
is an artist/educator based in Long Beach,
California, whose work explores the longings
and tensions that surround our ideas of
home, community, and identity. Kurt teaches
at Biola University in Los Angeles, where he
is an Associate Professor of Photography
and Art.
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Linda Smith – 16
lcphoto77@yahoo.com
www.lindasmithphotography.com
Linda Smith is a photo-based artist in the
NYC area, who creates narratives through
still and moving images. She has lived in over
four continents. She is currently completing
her MFA at the University of Connecticut.
Sheida Soleimani – 16
soleimani.sheida@gmail.com
www.sheidasoleimani.com
Sheida Soleimani is an Iranian-American
artist, currently doing her graduate studies
at Cranbrook Academy of Art in Michigan.
The daughter of two political refugees,
Sheida references situations in relevance
to her own and her parents’ past, while
inserting her own critical perspectives on
historical and contemporary sociopolitical
occurrences in the Middle East.
Rebecca Solnit – 9
www.rebeccasolnit.net
Writer, historian, and activist Rebecca
Solnit is the author of 16 books about
environment, landscape, community, art,
politics, hope, and memory, including two
atlases, of San Francisco in 2010 and, with
Rebecca Snedeker, New Orleans in 2013; this
year’s bestseller, Men Explain Things to Me; last
year’s The Faraway Nearby; and other books
including the book Yosemite in Time: Ice Ages,
Tree Clocks, Ghost Rivers, with photographers
Mark Klett and Byron Wolfe; and Eadweard
Muybridge and the Technological Wild West
(for which she received a Guggenheim,
the National Book Critics Circle Award in
criticism, and the Lannan Literary Award). A
product of the California public education
system from kindergarten to graduate
school, she is a columnist at Harper’s and
frequent contributor to the political site
Tomdispatch.com.
Amanda Sosa Stone – 7, 8
asosastone@agencyaccess.com
For many years, Amanda Sosa Stone worked
as a marketing and portfolio consultant
with artists from around the world, across
all backgrounds and genres and loved every
minute of it! In February 2014, Amanda
became Chief Product Officer for Agency
Access. Her role is to make new and evolve

Ashly Stohl examines community as an
extension of the family, and believes that the
families that people create for themselves
can be as revealing as the ones to which
they were born. She has photographed
skateboarding around the world, and is
currently photographing the frustrations of
childhood, in Charth Vader.
Jim Stone – 11
jimstone@unm.edu
Jim Stone is Professor of Photography
at the University of New Mexico. His
photographs have been exhibited and
published internationally and are in many
permanent collections. He is the co-author
of nine books.
Mary Virginia Swanson – 6, 13
mvs@mvswanson.com
www.mvswanson.com
Mary Virginia Swanson is an author,
educator and advisor to artists and arts
organizations whose career includes
exhibiting, collecting, and licensing
photography. Her publications, articles,
and blog are invaluable resources for
photographers. She teaches an advanced
marketing workshop in Tucson each year.
The Griffin Museum’s FOCUS Award for
Lifetime Achievement was presented to her
in 2013 and ASMP presented her with the
Susan Carr Educator Prize in 2014. Swanson
is SPE’s 2015 Honored Educator as well as
the recipient of its 2015 Insight Award.
The 2nd Edition of Publish Your Photography
Book: Revised and Updated, coauthored
with Darius Himes, was released in 2014.
Swanson’s upcoming self-published title
is FINDING YOUR AUDIENCE: An
Introduction to Marketing your Photographs.
Hank Willis Thomas – 18
hank@hankwillisthomas.com
www.hankwillisthomas.com
Hank Willis Thomas is a photo conceptual
artist working primarily with themes related
to identity, history, and popular culture. He
received a BFA in Photography and Africana
studies from New York University and
his MFA/MA in Photography and Visual
Criticism from the California College of
Arts. His work is featured in the collections
of the Museum of Modern Art, the
Guggenheim Museum, and the Oakland
Museum of California. He has exhibited
at the Smithsonian, National Museum of
American History, and the High Museum of
Art, among others. Thomas is represented by
Jack Shainman Gallery in New York City and
Goodman Gallery in South Africa.

Michelle Tinta currently teaches Visual Arts
and Photographic and Digital Media at St.
Joseph’s College, Sydney, Australia. Michelle
graduated from the College of Fine Arts,
Sydney with a Bachelor of Education, Visual
Arts. Exploring applications of alternative
and digital photographic practices within
secondary education is a key interest.

Katherine Ware – 12
kwphotocurator@gmail.com
www.online.nmartmuseum.org/earthnow

Jeffrey Wolin – 13
wolin@indiana.edu
www.jeffreywolin.com

Katherine Ware is Curator of Photography
at the New Mexico Museum of Art in Santa
Fe. She previously served as Curator of
Photographs at the Philadelphia Museum of
Art and Assistant Curator in the Department
of Photographs at the J. Paul Getty Museum
in Los Angeles.

Jeffrey Wolin is Ruth Halls Professor of
photography at Indiana University. Jeffrey’s
photographs have been shown at many
museums in the United States and abroad,
including solo exhibitions at the Art
Institute of Chicago and the International
Center of Photography in New York. He
received two Artist Fellowships from the
National Endowment for the Arts and a
Guggenheim Fellowship.

Jonathan Traviesa – 6
jonathantraviesa@gmail.com
postmedium.com/jonathantraviesa

Liz Wells – 13
e.wells@plymouth.ac.uk
www.landwater-research.co.uk

Jonathan Traviesa is a photographer and
artist based in New Orleans since the late
1990’s. He is a founding member of The
Front gallery and released his first book,
Portraits, with a concurrent exhibition at The
Front in 2009. Traviesa has shown nationally
and internationally in New Orleans, Chicago,
New York, Madrid, and Tokyo. His work
is held in public collections at the Ogden
Museum of Southern Art and the New
Orleans Museum of Art.

Liz Wells writes and lectures on
photographic practices. Exhibitions/
publications include Landscapes of Exploration,
British Art from Antarctica (UK tour
2012/2015); and Land Matters, Landscape
Photography, Culture and Identity (2011). She
is Professor in Photographic Culture,
University of Plymouth, UK, and visiting
professor, Belfast School of Art, Ulster
University in Ireland.

Karey Walter – 16
kareywalter@gmail.com
www.kareywalter.com
Karey Walter is a recognized fine art, black
and white photographer and educator.
Born in Pittsburgh, in 1968, she holds an
MFA degree from the University of Utah.
Karey currently directs the photography
program at The Lovett School in Atlanta,
where she has taught for the past 18 years.
Her prior work varies from black and white
documentary, to landscapes from across
the United States, Mexico, and Europe. She
has a sensitive vision of her surroun.dings
and an appreciation of various cultures. Her
works have been displayed throughout the
Southeast and are included in numerous
private collections.
Justin Ward – 16
justinryanward@gmail.com
www.justinryanward.com
Justin Ward is an MFA student at the
Savannah College of Art and Design. His
BA in digital art is from SUNY Oneonta
and MA in art education is from Teachers
College, Columbia University in New York.
He has previously taught high school art,
photography, and graphic design for five
years in Manhattan.

Emily Wilkerson – 6
emilywilk1@gmail.com
Emily Wilkerson is a writer and curator
based in New Orleans. She is a regular
contributor to Pelican Bomb, an online
platform dedicated to contemporary art
in Louisiana, and serves as Curatorial
Associate for the international contemporary
art biennial Prospect New Orleans. Her
ongoing research focuses on socially
engaged art practices and the alternative
educational strategies of international artist
and curatorial residencies, the latter for
which she was awarded the 2011-2012 Neely
Macomber Travel Prize.

Lauren S. Zadikow – 11
laurenzadikow@gmail.com
Lauren S. Zadikow has a BFA from
Rochester Institute of Technology in New
York, and an MFA from Southern Illinois
University Carbondale. She is currently
a PhD candidate at European Graduate
School in Switzerland. She is interested in
facilitating an interactive exchange between
the viewer and the photograph, attempting
to spark dialogue and spread awareness.
Natalie Zelt – 15
natalie.zelt@gmail.com
Natalie Zelt is a PhD student in American
Studies at the University of Texas, Austin.
Her research focuses on photography’s
relationship to contemporary American
culture, identity formation, and the politics
of representation. Formerly the curatorial
assistant for photography at the Museum of
Fine Arts, Houston, she currently works in
the photography department at the Harry
Ransom Center at UT-Austin.

PRESENTER BIOS

Michelle Tinta – 17
mtinta@joeys.org

Brady Wilks – 8
brady@bradywilks.com
www.bradywilks.com
Brady Wilks is a working artist, author
and educator focusing on photographic
processes and printmaking. His work is
exhibited nationally and part of private
collections in the United States and Europe.
In addition to leading workshops and
mentoring, he frequently guest lectures and
teaches college courses in traditional, digital
and alternative photographic processes. He
currently resides near Washington D.C. with
his wife and son.
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Special Events
SPE/MediaNOLA Community Service Project
A special service project is happening right now with 30
preregistered SPE members! Working closely with Tulane
University’s Center for Public Service, SPE has developed a service
project opportunity perfectly suited for SPE’s members in support
of MediaNOLA. Started in 2009, MediaNOLA encourages the
preservation of collective memory by bringing together archival
resources with members of the public to produce and reflect on the
exceptional and ordinary people, places, and things associated with
local culture.

All day, all night, tune into Channel 54 in your room at the Hyatt
Regency New Orleans or stop into the Imperial 9 room located on
the fourth floor during festival hours. See page 28 for festival hours
and the complete list of films.

Thursday, March 12
Welcome Reception

8:30 – 10:00 pm | Elite Foyer | Sponsored by Tulane University

SPE service participants will contribute to this preservation project
by assisting MediaNOLA in documenting the invisible labor that
goes on in New Orleans’ “creative economies.” Pre-registered SPE
volunteers are finding people working in these areas, taking pictures,
annotating each image, collecting release forms, and submitting
annotated images to MediaNOLA. MediaNOLA, Tulane, and
SPE have provided guidelines, maps, etc. necessary for registered
participants to locate and document this work along with all the
necessary forms. Participants are fanning out across the city during
the conference to photograph people engaging in these various
economies. We look forward to seeing and sharing the results of
their efforts!

Join us Thursday evening to kick off the 52nd National
Conference. This event provides an opportunity to meet fellow
conference attendees and catch up with old friends.

Member Pin Up Show

11:00 am – 12:30 pm | Imperial 5

Friday, March 13
Annual SPE Members’ Meeting
& New Members’ Orientation

While you’re visiting the exhibits fair this weekend, remember
to participate in the first SPE Member Pin Up Show, Friday and
Saturday in Storyville Hall. All member attendees are invited to bring
and hang a print to share throughout the duration of the exhibits
fair on Friday and Saturday. Maximum size allowed is limited to 8.5”
x 11” and prints will be hung by artists on a first come, first served
basis, as space permits. Members planning to participate should
include name and image information on each piece, as no labeling
will be provided. Participants will need to collect their print at the
end of the exhibits fair between 4:00 - 4:30 pm on Saturday or
forfeit their print. This is a fun opportunity to share your work and
experience a breadth of work made by other members.

All SPE members are invited and encouraged to attend the
annual meeting of the membership on Friday at 11:00 am. SPE’s
national board, national office staff, regional chairs, and caucus
leadership will be introduced and will share news and updates on
important organizational business. This annual meeting provides
the opportunity for member input and collective dialogue with
elected leadership. This is also a great opportunity to welcome new
members. Please plan to attend, and if you are a new member, please
come and meet your colleagues. A quorum of 100 members (present
or via proxy) is required to transact business at the Annual Meeting.
Please contact SPE’s Executive Director, Virginia Morrison at
vmorrison@spenational.org if you would like a proxy form.

Career Mentoring Sessions

Curator Portfolio Walkthrough

SPE is happy to introduce career mentoring opportunities for
recent and soon to be MFA graduates looking for help on the road
to academia. A handful of volunteer mentors will be available in
two sessions during the weekend to answer questions regarding
teaching application packets and will offer opportunities to conduct
mock interviews.
Stop by Imperial 1 Friday from 1:00 - 3:00 pm and Saturday from
10:00 am - 12:00 pm. Individuals will be served on a walk-in
basis, first come, first served. This is a new pilot program, and, if
successful, SPE hopes to institutionalize it at future conferences
and throughout the year.

Meet SPE’s Exposure Editor

Friday, March 13: 10:00 – 11:00 am and 3:30 – 4:30 pm
Saturday, March 14: 11:00 am – 12:00 pm
SPE booth #20 in the Exhibits Fair (Storyville Hall)
Meet Exposure Editor, Stacey McCarroll Cutshaw, at SPE’s
Exposure & Merchandise booth #20 in the exhibits hall. She
welcomes submissions and recommendations for content for the
journal, as well as feedback from members and subscribers.
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Film Festival

Book Signings
A full line-up of book signings is scheduled for Friday, and
Saturday. See page 32 for the book signing schedule.

8:30 – 11:00 pm | Elite Hall A

SPE has devised a new system to manage the crowds and lines
associated with the start of the walkthrough. This year advanced
reservation for a space was added to online registration.
Registered participants for the Curator Portfolio Walkthrough were
contacted by email a few weeks prior to the conference to confirm
their table reservation. Registered participants also received confirmation information at registration upon picking up their name
badge. Sequential entry and set-up will begin at 8:00 pm in Elite
Hall A. Doors will open to the public at 8:30 pm.
Come one! Come all! Invited curators and gallerists prowl through
to see what looks interesting! Shared tables offer an opportunity
to meet and mingle with other members. Get ready to interact and
have fun! If you have any questions, please see a Registration Team
Member in the Celestin Foyer for more information.
Participating curators include:
John Lawrence, Director of Museum Programs,
		 Historic New Orleans Collection
Priscilla Lawrence, Executive Director,
		 Historic New Orleans Collection
Richard McCabe, Curator of Photography,
		 Ogden Museum of Southern Art
Jennifer Shaw, Coordinator, PhotoNOLA

SPE Combined Caucus Exhibition Receptions

Industry & Education Forum

8:30 – 10:00 am | Imperial 5
Industry & Educators: The Dialogue Continues
Moderated by Tom P. Ashe with table hosts:

New Orleans Photo Alliance
1111 St. Mary Street

Curriculum – Veronica Cotter (Education Development and Sales
Manager, Hahnemühle USA, Inc.) and Dennis Keeley (Department
Chair, Art Center College of Design)
Demonstrations – Bill Gratton (Regional Sales Manager, Eastern
Region, Profoto US) and Therese Mulligan (Professor and
Administrative Chair, Rochester Institute of Technology)
Resources – Garin Horner (Assistant Professor, Department Chair,
Adrian College) and Brenda K. Hipsher (National Manager of
Educational Markets at MAC Group)
This year’s Industry & Education Forum moderated by Tom P.
Ashe will continue the innovative format Jeff Curto developed.
Once again, this forum will feature a trio of tables, each hosted by
an industry representative and a photo educator. See page 14 for a
full description. Coffee and breakfast will be served at 8:30 am, so
be sure to join us for this engaging forum!

Silent Auction

Ogden Museum of Southern Art
925 Camp Street
On view: March 12 – April 5, 2015
Opening Receptions: Saturday, March 14, 8:00 – 10:00 pm
The 3rd International SPE Combined Caucus Juried Show is
organized in conjunction with the 2015 SPE National Conference.
In an effort to provide our members with additional exhibition
opportunities, we are excited to announce that this year's exhibition
will be held across two fantastic venues! We are so fortunate to have
both the Ogden Museum of Southern Art and the New Orleans
Photo Alliance (NOPA) hosting this year's event. Facilitated by
two accomplished jurors: Deborah Willis and Carol McCusker, the
artworks selected will reflect the diversity of the three caucuses.

Dance Party

10:30 pm – 1:30 am | Sponsored by PhotoVideoEDU.com
Celestin Ballroom

Closing begins at 12:15 pm on Saturday | Storyville Hall (Exhibits Fair)
Bid on fantastic products from our donors including books,
photographic supplies, marketing consultations, premium inkjet
photo paper, online photography services, and much more. Silent
Auction items will be on view and open for bids in the Exhibits
Fair from 9:00 am - 4:30 pm on Friday, March 13, and from 10:00
am - 12:15 pm on Saturday, March 14.

Don’t miss the best celebration of the year, SPE’s annual dance
party! Three days of intellectual stimulation can sometimes lead to
oversaturation, so blow off that excess steam on the SPE dance floor!

SPECIAL EVENTS

Saturday, March 14

The auction will close in three phases. The winner’s name will be
circled on the bid form. Winners can redeem prizes by taking the
YELLOW form copy to the cashier booth to process payment.
Timing is everything with the Silent Auction so be sure to get your
bids in by 12:15 pm when the auction closes!

Surprise musical performances during the plenary sessions by local
New Orleans musicians made possible by Tulane University.

Raffle

Drawing begins at 3:15 pm on Saturday | Storyville Hall (Exhibits Fair)
For only $10 per ticket, you might be the lucky winner of a piece of
photographic history while supporting SPE.
TICKET PRICES:
$10 for one ticket, $25 for three tickets, $100 for 13 tickets
Tickets can be purchased at registration, SPE’s Exposure &
Merchandise booth #20 in the Exhibits Fair, from SPE board
members, or anyone wearing a yellow pin saying “Raffle Tickets Here.”
At the time of this publication we have print donations from:
Jane Fulton Alt
Joann Brennan
Ellen Carey
Vince Cianni
Rick Dingus
Jill Enfield
Steve Hilger
Barbara Houghton
Chris Jordan
Joseph Labate

Martina Lopez
Arno Rafael
Minkkinen
Colleen Mullins
Judy Natal
Oscar Palacio
Sonja Reiger
Eric Renner and
Nancy Spencer
Jolene Rickard

Josephine Sacabo
Jennifer Shaw
S. Gayle Stevens
Stan Strembicki
Tim Tracz
Michael Vahrenwald
Michelle Van Parys
Byron Wolfe

The drawing for the raffle will be held on Saturday, March 14, at
3:15 pm in the Exhibits Fair. Winning ticket MUST be identified
within 60 seconds of being drawn to receive raffle item. Raffle
winners will be asked to show the other half of their winning
ticket to receive their item(s). Good luck to all!
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FILM FESTIVAL

Film Festival Showcase
Thursday, March 12, all day

Tune in to channel 54 on your Hyatt Regency guest room TV to
watch a special viewing of The Whole Gritty City
The Whole Gritty City
Directed by Richard Barber | Co-director Andre Lambertson | 2013
89 mins
The Whole Gritty City plunges viewers into post-Katrina New Orleans
where school marching bands are often the only respite that students
have from violence. The film follows a cast of savvy students as their
band directors get them ready to perform in the Mardi Gras parades.
Here band directors are not only teachers: they are role models and
surrogate parents for these children, teaching them life lessons about
survival and success. Navigating the urban minefield through moments
of setback, loss, discovery and triumph, this documentary shows how
these children and their band leaders generate hope in the face of
tragedy, revealing the resilience of a community and culture.

Friday, March 13 and Saturday, March 14
9:00 am – 5:00 pm

The program will run each day and be held in room Imperial 9.
You can also tune in to channel 54 on your Hyatt Regency guest
room TV to watch an identical program of the Film Fest Friday
through Sunday on loop!
WOMEN’S CAUCUS FILM FESTIVAL
The Women’s Caucus is committed to the advancement of women
in the profession of photography and photographic education and
to the advancement of women’s issues in the exhibition, discussion,
and teaching of imagemaking. The 20th annual Women’s Film Festival
features films by, for and/or about women. Curated by Lynn Estomin,
Women’s Caucus.
Fashion Victims
9:00 am and 1:05 pm
Directed by Yolanda Dominguez | Distribution: www.yolandadominguez.com/en/fashion-victims.html | 3:02 mins
This urban action is an appeal for responsible production and
consumption, inspired by tragic death of 1,127 textile workers in
Bangladesh, staged to focus the light of day on the real fashion victims.
Bloggers appear buried under rubble in a one of the commercial
streets of Madrid, with luxurious accessories to remind us of the arms
and legs of workers protruding from under the collapsed building
in Bangladesh.
Rumination
9:03 am and 1:08 pm
Directed by LaRae Rippetoe | Distribution: laraerippetoe@live.com
2 mins
A spoken word performance reflecting on my history as an abuse
survivor, and how that influences some of the concerns I have in
raising my 11 year-old daughter.
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Invisible
9:05 am and 1:10 pm
Directed by Tulu Bayar | Distribution: tbayar@bucknell.edu
3:38 mins
Bayar employs elements of Ebru, the Turkish marbling technique
developed in 15th Century Persia, and Middle Eastern calligraphy,

while introducing her own forms of visual exploration that push the
boundaries of these historic forms. By concentrating on small gestures,
processes, and repetition prevalent in Islamic art, as well as cultural
symbolism from both East and West, Bayar seeks to construct a
multi-layered work in form and meaning.
Entanglement
9:09 am and 1:14 pm
Directed by Jordan Hood | Distribution: hoodjordan2@gmail.com
5:47 mins
Entanglement is a performance film driven by a non-sequential narrative,
made on the family farm in Mississippi where I was raised. I connect
and relate with this landscape, and share its uncertainty of the future.
Transitioning from a low and vulnerable place to one of having to face
responsibility, a part of me is only comfortable in this landscape.
Transit Game
9:15 am and 1:20 pm
Directed by Anna Fahr | Distribution: annafahr@yahoo.com
18 mins
In the northern mountains of Lebanon, a Syrian man hoping to
reunite with family torn apart by war encounters two Palestinian
children whose own stories of exile provide a glimpse into the
uncertainties he must face as a refugee.
The Backyard
9:33 am and 1:38 pm
Directed by Alisi Telengut | Distribution: alisi.telengut@gmail.com
1:48 mins
Experimental piece exploring movement, shapes, colors, and textures
with digital photography and animation. The animation part was
painted frame-by-frame under the camera, with oil pastel on a single
piece of paper.
Black
9:35 am and 1:40 pm
Directed by Alexis McGrigg | Distribution: alexis.mcgrigg@ttu.edu
1:40 mins
Black is defined as devoid and without color, concrete terms attributed
to skin color, which is not finite but infinite. I question the perception
of the term “black” to deconstruct the idea of race as a definitive
entity determined by one word in which we define and consequently
divide ourselves.
Samsara
9:37 am and 1:42 pm
Directed by Ellen Bruno | Distribution: www.brunofilms.com
29 mins
Buddhist teachings and folklore provide a context for understanding
the struggle of the Cambodian people to rebuild a shattered society,
bringing a humanistic perspective to a country in deep political turmoil.
Samsara moves at a deliberate, reflective, and sometimes dreamlike
pace. Meditative voices intermingle descriptions of the mundane
realities of daily life in war-torn Cambodia with the enduring spiritual
and philosophical beliefs of the Khmer people.
Made to be Handled
10:06 am and 2:11 pm
Directed by Maria Difranco, Amanda Kline, Jessica Naples
Distribution: thepagecollective@gmail.com | 3:20 mins
Trailer for a longer video about women and book arts, introducing the
artists’ current projects, creative process, and the stories that inspire
their books.

Subjects from Betsy Schneider's photo/video project Triskaidekaphobia
talk about being thirteen.
Ryder & the Mini
10:13 am and 2:18 pm
Directed by Colette Copeland | Distribution: colettemedia@aol.com
3:43 mins
Inspired by Dada, Fluxus, and contemporary performance art, Ryder
& the Mini is a modern-day parable about obstacles.
Pennipotens
10:17 am and 2:22 pm
Directed by Heather D. Freeman | Distribution: heatherfreeman@
uncc.edu | 15:54 mins
Out of spite, a mother repeatedly tries to kill her “beautiful” daughter,
although her beloved “ugly” daughter secretly foils her attempts. The
story is based on the Flemish fairytale White Caroline and Black Caroline.
The Outer vs The Inner Female
10:33 am and 2:38 pm
Directed by Jetshri Bhadviya | Distribution: chilljetshree@gmail.com
3:56 mins
I have lived three different lives: in India, Dubai, and USA,
developing multiple personalities to fit into each culture. This video
is a metaphorical representation of my state of mind, where all my
conflicts come together in a clash of the personal and cultural struggle
of a woman trying to incorporate the moral values of Indian culture
into modernism.
In Pieces
10:37 am and 2:42 pm
Directed by Aggie Ebrahimi Bazaz | Distribution: aebrahimi7@gmail.
com | 5:30 mins
Last year, the Iran Heritage Foundation and the British Museum
sponsored the first-ever US tour of an ancient artifact called the
Cylinder of Cyrus the Great. When Cyrus conquered Babylon, he
wrote an edict about how he would rule, which at that time was rather
tolerant of religious difference. In the 70s the Shah appropriated
the Cylinder as the “first ever Human Rights charter” in an effort
to portray Iran as a land historically favorable to Western values. To
commemorate and reflect on the tour, the Foundation commissioned
one Iranian-American filmmaker in each of the cities that the Cylinder
visited to make a short film reflecting on what this artifact means for
our community.
Cycle
10:45 am and 2:48 pm
Directed by Raquel Sancinetti | Distribution: cargocollective.com/
kelsan | Animation | 4:41 mins
A man and a woman surrounded by the overwhelming noise of
electronics and consumerism. A portrait of loneliness in modern times.
Yarn2Yarns
10:48 am and 2:53 pm
Directed by Nancy Breslin/Carol Maurer | Distribution: nancy.
breslin@gmail.com | 5:48 mins
Artists Carol Maurer and Nancy Breslin bought a shopping cart and
filled it with yarn, then sought out knitters and crocheters at venues
around northern Delaware, including libraries, public spaces, and
galleries and asked them to share stories of how they learned the craft.

LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER, AND QUEER (LGBTQ)
CAUCUS FILM FESTIVAL
The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ) Caucus
exists to provide a safe and progressive environment for LGBTQ
image makers and educators. The caucus strives to strengthen the
position of all LGBTQ people and to help create, develop, and
support the current and next generations of LGBTQ artists and art
educators. The festival is curated by David Martin (LGBTQ Chair) and
Alan Charlesworth (SPE Northeast Regional Representative).
Looking Back at Saturn
10:54 am and 2:59 pm
Directed by Kalee Appleton | Digital Video | 2014 | 12:17 mins
While memories of past occurrences exist intangibly within the brain
of every individual, the instant a moment pasts, the human brain
begins to alter and manipulate the memory into a false recording.
These moments in time are recalled spontaneously throughout
any given day in the form of stream of consciousness and are a
compilation and composite of our past lives. This video is a visual
representation of this phenomenon.
Looking Back at Saturn is a time-lapse video that is composed of altered
photographic files that have had each file manipulated in Photoshop
and had the digital code changed. By opening individual images in an
hex editor, the digital code of the photographs that compose this time
lapse has had its color changed and skewed. This variety in color, along
with the chaotic segmentation that grows and recedes is reminiscent of
the dichotomy of the true and false nature of memories.

FILM FESTIVAL

Triskaidekaphobia: Being 13
10:10 am and 2:15 pm
Directed by Betsy Schneider | Distribution: Betsy.Schneider@asu.edu
3:31 mins

⇧Ctrl/⌘Pwr (ShiftControl/CommandPower)
11:06 am and 3:11 pm
Directed by Eliana Cetto | Digital Video | 2014 | 3:26 mins
I utilize digital technology to confront environments otherwise difficult
for women to navigate. Digital media and green screens allow me to
build my own atmosphere to reveal the violent nature of public space.
I grant myself the right to inhabit these situations safely by inserting
my nude self into the intersections of oppression I experience as a
queer Latina. This performance is a critical response to my life as a
woman on the streets of San Jose and a reaction to everyday sexism
and rape culture. The large-scale video installation uses the backdrop
of San Jose at night to confront public space, objectification, and street
harassment.
In continual video loop, I dress myself in reverse slow motion,
exploring the spectacle of garments as a mechanism to reveal and
conceal. This references clothing as a tool for security and resistance
against the gaze, while highlighting its ultimate inefficiency. The
social construct of women as objects becomes the culprit for female
insecurity. Clothing and skin are not the consequence of female
vulnerability, and whether one is nude or clothed, the intrusive gaze
is ever-present. The audience is made aware of this through constant
eye contact in an effort to threaten thoughtless titillation and evoke
confrontation. I gaze back to I deflect objectification and envelop
the viewer in a threatening environment by utilizing a robotic female
voice, confrontational hashtags, and found sound. Through these acts
I hope to illuminate digital performance as a form of self-preservation,
empowerment and resistance.
The Voyeur
11:10 am and 3:15 pm
Directed by Lance Larson | Digital Video | 2014 | 1:45 mins
My intent was to make the viewer uncomfortable. I used footage I
filmed of Anthony Landon and I making love and transformed the
work into an abstract expression of passion and lust.
This project would not have been possible without my friend Anthony
Landon. He allowed me to capture one of our intimate moments
together. Without his support and participation in creating the passion,
this short film would not have become a reality.
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Granddaddy’s Gonna Teach Me a Lesson
11:12 am and 3:17 pm
Directed by Jonathan Molina-Garcia | Digital Video | 2014
6:09 mins
The Bethesda Brotherhood is a multimedia portrait project that takes
as its subjects a community of older HIV positive gay men in the
Los Angeles area who are in excellent physical shape. Composed of
photographs, interviews, and allegorical performances, the project is
a veritable tiered cake of meaning, touching on a spectrum of HIV
issues. Primary among them: aging and vanity, access to healthcare, and
the power of intergenerational dialogue. The latter is keenly accessed
in “Granddaddy,” in which Allan, one of my collaborators/sitters,
instructs me on the blissful domestic task of needlepoint. Naked
in front of a wall of Allan’s own needlepoint recreations (Matisse,
Picasso, and Klimt make playful appearances), I become his student,
inscribing his knowledge unto a canvas in an attempt to mend broken
genealogical links.
Inherit
11:18 am and 3:23 pm
Directed by Kristina Smith | Digital Video | 2014 | 4:06 mins
Inherit is an inquiry into memory and family history that considers
the formation of personal identity and opposing viewpoints through
performance. This short film includes metaphorical imagery that
investigates the structure of personal identity through an investigation
into the significance between place and memory and the relationship
of grief and loss.
MULTICULTURAL CAUCUS FILM FESTIVAL
The Multicultural Caucus’ purpose is to facilitate the investigation
of multicultural imagemakers and imagemaking in regional, national,
and international contexts; to act as an arena for the discussion of
particular cultural issues by people of diverse cultural backgrounds;
and to confront the visual, social and political issues that arise from
these discussions, with integrity, honesty, and justice. The 2015
SPE Multicultural Caucus film and video festival is curated by Neil
Chowdhury.
Dorageh, Two-veined
11:22 am and 3:27 pm
Directed by Shadia Heenan | Digital Video | 2014 | 1:41 mins
Dorageh considers identity in four regards: identity as a hybrid, identity
as an exile, identity as an adaptive movement through loss and change,
and identity as a reconfiguration of the self. For me, true identity can
only be reached through a journey integrating and repurposing of all
layers and experiences of the self. The journey has been marred, yes,
but the journey is essential.
Four times/day
11:24 am and 3:29 pm
Directed by Anh-Thuy Nguyen | Digital Video | 2012 | 4 mins
In Four times/day, Nguyen shares her ritual process with viewers
through a gesture of prostration, or ritualized bowing. The bowl and
rice ball symbolize her Vietnamese cultural impositions and their
expectations upon her. As the video progresses, the act of prostrating
becomes increasingly violent, ultimately causing the ritual to convert to
a forcefully disturbing act.
Tears
11:28 am and 3:33 pm
Directed by Anh-Thuy Nguyen | Digital Video | 2012 | 2 mins
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Imaging I can create a teardrop; I want it to be solid and black. Tears
records these artificial tears falling as they hit the ground, creating a
simple visual form and an exaggerated sound of impact yielding a
complex dialogue between sound and image.

Bloodlines
11:31 am and 3:36 pm
Directed by Qiana Mestrich | Digital Video | 2011 | 2:31 mins
What happens when an American woman of Panamanian and Croatian
heritage meets an Englishman of Nigerian and Irish parentage?
Bloodlines visualizes the migratory patterns of my parents and my
husband’s parents, which created two mixed heritage generations.
The Mist in the Mystic
11:33 am and 3:38 pm
Directed by Qiana Mestrich | Digital Video | 2012 | 2:57 mins
A personal account on the obstinate nature of curly hair, the story tells
of the public humiliation experienced from a failed attempt to blend in.
The Drawer
11:36 am and 3:41 pm
Directed by Jane Terry | Digital Video | 2013 | 2:17 mins
Relics, clipped hair, and blackened hands are the physical traces of a
time that has past. The Drawer is based on truth and fiction, taking on a
life of its own in a shadowy in-between world. Collected remnants of
loss are shut in the designated drawer but are never contained as they
move about freely in the space of memory.
What You Seek is Seeking You
11:39 am and 3:44 pm
Directed by Heather Stratton | Digital Video | 2014 | 2:05 mins
Confessional in theme, What You Seek is Seeking You employs the use
of family archives, woven with contemporary imagery, and sound
to express the human condition of familial (dis)connection from
generation to generation.
Honeymoon Suite
11:41 am and 3:46 pm
Directed by Erin Jennings and Scott Naff | Digital Video | 2012
5:39 mins
Honeymoon Suite is an excerpt from a feature film entitled The
Memphis Belles: Housewives and Heathens, produced from a live
performance in Memphis, Tennessee. Burlesque offers a thin veneer
of empowerment to the performer, while retaining an exploitative
quality. This film addresses how burlesque performers function within
a gendered, sexual space, examining this socio-political ambiguity
by utilizing editing techniques that distort the image and the figure
to embrace the multiplicity inherent to the complicated reality of
burlesque performance.
Pratfall #1
11:48 am and 3:53 pm
Directed by Anna Garner | Digital Video | 2014 | 4:19 mins
Pratfall #1 uses the slapstick fall as a metaphor and a means for finding
failure and disruption of self-discipline and composure. Stretching out
the moment of tension and stunting the comedic release and catharsis
of laughter, the work exposes the body teetering between childish
impotence and informed action, and between assertion of control and
loss of control.
Navidad
11:52 am and 3:57 pm
Directed by Flora Davidzon | Digital Video | 2014 | 13:56 mins
Navidad is a journey, a divided family, an anticipated celebration, a
frontier. It tells the story of the reformulation of the modern family
in an increasingly globalized village that at the same time becomes
progressively less human. Navidad is a story of life that, although
fictional, does not escape the current reality.

With his bubbly personality and smile, Juan has become a staple to the
Montrose area in Houston, Texas for over 10 years. He rides out every
morning with a smile on his face. He aims to please, serving his ice
cream to both kids and adults he calls his friends.
The VFW Hall, and The Good Neighbor, excerpts from
The Fisher Body Oral History Landscapes series
12:12 pm and 4:17 pm
Directed by Peter Glendinning | Video and Audio Recordings | 2014
8:14 mins
The Fisher Body Oral History Landscapes is a series of documentary videos
that centers on the people who worked in and lived near the Lansing
Fisher Body Plant, which closed in 2005 as the longest-operating auto
factory in the USA at the time. It incorporates segments of oral history
audio interviews led by UAW Local 602 members.
Immigrant Strategy
12:20 pm and 4:25 pm
Directed by Shreepad Joglekar | Digital Video | 2014 | 6:08 mins
Two activities core to the immigrant experience are waiting and
proving legal status. In the face of adversities, the immigrant identity
is suspended in a stagnant yet uncertain condition. The strategy that
seems to work most effectively in such circumstances is that of defiant
acceptance. This is the difference from civil disobedience, as the
immigrant, unlike a citizen, has no civic value.
Kids to a Warzone
12:26 pm and 4:31 pm
Directed by Coriana Close | Digital Video | 2014 | 12:05 mins
Kids to a Warzone reveals the schizophrenic relationship America’s
security state has adopted concerning violence and children. The work
juxtaposes Collateral Murder, a WikiLeaks video of airstrikes directed
against innocent Iraqis including two children, with state-sponsored
simulated school shootings and advertising for bullet-proof children’s
apparel. Kids to a Warzone presents a shift toward a new dystopian
militarization of childhood.

Kawergosk
12:42 pm and 4:47 pm
Directed by Saddam Al-Zubaidi, Liz Wuerffel and Sarhang Sherwany
Digital Video | 2014 | 10:25 mins
Kawergosk is a documentary video that shares the story of several
families from Syria who are seeking safety in Kawergosk Refugee
Camp and in the city of Erbil in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq. The
poignant refugee stories and depiction of camp life is intended to
help bring awareness of the Syrian refugee situation, the Kurdish
response, and the need for international support for humanitarian
aid in the region.
Stainless, Shinjuku
12:50 pm and 4:55 pm
Directed by Adam Magyar | High Speed Video | 2013 | 11:11 mins
Capturing 1,400 frames per second on the borderline of still
photography and motion picture, Stainless, Shinjuku reveals a whole
new time dimension and results in new perceptions. I boarded the
subway in Tokyo and captured the platform as the train was arriving
to Shinjuku Station. It takes about 12 seconds for a train to leave the
tunnel and stop at the station. Stainless Shinjuku stretches this duration
for 11 minutes.
Auspicious Sight
1:01 pm and 5:06 pm
Directed by Kathryn Myers | Digital Video | 3:44 mins
Auspicious Sight is one of several definitions for the Sanskrit term
“darshan” a ritual act of connection with a Hindu deity through an
intense meeting of eyes. Darshan is part of a morning and evening
Aarti ceremony held at dawn and dusk in Hindu temples where the
deity is worshiped with candles, flowers, and incense, which follows
a loud and sustained clanging of bells. The term “darshan” has been
used more widely to describe a meeting with “or sight” of a revered
person or pilgrimage to a sacred site.

FILM FESTIVAL

Ice Cream
12:06 pm and 4:11 pm
Directed by Brenda Cruz-Wolf | Digital Video | 2014 | 5:08 mins

World Command
12:36 pm and 4:41 pm
Directed by Coriana Close | Digital Video | 2014 | 9:24 mins
World Command explores the historical role of American imperialism.
The work combines helmet cam footage, military propaganda, a map
created by the Department of Defense, and a list of the countries
which America has bombed since World War II. The piece reveals
America’s ceaseless military interventions over the past six decades,
while questioning the ethicality of our imperial ambitions.

Notes:
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BOOK SIGNINGS

Book Signing Schedule
Friday, March 13

Saturday, March 14

photo-eye Books, booth #7 | Storyville Hall/Exhibits Fair

photo-eye Books, booth #7 | Storyville Hall/Exhibits Fair

9:15 – 10:00 am

10:15 – 11:00 am

Linda Troeller
Orgasm: Photographs and Interviews (Daylight Books)
10:15 – 11:00 am
Jennifer Schwartz
Crusade for Your Art (Crusade for Your Art, 2014)
Jessica Todd Harper
The Home Stage (Damiani, 2014)
Interior Exposed (Damiani, 2008)
June Yong Lee
Skin (California Institute of Integral Studies)
11:15 am – 12:00 pm
Mark Klett
The Half-Life of History. The Atomic Bomb and Wendover Air Base
		(Radius, 2011)
After the Ruins, 1906 and 2006. Rephotographing the San Francisco
		 Earthquake and Fire (University of California Press, 2006)
Traces of Eden: Travels in the Desert Southwest (David R. Godine, 1986)
Byron Wolfe
Reconstructing the View. The Grand Canyon Photographs of Mark Klett
		 and Byron Wolfe (University of California Press, 2012)
Yosemite in Time. Ice Ages, Tree Clocks, Ghost Rivers (Trinity University
		Press, 2008)
Third Views, Second Sights. A Rephotographic Survey of the American West
		 (Museum Of New Mexico Press, 2004)
12:15 – 1:00 pm
Maggie Taylor
No Ordinary Days (Jerry N. Uelsmann, Inc, 2013)
Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Modernbook, 2008)
Jerry Uelsmann
Uelsmann Untitled. A Retrospective (University Presses of Florida, 2014)
1:15 – 2:45 pm
New Orleans Photographers Signing: Akasha Rabut, Ann
Marye George, Josephine Sacabo, Elizabeth Shannon,
Jennifer Shaw, and Louviere + Vanessa
Inventing Reality: New Orleans Visionary Photography
		(Luna Press, 2014)
2:00 – 2:45 pm
Jennifer Shaw
Hurricane Story (Chin Music Press, 2011)
Nature/Nuture (North Light Press, 2012)
Louviere + Vanessa
Coincidence (Polk Museum of Art, 2013)
3:15 – 4:00 pm
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Josephine Sacabo and Dalt Wonk
Nocturnes (Luna Press, 2012)
Oyeme Con Los Ojos (Luna Press, 2012)
Pedro Paramo (University of Texas Press, 2005)
Deborah Luster
Tooth for an Eye (Twin Palms Publishers, 2011)

Kathleen Robbins
Into the Flatland (The University of South Carolina Press, 2015)
Daniel W. Coburn
The Hereditary Estate (Kehrer Verlag, 2015)
Loli Kantor
Beyond the Forest: Jewish Presence in Eastern Europe, 2004-2012
		(University Of Texas Press, 2014)
11:15 am – 12:00 pm
Rachelle Lee Smith
Speaking OUT: Queer Youth in Focus (PM Press, 2014)
Barbara Proud
First Comes Love (Soliel Press, 2014)
12:00 – 12:45 pm
Gordon Stettinius & Terry Brown
Mangini Studio (Candela Press, 2014)
Martino Marangoni
Alone Together (Eriskay Icw Danilo Montanari)
1:00 – 1:45 pm
Lara Shipley & Antone Dolezal
Spook Light Chronicles Vol. 3 (Search Party Press)
2:00 – 2:45 pm
David R. Hanlon
Illuminating Shadows: The Calotype in Nineteenth-century America
		 (Carl Mautz Publishers, 2013)
Kate Ware
Earth Now: American Photographers and the Environment
		(Museum of New Mexico Press, 2011)
3:00 – 3:45 pm
Anne Noble
Ice Blink (Clouds, 2012)
The Last Road (Clouds, 2014)
John Ganis
Consuming the American Landscape (Dewi Lewis Publishing, 2003)
7:00 – 7:30 pm
Following Saturday Evening Guest Presentation
Celestin Foyer | Aperture Foundation
Hank Willis Thomas
Pitch Blackness (Aperture Foundaton, 2008)

Exhibits Fair

MEMBER
PIN-UP
SHOW

All exhibiting conference
sponsors are listed in bold

STORYVILLE
STAGE

21st Editions - T21
AINT-BAD MAGAZINE - T15

R
A
F
F
L
E

American Society of Media
Photographers (ASMP) - 60
American Photo On Campus - T29
Anderson Ranch Arts Center - 64
Aperture Foundation - 8
Aprèsfoto, Quality Presentation
& Storage - 36

GROUP
PUBLISHER TABLE

Archival Methods - 39

SILENT AUCTION

ARTBOOK | D.A.P. - 12
The Arts at CIIS - T37
Belfast School of Art - T20
Bloomsbury - T25
Canon - 30, 31
Canson Infinity - 15
CatLABS – Jobo USA - T18
Charles Beseler Co. - 11
Coda, Inc. - 61

GES

Columbia College Chicago - 41, 42
Columbus College of Art & Design - T24
Cranbrook Academy of Art - T22
ENTRANCE

CRU - 45
Datacolor - T11
Digital Art Studio Seminars /
DASS LLC - 29
Digital Silver Imaging - 23
Digitaltruth Photo Ltd - T19
Dury’s - 35
Edgar G Praus Productions Corp - 55
Focal Press - 18, 19
Freestyle Photographic - 21, 22
FUJIFILM North America Corporation - 44
George Eastman House - T5
George F. Thompson Publishing - T17
Hahnemühle USA, Inc. - 40
HARMAN Technology - 28
Hartford Art School – MFA Photography - T16
HEN LAYING EGG - T12
Hunt’s Photo - 13
Innova Art Ltd. (USA) - 17
International Center of Photography - T14
IT Supplies - 56, 57
K.B. Canham Cameras, Inc. - 63

Kodak Alaris - 63

Roberts Camera - 16

Maine Media Workshops + College - T3

Santa Fe Photographic Workshops - T6

Massey University, College of Creative Arts - T27

Savannah College of Art and Design - T26

Medium Festival of Photography - T8

School of Visual Arts - T38

Memphis College of Art - T4

SIGMA - 37, 38

Midwest Photo Exchange - 54

SPE Exposure & Merchandise - 20

New Hampshire Institute of Art - T2

Sprint Systems of Photography - 58, 59

Nikon Inc. - 47

Tether Tools - 46

ORIENTAL PHOTO USA - 62

Texas Tech University School of Art - T9

Parsons The New School for Design - T10

Tilt Shift - T13

Pearson Education - Group Publisher Table

Tulane University - 32, 43

Penland School of Crafts - T7

University of California Press - Group Publisher Table

photo-eye Books - 7

University of Chicago Press - Group Publisher Table

PhotoShelter - T23

University of Texas Press - 24

PhotoVideoEDU.com - 5, 6, 9, 10

Visual Studies Workshop - T5

PDN / Emerald Expo Photo + - 48

X-Rite Inc. - T28

Print File, Inc. - 25
Red River Paper - 53

EXHIBITORS

Sponsor & Exhibitor Contact Information
21st Editions
Pam Clark
9 New Venture Dr. #1
South Dennis, MA 02660
508-398-3000
21st@21steditions.com
www.21steditions.com

ARTBOOK | D.A.P.
Cory Reynolds
155 Sixth Ave., 2nd Floor
New York, NY 10013
212-627-1999 x222
creynolds@dapinc.com
www.artbook.com

CatLABS – Jobo USA
Omer Hecht
22 Everett St.
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
857-350-7069
info@catlabs.info
www.catlabs.info

Adobe Systems, Inc.
345 Park Ave.
San Jose, CA 95070
408-354-3040
www.adobe.com

The Arts at CIIS
Dierdre Visser
1453 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-575-6242
arts@ciis.edu
www.ciis.edu/arts

Charles Beseler Co.
Vicki Price
2018 W. Main St.
PO Box 431
Stroudsburg, PA 18360
800-237-3537
vicki@beseler.com
www.beselerphoto.com

AINT-BAD MAGAZINE
Carson Sanders
PO Box 8444
Savannah, GA 31412
817-975-1079
carson@aintbadmagazine.com
aintbadmagazine.com
American Society of Media
Photographers (ASMP)
Judy Herrmann
150 N. 2nd St.
Philadelphia, PA 19106
215-451-2767 x1209
herrmann@asmp.org
www.asmp.org
American Photo On Campus
Vanessa Vazquez
2 Park Ave.
New York, NY 10016
212-779-5475
vanessa.vazquez@bonniercorp.com
Anderson Ranch Arts Center
Rick Dailey
5263 Owl Creek Rd.
PO Box 5598
Snowmass Village, CO 81615
970-923-3181
info@andersonranch.org
www.andersonranch.org
Aperture Foundation
547 W. 27th St., 4th Floor
New York, NY 10001
212-505-5555
magazine@aperture.org
Aprèsfoto, Quality Presentation
& Storage
Pat Foster
517 Main St.
Holyoke, MA 01040
413-493-2341
mpfoster@universityproducts.com
www.apresfoto.com
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Archival Methods
Angela Blauvelt
230-2 Middle Rd.
Henrietta, NY 14467
866-877-7050
angelab@archivalmethods.com
www.archivalmethods.com

Belfast School of Art
Paul Seawright
University of Ulster
York St.
Belfast, BT15 1ED
N. Ireland
p.seawright@ulster.ac.uk
belfastschoolofart.com

Coda, Inc.
Sally Becker
30 Industrial Ave.
Mahwah, NJ 07430
201-825-7400
sally@codamount.com
www.codamount.com

Bloomsbury
Georgia Kennedy
1385 Broadway, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10018
212-419-5312
georgia.kennedy@bloomsbury.com
bloomsbury.com

Columbia College Chicago
Laura Bauknecht
600 South Michigan Ave., Suite 200
Chicago, IL 60602
312-369-7326
lbauknecht@colum.edu
colum.edu/photography

Bostick & Sullivan, Inc.
Leigh Sullivan
1541 Center Dr.
Santa Fe, NM 87507
505-474-0890
leigh@bostick-sullivan.com
www.bostick-sullivan.com

Columbus College of Art & Design
60 Cleveland Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215
614-222-3227
www.ccad.edu

Brooks Institute
Marcia Rubenstein
5301 N. Ventura Ave.
Ventura, CA 93001
805-585-8000
mrubenstein@brooks.edu
www.brooks.edu
Canon
Kelly Anderson
1 Canon Park
Melville, NY 11747
631-330-4840
kanderson@cusa.canon.com
usa.canon.com
Canson Infinity
Mark Nacey
21 Industrial Dr.
South Hadley, MA 01075
800-628-9283 / 585-441-2319
mark.nacey@hamelinbrands.com
www.canson-infinity.com

Cranbrook Academy of Art
Trisha Holt
39221 Woodward Ave.
P.O. Box 801
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48303
248-645-3300
tholt@cranbrook.edu
www.cranbrook.edu
CRU
Danielle Pettyjohn
1000 SE Tech Center Dr.
Vancouver, WA 98683
360-816-1800 x1751
danielle@cru-dataport.com
www.cru-inc.com
Datacolor
5 Princess Rd.
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
609-924-2189
marketing@datacolor.com
spyder.datacolor.com
Digital Art Studio Seminars / DASS LLC
Carrie Lhotka
5658 Cascade Place
Boulder, CO 80303
303-912-6803
carrie@digitalartstudioseminars.com
www.digitalartstudioseminars.com

Hahnemühle USA, Inc.
Carol Boss
380 N. Terra Cotta Rd., Suite G
Crystal Lake, IL 60012
815-502-5880 x102
carol@hahnemuhleusa.com
www.hahnemuehle.com

Digitaltruth Photo Ltd
Jon Mided
1321 Upland Dr., Suite 2342
Houston, TX 77043
888-391-8922
sales@digitaltruth.com
www.digitaltruth.com

HARMAN Technology
Michael Bain
2807 Allen St. PMB Suite 339
Dallas, TX 75204
888-372-2338 x106
michael.bain@harmantechnology.com
www.ilfordphoto.com

Dury's
Kevin Anthuis
701 Ewing Ave.
Nashville, TN 37203
615-454-6832 (direct) or 800-824-2379
kevinanthuis@durys.com
www.durys.com

Hartford Art School – MFA Photography
Erica Ann Flood
200 Bloomfield Ave.
West Hartford, CT 06117
860-768-5237
flood@hartford.edu
www.hartfordphotomfa.org

Edgar G Praus Productions Corp
Edgar Praus
176 Anderson Ave.
Rochester, NY 14607
585-442-4820
egpraus@yahoo.com
www.4photolab.com

HEN LAYING EGG
Kelly Flynn
23127 Dew Wood Ln.
Spring, TX 77373
281-221-6629
info@henlayingegg.com
www.HenLayingEgg.com

Focal Press
Sloane Stinson
711 Third Ave., 8th Floor
New York, NY 10017
760-294-8758
sloane.stinson@taylorandfrancis.com
www.focalpress.com

Hunt's Photo
Monte Torres
100 Main St.
Melrose, MA 02176
781-462-2341
mtorres@wbhunt.com
www.huntsphoto.com

Freestyle Photographic
Patrick DelliBovi
5124 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, CA 90027
323-660-3460 x110
patrickd@freestylephoto.biz
www.freestylephoto.biz

Innova Art Ltd. (USA)
David Williams
202 Lane Ave.
Gloucester City, NJ 08030
856-456-3200
davidw@innovaart.com
www.innovaart.com

FUJIFILM North America Corporation
Justin Stailey
200 Summit Lake Dr.
Valhalla, NY 10595
914-789-8158
jstailey@fujifilm.com
fujifilmusa.com

International Center of Photography
Carla Liesching
1114 Avenue of the Americas at 43rd St.
New York, NY 11222
212-857-0065
cliesching@icp.edu
www.icp.org

George Eastman House
Olivia Arnone
900 East Ave.
Rochester, NY 14607
585-271-3361 x339
oarnone@geh.org
www.eastmanhouse.org

IT Supplies
Dan Errichiello
5100 Newport Dr., Suite 6
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
847-213-5927
derrichiello@itsupplies.com
www.itsupplies.com

George F. Thompson Publishing
George F. Thompson
217 Oak Ridge Circle
Staunton, VA 24401
540-746-5263
george@gftbooks.com
www.gftbooks.com

K.B. Canham Cameras, Inc.
Keith Canham
14406 N. Lost Tank Trail
Fort McDowell, AZ 85264
480-250-3990
kodakfilm@canhamcameras.com
www.canhamcameras.com

Kodak Alaris
Tim Ryugo
3911 Lesser Dr.
Newbury Park, CA 91320
805-573-0687
timothy.ryugo@kodak.com
Maine Media Workshops + College
Elizabeth Greenberg
70 Camden St.
Rockport, ME 04856
207-236-8581 x353
egreenberg@mainemedia.edu
www.mainemedia.edu
Massey University, College of
Creative Arts
Timothy Croft, International Adviser
Wallace St., Mount Cook
Wellington, 6021
New Zealand
+64 4 8015799 x63485
t.croft@massey.ac.nz
http://creative.massey.ac.nz

EXHIBITORS

Digital Silver Imaging
Andrea Zocchi
9 Brighton St.
Belmont, MA 02478
617-489-0035
andrea@digitalsilverimaging.com
www.digitalsilverimaging.com

Medium Festival of Photography
Scott B. Davis
PO Box 635216
San Diego, CA 92163
619-804-2590
scott@mediumsandiego.org
www.mediumsandiego.org
Memphis College of Art
Haley Morris-Cafiero
1930 Poplar Ave.
Memphis, TN 38018
901-359-9893
hcafiero@mca.edu
www.mca.edu
Midwest Photo Exchange
Marty McCutcheon
3313 North High St.
Columbus, OH 43202
614-261-1264
marty@mpex.com
www.mpex.com
New Hampshire Institute of Art
Diane Robinson
148 Concord St.
Manchester, NH 03466
877-241-4918
dianerobinson@nhia.edu
www.nhia.edu
Nikon Inc.
Kristine Bosworth
1300 Walt Whitman Rd.
Melville, NY 11747
631-766-9216
kbosworth@nikon.net
www.nikonusa.com
ORIENTAL PHOTO USA
Sina Navid
945 West Hyde Park Blvd.
Inglewood, CA 90302
800-999-1984 x236
sina@orientalphotousa.com
www.orientalphotousa.com
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EXHIBITORS

Parsons The New School for Design
James Ramer
80 5th Ave., 4th Floor
New York, NY 10011
212-229-5150
thinkparsonsgrad@newschool.edu
www.newschool.edu/parsons

Roberts Camera
Jonathan Grober
220 E. St. Clair St.
Indianapolis, IN 46204
317-636-5544
jgrober@robertscamera.com
robertscamera.com

Pearson Education
Jeremy Intal
330 Hudson St.
New York, NY 10013
323-363-4033
jeremy.intal@pearson.com
www.pearsonhighered.com

Santa Fe Photographic Workshops
Administration Office
50 Mount Carmel Rd.
Santa Fe, NM 87505
505-983-1400 x111
info@santafeworkshops.com
www.santafeworkshops.com

Penland School of Crafts
Betsy DeWitt
PO Box 37
Penland, NC 28765
828-765-2359 x27
photo@penland.org
www.penland.org

Savannah College of Art and Design
Sapna Ramlogan
PO Box 2072
342 Bull St.
Savannah, GA 31402
912-480-7493
sramloga@scad.edu
www.scad.edu

photo-eye Books
Melanie McWhorter
376A Garcia St.
Santa Fe, NM 87507
505-988-5151 x112
melanie@photoeye.com
photoeye.com
PhotoShelter
Natalie Blank
33 Union Square West, 2nd Floor
New York, NY 10003
212-206-0808
natalie@photoshelter.com
www.photoshelter.com
PhotoVideoEDU.com
Brenda K. Hipsher
75 Virginia Rd.
North White Plains, NY 10603
914-784-2661
brendah@macgroupus.com
www.photovideoedu.com
PDN / Emerald Expo Photo +
Jill Waterman
85 Broad St., 11th Floor
New York, NY 10004
646-654-5834
jill.waterman@emeraldexpo.com
www.pdnonline.com
Print File, Inc.
Gene Amoroso
1846 South Orange Blossom Trail
Apopka, FL 32703
407-886-3100
gene@printfile.com
www.printfile.com
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Red River Paper
Leslie Clampitt
Dallas, TX 75247
888-248-8774
lclampitt@redriverpaper.com
www.redrivercatalog.com

School of Visual Arts
209 East 23 St.
New York, NY 10010
212-592-2107
gradadmissions@sva.edu
http://sva.edu
SIGMA
15 Fleetwood Court
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
631-227-1011
info@sigmaphoto.com
www.sigmaphoto.com
SPE Exposure & Merchandise
2530 Superior Ave., #403
Cleveland, OH 44114
216-622-2733
exposure@spenational.org
info@spenational.org
www.spenational.org
Sprint Systems of Photography
Marlaine Noel
1057 Chopmist Hill Rd.
Scituate, RI 02857
401-647-2294
marlaine@sprintsystems.com
www.sprintsystems.com
Tether Tools
Lauren Kapinos-Simons
2202 E. McDowell Rd., Suite 5
Phoenix, AZ 85006
888-854-6565 x224
lkapinos@tethertools.com
www.tethertools.com
Texas Tech University School of Art
Robin Dru Germany
18th and Flint/Box 42081
Lubbock, TX 79409
806-834-6440
robin.d.germany@ttu.edu
www.art.ttu.edu

Tilt Shift
Ashlae Shepler
Denver, CO
469-619-7047
info@thetilt-shift.com
thetilt-shift.com
Tulane University
AnnieLaurie Erickson
Newcomb Art Department
412 Woldenberg Art Center
Tulane University
New Orleans, LA 70118
504-314-2201
aerickso@tulane.edu
http://tulane.edu
University of California Press
Ramon Smith
155 Grand Ave. #400
Oakland, CA 94612
510-883-8312
rsmith@ucpress.edu
www.ucpress.edu
University of Chicago Press
Customer Service
1427 E. 60th St.
Chicago, IL 60637
800-621-2736
custserv@press.uchicago.edu
www.press.uchicago.edu
University of Texas Press
Christopher Farmer
PO Box 7819
Austin, TX 78713
512-232-7630
cfarmer@utpress.utexas.edu
www.utexaspress.com
Visual Studies Workshop
Tate Shaw
31 Prince St.
Rochester, NY 14607
585-442-8676
tateshaw@vsw.org
www.vsw.org
X-Rite Inc.
Liz Quinlisk
4300 44th St. SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49512
914-213-7359
lquinlisk@xrite.com
www.xritephoto.com

Student Portfolio Critiques Schedule – Friday, March 13, 9:00 am – 3:30 pm
Check-in begins at 8:30 am outside the Strand 12 & 13 rooms located on the 2nd floor.
Professional Portfolio Reviews Schedule – Saturday, March 14, 9:00 am – 3:30 pm
Check-in begins at 8:30 am outside the Strand 12 & 13 rooms located on the 2nd floor.
2015 Student Portfolio Critiques & Professional Portfolio Review Coordinators
Shannon Randol, Tim Skehan, and Kayla Milligan
Marlene Hawthrone Thomas

Student Portfolio Critiques & Professional Portfolio Reviews are free of charge, but pre-registration is required.
Reviewer Questionnaire:
Registered participants in portfolio critiques and reviews
were contacted by email a few weeks prior to the
conference with a reviewer request questionnaire. All
registered participants must have completely filled out the
questionnaire by the deadline in order to be placed with
a reviewer. This was mandatory; if you did not submit
the request questionnaire, you will not be assigned review
sessions.

The sessions are full—how do I get on the waiting list?
To be added to the “standby” list, please see a Portfolio
Review Coordinator outside the Strand 12 & 13 rooms
located on the 2nd floor of the Hyatt Regency hotel.
Standby participants must be present when their name is
called or they will forfeit their place on the list.

How to Participate Once Registered
Schedule
Both Student Portfolio Critiques and Professional Portfolio Review assignments and schedules will be posted by Thursday,
March 12, at 5:00 pm outside the Strand 12 & 13 rooms located on the 2nd floor of the Hyatt Regency hotel. Please check the
schedule to confirm your scheduled session(s) and time(s).
What if I cannot attend my scheduled session?
If you cannot attend your scheduled session, please notify a Portfolio Review Coordinator as soon as possible. The coordinators
will be located outside the Strand 12 & 13 rooms located on the 2nd floor of the conference hotel. Reassignments will not be
made and your spot will be given to an individual on the standby list. Individuals who are five minutes late for their appointment
to meet with a reviewer will forfeit their session to the standby list.

PORTFOLIO REVIEWERS

Portfolio Critiques & Reviews Information

Additional Considerations
• Please plan to arrive at least five minutes prior to your scheduled session time.
• Please note, if you plan to use a computer or tablet to share your work, be sure it is fully charged.
		 Power sources will not be available.
SPE reserves the right to make last-minute substitutions based on the availability of participating reviewers.
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Portfolio Reviewers

Mary Anne Redding
Curator
Turchin Center for the Visual Arts

Deirdre Visser
Curator
California Institute of Integral Studies

REVIEWING BOTH STUDENT
AND PROFESSIONAL MEMBER
PORTFOLIOS

Mary Anne Redding is the Curator at the
Turchin Center for Visual Arts at Appalachian
State University in Boone, North Carolina.

As curator of The Arts at the California
Institute of Integral Studies, Deirdre Visser
strives to promote pluralism in the arts, to
support artists in the creation of new work,
and to foster dynamic and critical dialogues
within and across communities that propose
integrative approaches to the urgent questions
we collectively face.

Nate Abramowski
Visiting Assistant Professor
Grand Valley State University
Nate Abramowski completed his MFA at
SCAD and is currently a visiting Assistant
Professor at GVSU. Recent projects include
rediscovering the Grand and founding editor
of 10—an online, and limited print, art
journal. With a history in photography and
narrative film, Nate is interested in many types
of work.
Ashley Elizabeth Craig
Photography Program Director
Maine Media Workshops + College
Ashley Elizabeth Craig is the Photography
Program Director at Maine Media
Workshops + College, co-founder of
Ticka-Arts, a Professor of Photography, and
a fine art photographer. She loves karaoke
and Star Wars.
Henry Horenstein
Professor
Rhode Island School of Design
Henry Horenstein, a student of Harry
Callahan and Aaron Siskind’s, has published
over 30 books, including classic textbooks
Black and White Photography, Beyond Basic
Photography, and Digital Photography; and
monographs, Racing Days, Animalia, Humans,
Show, Close Relations, and Honky Tonk. Henry
teaches at Rhode Island School of Design.
Bill Kouwenhoven
Freelance Critic/Independent Curator
For more than 20 years, Bill Kouwenhoven
has written independent photography
criticism for a number of internationally
acclaimed magazines including Aperture,
Afterimage, British Journal of Photography, Hotshoe,
Photonews, FOAM, and European Photography.
Additionally, he has written the introductions
for some 20 books. He lives and works in
Berlin and New York.
Lisa McCarty
Curator of the Archive of Documentary Arts
Duke University
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Lisa McCarty is a photographer, curator, and
educator based in Durham, North Carolina.
She received her MFA in Experimental and
Documentary Arts from Duke University
and is currently Curator of the Archive of
Documentary Arts at Duke University’s
Rubenstein Library as well as an instructor at
the Center for Documentary Studies.

Ariel Shanberg
Executive Director
The Center for Photography at Woodstock
Ariel Shanberg is the director of the Center
for Photography at Woodstock, a non-profit
artist-centered space. In addition to his
work at CPW, Shanberg has guest-curated
numerous exhibitions and written for such
publications as Contact Sheet, Exposure, Nueva
Luz, and more.
Ellen Stern
Assistant Professor
Lynn University
Prior to becoming a Professor first at MICA
and then at Lynn University, Ellen Stern was a
fashion photographer in New York and Milan
for over 15 years. She enjoys the process of
helping students progress photographically.
Sarah Stolfa
Executive Director
Philadelphia Photo Arts Center
Sarah Stolfa is the Founder and Executive
Director of the Philadelphia Photo Arts
Center. Sarah is an artist and educator with
over 10 years of experience in photography,
education and curatorial work. She has an
MFA in from the Yale School of Art and
teaches at the University of Pennsylvania.
Linda Troeller
Photography Professor
Salzburg Art Academy
Linda Troeller is an award-winning
photographer from New York City. She
has exhibited at the F/Stop Photography
Festival in Germany, University of the Arts
in Philadelphia, and the Melkweg Gallery
and Coda Museum, Netherlands. The
University of Texas, the Museum of Fine
Arts, and the Smithsonian Museum have
collected her work.

REVIEWING STUDENT MEMBER
PORTFOLIOS
Ruth Adams
Associate Director of School of Art
and Visual Studies
University of Kentucky
Ruth Adams is the Associate Director of the
University of Kentucky’s School of Art and
Visual Studies. Her photography deals with
issues of intimacy, voyeurism, mindfulness,
death, and rebirth. She is looking to review
portfolios of students interested in graduate
studies at the University of Kentucky.
Jimmie Allen
Associate Professor
Missouri State University
Jimmie Allen is an Associate Professor at
Missouri State University. His vernacular,
social documentary and urban landscape
photographs have been included into
multiple solo and group shows across the
United States.
Julie Anand
Associate Professor, Photography
Arizona State University
Julie Anand is interested in what photography
has to do with hand markings on cave walls,
with a faded sundress, how a picture might
behave like a bronzed baby shoe, and what
it means to have document shredders in
our homes. She believes that photography
transcends being defined by its specific
materials, and prefers to think of it as a
practice that hones peculiar ways of knowing.

Jonathan Trundle
Assistant Professor
Middle Tennessee State University

Iwan Bagus
Professor, Head of Photography
University of the District of Columbia

Jonathan Trundle teaches in the Photography
Program at Middle Tennessee State
University. His personal photography uses
various types of camera formats to explore
the element of linear time within an image.
His work records subject matter and produces
images not possible within the traditional
factory specifications.

Iwan Bagus is a professor and the Head of
Photography concentration at the University
of the District of Columbia. He is also
a Professorial Lecturer at the American
University, a fine art photographer and
commercial/editorial photographer. His work
has been published and exhibited nationally
and internationally.

Liz Cohen
Artist in Residence/Head of Photography
Cranbrook Academy of Art

Larry Dixon
Professor, Graduate Advisor
Savannah College of Art and Design

Darryl Baird is a Professor of Art at the
University of Michigan – Flint. Baird formerly
served as chair of the Communication and
Visual Arts department. His work is included
in the Detroit Institute of Art, Museum of
Fine Art in Houston Texas, and the University
of Michigan Museum of Art.

Liz Cohen is Artist-in-Residence and Head
of the Photography Department at the
Cranbrook Academy of Art. She received
her MFA degree in Photography from the
California College of the Arts. She holds a
BFA in Studio Art from the School of the
Museum of Fine Arts and a BA in Philosophy
from Tufts University. Her award-winning
multi-media work is exhibited both nationally
and internationally.

“I am a photographer and educator. My
interest in nature, science, and epistemology
are the primary interests that drive my work.
My background is in fine art, academia, and
commercial photography, and I have been an
educator these last 25 years.”

David Cook
Lecturer
Massey University, New Zealand

Todd Dobbs has over 20-years of industry
experience; he is currently an Associate
Professor at the Art Institute of Colorado
where he has been teaching for the past
nine years, and curating the school’s gallery
for the past four years. Todd’s specialties
include advanced inkjet printing and
alternative processes.

Marina Berio
Chair, General Studies in Photography
Program
International Center of Photography
Marina Berio makes photographs and
drawings that interrogate the material
underpinnings of photography and their
relationship to imagery. She has been granted
various residencies and awards, and exhibited
her work at various art spaces internationally.
Berio teaches at the International Center of
Photography in New York City.
Jamason Chen
Manager of Technology/
Clinical Professor
Loyola University Chicago/School of
Communication

David Cook creates and manages collaborative
and participatory media projects dealing with
contested space, community and ecology.
As the author of five photo books, he has
developed an expertise in contemporary
narrative strategies. Recent books examine the
impact of mining and earthquake recovery.
Rachel Cox
Assistant Professor
Michigan State University

Jamason Chen is a photographer,
videographer, and new media researcher.
His photographic assignments, curatorial
works, publications, exhibition and guest
presentations span Asia and the United States.

Rachel Cox is a Michigan-based artist teaching
as an Assistant Professor of Photography at
Michigan State University. She received her
Masters of Fine Arts from the University of
New Mexico and has exhibited nationally at
numerous museums and galleries.

Gary Cialdella
Photographer/Educator
Western Michigan University

Sarah Cusimano Miles
Assistant Professor of Photography
Jacksonville State University

Gary Cialdella earned his MFA from the
University of Notre Dame and MA in
History from Western Michigan University.
Gary has taught at the University of Notre
Dame, Kendall College of Art and Design,
Kalamazoo College, and currently at Western
Michigan University. In 2009, the University
of Illinois Press published his book, The
Calumet Region: An American Place.

Sarah Cusimano Miles is an Assistant
Professor of Photography at Jacksonville
State University, and serves on the Board
of the Walnut Gallery, a nonprofit gallery
for contemporary art. Her work utilizes the
interpretation of objects and their symbolic
associations as a way of commenting on the
psychology of human experience.

Doug Clark
Associate Professor of Photography
Jacksonville State University
Doug Clark is an Assistant Professor
of Photography and Digital Imaging at
Jacksonville State University. He is an
exhibiting artist whose work explores the
natural and social landscape through mixed
media and digital imaging.
Matthew Clowney
Adjunct Professor
Rhode Island School of Design
As a committed advocate for all matters
pertaining to equality and diversity, Matthew
is actively seeking voices who are contributing
to these conversations. His work is in the
permanent collections of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art and the Smithsonian
American Art Museum, among others...and he
loves a good snuggle with the kitties.

D. Bryon Darby
Assistant Professor
University of Kansas
Central to Darby's work is the relationship
between place and meaning. He holds a BFA
from Utah State University and a MFA from
Arizona State University. Darby currently lives
on the edge of the greater Plains where he
is Assistant Professor of Photo Media at the
University of Kansas.
Frank Day
Artist
Frank Day is a well-established fine art
photographer in Washington, DC. He was
the winner of the 2012 Leica Oskar Barnack
Prize, as well as other prizes and grants. His
work has been exhibited internationally and
collected by museums in the United States
and abroad.

Todd Dobbs
Associate Professor
Art Institute of Colorado

Doug DuBois
Associate Professor
Syracuse University
Doug DuBois’ photographs are in the
collection of the MOMA, SFMOMA, J.
Paul Getty Museum, and LACAMA. He
received fellowships from the Guggenheim
Foundation and the MacDowell Colony. He
has exhibited at The Getty Museum, The
Museum of Modern Art, and published
with Aperture, the Getty Museum, NY
Times, and GQ. Doug DuBois teaches at
Syracuse University.
Eliot Dudik
Visiting Assistant Professor of Photography
Director of Andrews Gallery
The College of William & Mary
Eliot Dudik is a photographic artist exploring
the connection between culture, landscape,
memory, and politics. He teaches photography
at the College of William & Mary in
Williamsburg, Virginia while also directing the
Andrews Gallery within the Department of
Art and Art History.
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Darryl Baird
Professor of Art
University of Michigan – Flint

David Robert Farmerie
Photographer
“Working as a professional photographer
for 38 years, my work has spanned fashion,
music, advertising, corporate, theatre, dance,
photojournalism, documentary, and fine
art. My editorial work has been published
in numerous national, and international
publications. As a Fine Art photographer, I
have numerous one-person shows, as well as
two museum commissions.”
Nancy Floyd
Professor/Artist
Georgia State University
Nancy Floyd received the SPE Future Focus
Project Support Grant award for her 32-plus
year self-portrait project, Weathering Time. She
serves as a Professor of Photography in the
Ernest G. Welch School of Art & Design,
Georgia State University.
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Dana Fritz
Professor of Art
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Garrett Hansen
Assistant Professor
University of Kentucky

Kenneth Hoffman
Professor of Communication
Seton Hall University

Dana Fritz’s work concerns the construction
and depiction of landscapes in gardens, vivaria,
and painting. Her work has been exhibited
widely and is held in many public collections
including the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art,
the Sheldon Museum of Art, The Museum
of Contemporary Photography, and the
Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art.

Garrett graduated from Grinnell College,
where he studied economics and political
science. He completed his MFA in
photography at Indiana University and has
taught at several universities in the United
States and in Asia. Garrett has had numerous
solo and group exhibitions in the United
States, Indonesia, Europe, and Japan.

Kenneth Hoffman is a Professor of
Communication at Seton Hall University where
he teaches digital photography, computer
animation, and multimedia. He is interested
in seeing landscape and documentary
photography as well as works in new media.

Hans Gindlesberger
Assistant Professor of Photography
& Digital Imaging
Virginia Tech

Camden Hardy
Professor
Southwest University of Visual Arts

Hans Gindlesberger is an artist and educator
based in Virginia. His projects examine
how contemporary society constructs and
represents concepts of place, while engaging a
range of photographic traditions and thinking.
He currently teaches in the School of Visual
Arts at Virginia Tech.
Linda Adele Goodine
Chancellor’s Professor
Herron School of Art and Design, Indiana
University Indianapolis
“As an educator, my pedagogy is informed by
the idea that art education can greatly enhance
individuals and world cultures through the
development of self-worth, self-sufficiency,
empowerment, and creativity. My mentorship
spans twenty-five years.”
Elizabeth Greenberg
Vice President of Academic Affairs
Maine Media Workshops + College
Elizabeth Greenberg is Vice President of
Academic Affairs at Maine Media Workshops
+ College as well as an instructor in both the
undergraduate and graduate programs at the
college. She received her B.F.A in Photography
from Rhode Island School of Design and
MFA in Visual Art from Vermont College.
Meg Griffiths
Professor of Photography
University of South Carolina
Meg Griffiths has two BA’s from UT Austin
and an MFA in Photography from SCAD.
She is an adjunct at the University of South
Carolina. Her work has been shown in
multiple venues including Columbia Museum
of Art, Center for Fine Art Photography,
Griffin Museum of Art, Rayko Gallery, and
Houston Center for Photography.
Frank Hamrick
Associate Professor
Louisiana Tech University
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Frank Hamrick is an associate professor of
photography at Louisiana Tech University. His
work is in permanent collections including
the Georgia Museum of Art and the Ogden
Museum of Southern Art in New Orleans.
Frank received his BFA from The University
of Georgia and his MFA from New Mexico
State University.

Jerry Holsopple
Professor of Visual & Communication Arts
Eastern Mennonite University

Camden Hardy is a professor at Southwest
University of Visual Arts in Tucson, Arizona.
He also serves as Director of The Postcard
Collective, an international collaborative art
project intended to bring creative minds
together through seasonal postcard exchanges.

Jerry Holsopple specializes in street, travel,
and documentary forms used to explore and
discover. He teaches numerous digital-based
alternative photographic and printing
methods. Exhibits in Latvia, Lithuania, and
Chicago in the last year, have been of his
current Traces of a Social Movement: The
Baltic Way project.

Kim Harkins
Director of Media Arts
Art Institute of California – Orange County

Barbara Houghton
Professor of Art
Northern Kentucky University

Kim Harkins is the Director of Media Arts
at the Art Institute of California – Orange
County, managing Digital Photography,
Digital Filmmaking & Video Production,
Media Arts & Animation, Visual Effects &
Motion Graphics, Visual Game Programming,
and Game Art & Design.

Barbara Houghton works mostly within
a narrative tradition whether in series, or
books or installation. About to retire from
a 41-year teaching career, she will open a
small photo gallery and resource center in
Maysville, Kentucky, where she will show
the work of emerging and under-represented
photographers.

Ken Hassell
Professor Emeritus
Elon University
Ken Hassell has a long history of working in
and teaching traditional documentary/social
photography as well as more poststructuralist
and postcolonial approaches to representation.
His varied background and research interests
have compelled him to teach courses that
critically examine visual culture, identity,
tourism, place and space and diaspora.
Alexander Heilner
Associate Dean/Professor
of Photography
Maryland Institute College of Art
Alexander Heilner is a professor of
photography and digital imaging at the
Maryland Institute College of Art. He works
primarily in color landscapes, but he will be
happy to look at any type of photography.
Chuck Hemard
Associate Professor of Art
Auburn University
Chuck Hemard is interested in providing fresh
eyes and feedback to all levels of student
work. He is interested in viewing any genre
of work, preferably well-conceived, cohesive
series of straight or seemingly straight pictures
or conceptually-based projects.

Leena Jayaswal
Associate Professor
American University
Leena Jayaswal is the head of the photography
concentration. Her photography has been
nationally recognized in galleries around the
country. She has had solo photography shows
at the Gandhi Memorial Center and the
International Visions Gallery. Her work deals
with identity politics. She has worked with
famed photographer, Mary Ellen Mark.
Erin Jennings
Adjunct Instructor
The University of Memphis
Erin Jennings is a Memphis-based image
maker utilizing both filmmaking and
photography. She is the co-owner of a film
production company that specializes in the
documentary form. Jennings graduated from
the University of Memphis with a BA in Film
Production, an MA in Political Science, and an
MFA in Photography.
Jonathan Johnson
Assistant Professor
Otterbein University
Jonathan Johnson uses various forms of
photography and video to explore ideas about
place and nature. He has exhibited his work in
over 30 countries at venues such as the Museo
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid;
Modern Art Museum, Sao Paulo, Brazil;
Galeria Sment, Braga, Portugal; and Africa
Centre, Cape Town, South Africa.

“My work explores interrelationships of
people and land, addressing history, ecology
and place through panoramic photographs
and oral histories. Current books and projects
include Shenandoah Valley Apples, Source
and Confluence: Exploring the Chesapeake Bay
Watershed, and Working Water. I am interested
in supporting undergraduate and graduate
students in realizing their work.”

Susan Lipper
Artist
Susan Lipper is a New York-based artist. She
received her MFA from Yale University in
1983. Among the monographs on her work
are Bed and Breakfast, 2000, trip, 1999, and
GRAPEVINE, 1994. Selected collections
include the Metropolitan Museum, MOCA
– Los Angeles, SF MOMA, and the Victoria
and Albert Museum.

Crystal McBrayer
Interim Visiting Assistant Professor of Art
University of Arkansas
Crystal McBrayer (MFA, Savannah College
of Art & Design, 2006) is an Interim
Visiting Assistant Professor of Photography
at the University of Arkansas where she
teaches black and white photography, digital
photography, and professional development
for photographers.

Robert Lyons
Director, MFA in Photography
Hartford Art School

Michael Mergen
Assistant Professor of Art/Photography
Longwood University

Darlene Kaczmarczyk teaches in both the
MFA and BFA programs at Kendall College
of Art and Design and would love to review
student portfolios considering graduate school.

Robert Lyons, Director of the Low-Residency
MFA in Photography (Hartford Art School),
is a recipient of the Ford Foundation
Fellowship and a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts. He has shown
nationally and internationally for 40 years.

“My work is both conceptual and
documentary in nature. My series consider the
civic nature of the United States and how that
is manifest in the landscape and culture.”

Brett Kallusky
Assistant Professor
University of Wisconsin–River Falls

Gray Lyons
Photography Faculty
Indiana Unversity South Bend

Brett Kallusky received his MFA in
photography from Cranbrook Academy
of Art. He has exhibited his photographs
nationally and internationally and his work is
held in both private and public collections.
Brett is an Assistant Professor at the
University of Wisconsin–River Falls.

Gray Lyons is a photographer and installation
artist whose work addresses themes of memory,
history, sexuality, and self. She received degrees
from Bard College at Simon’s Rock, Savannah
College of Art and Design, and Towson
University. Her work has been exhibited and
published nationally and internationally.

Timothy Keating
Professor
Savannah College of Art and Design

Elizabeth Mackie
Professor
The College of New Jersey

Tim Keating teaches studio lighting courses
in photography at Savannah College of Art
and Design.

Elizabeth Mackie is an interdisciplinary
artist working in photography, installations,
sculpture, video, sound, and book arts. She
received numerous fellowships, residencies,
grants, and awards including two NJ State
Council Artist Fellowships in Photography.
Her work has been exhibited throughout the
United States and abroad, including Australia,
England, Canada, Italy, and Germany.

Darlene Kaczmarczyk
Professor
Kendall College of Art and Design

Jyl Kelley
Associate Professor of Art
University of Wisconsin
Jyl Kelley received her MFA from the
University of New Mexico. She is an
artist and an Associate Professor in the
Department of Art & Design at the
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. Kelley is
a photographer and intermedia artist whose
work incorporates video, digital technology,
performance and installation art.
Mark Klett
Regents’ Professor
Arizona State University
Mark Klett photographs the intersection
of cultures, landscapes, and time. He has
received fellowships from the Guggenheim
Foundation, the National Endowment for
the Arts, and the Japan/US Friendship
Commission. His work has been exhibited
internationally for over 30 years, and is held in
over 80 museum collections. He has authored
15 books.

Mark Malloy
MFA Instructor
Academy of Art University
Mark Malloy is a photographer, cinematographer, educator, and mentor. Mark has
spent the decade prior to his academic career
working and shooting in NYC studios. He
holds a BA in Visual Arts/Photography
from New England College, an MFA in
Photography from SCAD, and a Masters
degree in Media Studies & Film from The
New School.
Gabriel Martinez
Senior Lecturer
University of Pennsylvania / PennDesign
Gabriel Martinez, Senior Lecturer for the
Undergraduate Fine Arts Department at
PennDesign, is a queer Cuban American
multidisciplinary artist. Martinez is interested
in reviewing a broad range of approaches and
styles of student portfolios. He can provide
information on the University of Pennsylvania
Photo Program.

Kevin Miyazaki
Photographer
Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design
Kevin J. Miyazaki is a fine art and editorial
photographer living in Milwaukee. His
artwork addresses issues of family history
and memory; his editorial clients include
Travel + Leisure, Martha Stewart Living and
The New York Times. Kevin is the founder of
the photography sites collectdotgive.org and
tinytinygroupshow.com.
Matthew Moore
Assistant Professor of Photography
Anne Arundel Community College
Matthew Moore is Assistant Professor of
Photography at Anne Arundel Community
College in Arnold, Maryland. He received a
BFA from the College for Creative Studies in
Detroit, Michigan and an MFA from Georgia
State University in Atlanta, Georgia. He is
interested in seeing cohesive bodies of work
from BFA and MFA candidates.
Alison Morley
Chair, Documentary Photography and
Photojournalism Program
International Center of Photography
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Scott Jost
Associate Professor of Art
Bridgewater College

Alison Morley is a photo editor, consultant
and educator. She has been the Chair
of the Documentary Photography and
Photojournalism Program at the International
Center of Photography in New York since
2000. She has written on photography for
various magazines and books as well as having
lectured and led workshops.
Osamu James Nakagawa
Professor of Photography
Indiana University
Osamu James Nakagawa was born in New
York City; raised in Tokyo, Japan; and
returned to Houston, Texas at the age of
15. He received an MFA from the University
of Houston. Nakagawa is a professor and a
photography area head at Indiana University.
He is the recipient of 2009 Guggenheim
Fellowship, 2010 Higashikawa Photo-festival
A New Photographer of the Year in Japan
and 2014 Sagamihara Photographer of the
Year Award in Japan.
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Adam Neese
Visiting Assistant Professor
The University of North Texas
Adam Neese was raised in Grapevine,
Texas, halfway between Dallas and Fort
Worth. His work explores the personal
and cultural mythology of place and its
relationship to the landscape. Adam is
currently a Visiting Assistant Professor at
The University of North Texas teaching in
the photography program.
Ardine Nelson
Professor Emerita
The Ohio State University
Exhibited nationally and internationally,
Ardine Nelson’s practice includes traditional/
non-traditional cameras and materials.
Nelson’s German Schrebergarden project was
recognized by Graham Foundation and John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
Fellowship. Her ongoing body of work,
Ceilings, explores formal visual aspects of
structures in the process of repurposing/
renovation or about to be razed.

Olivia Parker
Photographer
A photographer since 1972, Olivia Parker has
had more than 100 one-person exhibitions,
and her work is represented in many major
museum collections. Widely published, she has
lectured and conducted workshops extensively
both here and abroad. Residencies include
Dartmouth, 1988; MacDowell Colony, 1993;
and Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, 1997.
Stefan Petranek
Assistant Professor of Photography
& Intermedia
Herron School of Art & Design, Indiana
University Purdue University Indianapolis
Stefan Petranek is an emerging visual artist
whose photographic and video work have
been exhibited in widely in the United States.
Petranek’s studio practice explores nature
through the lens of contemporary culture,
especially in response to technological and
scientific advances. He is represented by
Circuit Gallery in Toronto and resides in
Indianapolis.

Anne Noble
Professor of Fine Art (Photography)
Massey University, New Zealand

Richard Petry
Director of Graduate Studies
Columbus College of Art & Design

Anne Noble is Professor of Fine Arts at
Massey University, Wellington and one of
New Zealand’s most respected contemporary
artists. Her photo-based practice spans
landscape, documentary, and installations
that incorporate both still and moving image.
Her work explores the imagination and
representation of the places we inhabit and
our relationship to the natural world.

Director of Graduate Studies at Columbus
College of Art & Design, Richard Petry works
in photography and video. A past recipient
of a National Endowment for the Arts
Fellowship and Ohio Arts Council Fellowship,
he is reviewing portfolios of artists interested
in the MFA program at Columbus College of
Art & Design.

Kenda North
Professor
The University of Texas at Arlington

Michael Peven
Professor
University of Arkansas

O. Gustavo Plascencia
Assistant Professor of Art
Adams State University
O. Gustavo Plascencia is currently an
Assistant Professor of Art at Adams State
University. His creative research has taken him
to Mexico, Colombia, France, Spain, England,
Italy, and Bulgaria to explore different cultural,
religious and societal identities as well as
landscapes and cityscapes in relationship to his
personal identity and family history.
Thomas Post
Graduate Recruitment Specialist
Kendall College of Art and Design
Thomas Post has experience with portfolio
reviews at national events, including both
Graduate and Undergraduate National
Portfolio Days and national conferences.
Emma Powell
Assistant Professor
Colorado College
Emma Powell is an assistant professor of
art at Colorado College. Powell graduated
from the College of Wooster in Ohio and
received her MFA from Rochester Institute
of Technology. Her work often examines
photography’s history while incorporating
historic processes and or devices within
the imagery.
Jared Ragland
Media and Outreach Coordinator
and Adjunct Professor
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Former White House Photo Editor under
Bush (43rd) and Obama Administrations;
editor for National Geographic’s The President’s
Photographer: Fifty Years Inside the Oval Office.
Ragland’s experience as a photo editor,
combined with his interests in photographic
narrative and image archives, has shaped his
collage and found-image based work.

Kenda North has been exhibiting her work
in photography since 1977. She is a professor
and head of photography at UT Arlington
and previously taught at UC Riverside, SAIC
and Colorado Mountain College. Her work is
mainly figurative with an emphasis on color
and underwater imagery.

Michael Peven is a Professor of Art at the
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. He
directs the photography program and teaches
courses in studio photography, history of
photography, and bookmaking. His work
has been widely exhibited and his books
and prints are in numerous national and
international collections and archives.

Andrew O’Brien
Assistant Professor
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

Walker Pickering
Assistant Professor of Art
University of Nebraska–Lincoln

Kathleen Robbins is an associate professor of
art, coordinator of the photography program,
and affiliate faculty of southern studies at the
University of South Carolina.

Prior to joining the faculty at the University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga, Andrew O’Brien
worked as Head Preparator for Yancey
Richardson Gallery in New York City and
Honor Fraser Gallery in Los Angeles. He
has also taught at the University of Oregon,
where he received his MFA in 2009.

Walker Pickering is an Assistant Professor of
Art at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln. He
is primarily focused on meeting with individuals
interested in attending graduate school.

Libby Rowe
Assistant Professor
University of Texas at San Antonio

Kirby Pilcher
Visiting Assistant Professor
Rochester Institute of Technology
Kirby Pilcher is a Visiting Assistant Professor
of Fine Art Photography at the Rochester
Institute of Technology. He has a BS in
Psychology from the University of South
Dakota, and a MFA in Visual Studies from the
Visual Studies Workshop.

Kathleen Robbins
Associate Professor/Photography
Coordinator
University of South Carolina

Libby Rowe is the head of photography at
University of Texas at San Antonio. Her
photographic and cross-media artwork has
been exhibited widely in the United States
and abroad. Rowe is interested in meeting
with students interested in pursuing graduate
studies at UTSA, a program with a strong
emphasis in conceptual development.

Sara Rytteke is a Professor of Photography
at Barry University in Miami Shores, Florida.
She earned her MFA from the University
of Houston in Texas and her BFA from
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona. She
has participated in over 80 exhibitions in in
Europe and the United States.
Michael Sell
Associate Professor of Art
Eastern Oregon University
Michael Sell holds an MFA in photography
from Kendall College of Art and Design.
He has presented research at conferences in
Chicago, Portland, and Washington, D.C. His
research areas include memetics, media-centric
imagery, and the digital/analog aesthetic,
and his photography has been exhibited
throughout the Pacific Northwest, Los
Angeles, New York, and Tallinn, Estonia.
Marni Shindelman
Lecturer
University of Georgia
Marni Shindelman’s collaborative practice
investigates the data tracks we amass through
networked communication. Her work ties the
visible to actual sites, anchoring the ephemeral
in memorialized sites, and immersive video
installations. Her most recent project, First
Responders, illustrates the haunting effects of
cell phones on contemporary disaster sites.
Trish Simonite
Professor
Trinity University, San Antonio, Texas
Trish Simonite is a Professor at Trinity
University, San Antonio, Texas. Simonite’s
landscape and still life photography has been
exhibited in-group and solo shows in Europe
and in the United States. She is interested in all
photographic genres. She can suggest venues
for exhibiting work in Texas.
Melissa Stallard
Assistant Professor/Photo Area
Coordinator
The University of Akron
Melissa Stallard received her MFA in
photography from Columbia College
Chicago. She is an Assistant Professor at The
University of Akron. Melissa’s ongoing work
examines the cultural landscape throughout
the Southeastern and Midwestern parts of the
United States. Her work has been exhibited in
one-person and group exhibitions nationally
and internationally.

LaNola Stone
Photographer, Educator, Author, Artist
United States Coast Guard & Independent
PAST: Salt Lake Community College, Art
Institutes, NYC workshops

José Velazco
Digital Initiatives Coordinator
University of Portland

LaNola Stone is a New York City-based
professional photographer, artist, author, and
educator. One of her past clients includes the
New York Times and she has exhibited at Art
Basel in Miami. Stone’s book Photographing
Childhood: the Image & the Memory, was
published in 2012 by Focal Press.

José Velazco utilizes photography, text, and
video in order to create works that explore
family and spirituality, and the medium’s
relationship to other disciplines. He received
his MFA from the University of Illinois at
Chicago. He works at University of Portland,
managing the Clark Library’s Digital Lab and
teaches courses in video and workshops
in photography.

Stan Strembicki
Professor
Washington University

Bruce West
Professor
Missouri State University

Stan Strembicki is a Professor of Art at
Washington University in Saint Louis. He has
exhibited internationally and has taught in
Florence, Italy since 1990. He was recently
named Honored Educator for the Midwest
SPE region and has taught at both the
undergrad and graduate level and has served
as Director of the graduate program in the
School of Art.

Bruce West is a professor in the Department
of Art and Design at Missouri State
University. His photographs are included in
museum and corporate collections throughout
the United States and Europe. In 2014 the
University Press of Mississippi released a
book of West’s photographs entitled The True
Gospel Preached Here.

Eric Sung
Associate Professor of Photography
Providence College
Eric E. Sung is a recognized photographer/
artist who works and lives in Providence
Area, RI. Sung’s work has been exhibited in
both national and international exhibitions
including New York, New Jersey, Texas,
China, and Korea. Sung currently teaches at
Providence College as an Associate Professor
of Photography.
Constance Thalken
Professor of Photography
Georgia State University
Constance Thalken is a Professor of
Photography at Georgia State University
in Atlanta. Her work has been featured in
over 100 exhibitions and is the permanent
collections of The Museum of Fine Arts
in Houston, The Birmingham Museum of
Art, the Museum of Contemporary Art of
Georgia, and The Bunnen Collection.
Aimee Tomasek
Associate Professor
Valparaiso University
Aimee Tomasek considers herself to be
a documentary photographer as well as a
social commentator. She has taught how
photographs are made, seen, and valued at
Valparaiso University since 1996.
Elizabeth Turk
Professor of Photography
SCAD/Atlanta
Elizabeth Turk is a Professor of Photography
at SCAD/Atlanta where she serves
as graduate coordinator for the MFA
Photography Program. She is interested in
reviewing work of students who are planning
to apply to graduate schools.

Heather F. Wetzel
Lecturer
The Ohio State University
Heather F. Wetzel is currently a lecturer at
The Ohio State University where she was the
2011-2012 Post MFA Fergus Family Fellow
in Photography. She earned her Master of
Arts & Humanities from Arcadia University
and her Master of Fine Arts in Visual
Studies from the Visual Studies Workshop in
Rochester, New York.
Joshua White
Assistant Professor/Photography
Area Coordinator
Appalachian State University
Joshua White uses photography, sculpture,
and digital technology to address themes of
memory, loss, science, and nature. He received
his MFA from Arizona State University and
lives and works in West Jefferson, North
Carolina, where he is an Assistant Professor
of Art at Appalachian State University.

PORTFOLIO REVIEWERS

Sara Rytteke
Professor of Photography
Barry University

Ken White
Assistant Professor
Rochester Institute of Technology
Ken White has been an artist, photographic
historian and educator for almost 40 years,
30 of them at Rochester Institute of
Technology. He has taught in both graduate
and undergraduate photo programs and his
expertise is in analog and digital processes,
portraiture, self-portraiture, landscape,
hand-coloring, conceptual work, and
post-modernism.
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John Willis
Professor of Photography/
Founding Director
Marlboro College/The In-Sight Photography
Project
John Willis co-founded The In-Sight
Photography Project and its Exposures
Cross Cultural Youth Arts Program, offering
youth programming regardless of ability
to pay. As Professor of Photography at
Marlboro College, John also invites people
for exhibitions and visiting artist slots. He has
published two books of his images and has
work in many public collections.
Isaac Wingfield
Lecturer in Photography
University of Michigan
Isaac Wingfield is interested in seeing
conceptually driven fine art work. His work
primarily deals with the landscape and the
ways we interact with the natural world.
Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa
Editor
The Great Leap Sideways
Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa is the editor and
founder of the website and blog The Great
Leap Sideways and a Light Work Artist-inResidence recipient in 2015. He received his
MFA in Photography & Film from Virginia
State University in 2014.
M. Laine Wyatt
Associate Professor
University of Central Florida
M. Laine Wyatt is a multi-media artist and
Associate Professor. She studied at University
of Florida (BDAE), San Francisco State
University and Florida State University (MFA).
She’s had more than 135 exhibitions across
the United States and abroad. She is Co-Chair
of the Women’s Caucus, and has presented
and reviewed portfolios at regional and
national conferences.
Zelda Zinn
Retired
Crossroads School
Zelda Zinn attended St. John’s College and
the University of New Mexico, receiving an
MA and an MFA in photography. Having
taught for many years, she loved to make
photo enthusiasts of her students. She views
photography as one of many tools available
to artists.
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REVIEWING PROFESSIONAL
MEMBER PORTFOLIOS

Sylvia de Swaan
Visiting Instructor
Pratt Institute

Kyohei Abe
Director
Detroit Center for Contemporary
Photography

Sylvia de Swaan is a Romanian born artist/
photographer who has lived and worked in
Mexico, Europe, and the United States. She
taught at the University of Mexico, Hamilton
College, and Pratt Institute. She works on
long-term narrative projects that have earned
her awards from the NY Foundation for the
Arts, Aaron Siskind Foundation, Light Work,
SPE, Paris Photo, among others.

Kyohei Abe is a Director at the Detroit Center
for Contemporary Photography in Detroit,
Michigan; an educator; and artist. He holds
an MFA in Photography from Cranbrook
Academy of Art.
Stephen Chalmers
Assistant Professor Of Photography
Youngstown State University

Harris Fogel
Director/Curator, Sol Mednick
and 1401 Galleries of Photography
The University of the Arts

Stephen Chalmers earned his MFA in Cinema
and Photography from Southern Illinois
University and is currently a professor of
Photography at Youngstown State University.
His work is in several collections including
the Museum of Contemporary Photography,
Light Work, Polaroid, and the Getty Research
Institute and has been covered extensively by
international media.

Harris Fogel is an Associate Professor of
Photography and Director and Curator of the
Sol Mednick Gallery and Gallery 1401 at the
University of the Arts in Philadelphia. He is
reviewing work for possible exhibition at the
Sol Mednick Gallery and Gallery 1401, which
offer a year-round schedule of contemporary
exhibitions of photography.

Gary S. Colby
Director, Irene Carlson Gallery
of Photography
University of La Verne

Larry Gawel
Photography Program Coordinator,
Director/Curator
Metropolitan Community College/WorkSpace
Gallery

Gary S. Colby is Director of the Irene
Carlson Gallery of Photography at the
University of La Verne. We are seeking
camera-derived work, especially documentary
or evidentiary portfolios of images affecting
discrete traditional disciplines throughout the
arts and sciences, for exhibit in the 2015-2016
academic year.

Larry Gawel is the Photography Program
Coordinator at Metropolitan Community
College in Omaha, Nebraska. In 2008, he
and his wife Dana Fritz, opened WorkSpace
Gallery in Lincoln, Nebraska. In 2012, he
was elected as Chairperson of the Society for
Photographic Education’s Midwest Region.

John Thomas Collins
Faculty-Photographic Imaging
The Art Institute of Tennessee-Nashville
John Thomas Collins is a faculty member
at The Art Institute of Tennessee-Nashville
and Middle Tennessee State University. He
has worked as a faculty member at Belmont
University and the San Francisco Art Institute.
He received a BS from Middle Tennessee State
University and an MFA from the San Francisco
Art Institute.
Taylor Curry
Editor/Curator
Savannah College of Art and Design
Taylor Curry received his BFA in Photography
from Savannah College of Art and Design
(SCAD) in 2012. He is currently living and
working in Savannah, Georgia, as the Assistant
Operations Manager of the Photographic
Facility of SCAD. He is a founding member of
Aint-Bad Magazine; a bi-annual publication that
promotes new photographic art.

Hamidah Glasgow
Executive Director
The Center for Fine Art Photography
Hamidah Glasgow is the Executive Director
and Curator at The Center for Fine Art
Photography. Glasgow’s contribution
to photography has included curatorial
projects, portfolio reviews, contributions
to publications and online magazines, and
hosting of regional conferences.
Tom Griscom
Photographer
American Society of Media Photographers–
Tennessee
Tom Griscom is an editorial photographer and
educator. His photographic work has been
exhibited both nationally and internationally,
as well as in publications dedicated to fine
art photography. He is summer faculty at the
Maine Media Workshops as well as a teacher at
The International Center of Photography and
The School of Visual Arts.

Sold-out Interior Exposure, Jessica Todd Harper’s
first book of photographs about family, won
recognition from sources as varied as Oprah
Magazine, PDN, and the NY Photo Festival.
Harper is represented by Rick Wester Fine Art
in New York and Jackson Fine Art in Atlanta.
Tom Jimison
Curator & Professor
Baldwin Photo Gallery at Middle Tennessee
State University
Tom Jimison was a Professor of Photography
and Curator of the Baldwin Photo Gallery at
Middle Tennessee State University for 24 years.
In earlier years, he served as an Army Combat
Photographer in Asia and Europe. He operated
a commercial studio in New Orleans for 11 years
and has over 30 years of teaching experience.
Julieve Jubin
Associate Professor, Art/Photography
SUNY Oswego
Julieve Jubin received her MFA from Visual
Studies Workshop in Rochester, New York.
She is a photo-based artist working with digital
and experimental approaches to the image. She
has exhibited her work in the United States,
Canada, Europe, and Cuba. Since 2011, she has
been photographing in Cuba.
Allyson Klutenkamper
Assistant Professor of Art, Photography
Central Washington University
Allyson Klutenkamper is an Assistant
Professor of Art (Photography) at Central
Washington University and Chair of the
Visiting Artists, Speakers, and Exhibitions
Committee. An active artist, Klutenkamper’s
work has been widely and consistently
exhibited both nationally and internationally.
She received her MFA from the University of
Notre Dame in 2005.
Katharine Kreisher
Professor of Art
Hartwick College
Katharine Kreisher is Professor of Art at
Hartwick College in Oneonta, New York,
where she has taught photography, as well
as printmaking, since 1982. She acts as guest
curator of an annual campus theme exhibition
for Foreman Gallery. Special interests: women’s
issues, self-portrait, photo-printmaking
processes, book arts.
Erika Leppmann
Director
Schneider Museum of Art, Southern
Oregon University
Erika Leppmann, (MFA, UNM) Director,
Schneider Museum of Art has curated a dozen
exhibitions since 2012. Leppmann has worked
in galleries, nonprofit arts organizations and
as an exhibiting artist. She has received many
grants on behalf of the museum and as an
artist. Leppmann has taught photography at
numerous universities in the United States.

Martino Marangoni
President
Fondazione Studio Marangoni

Carson Sanders
Editor/Curator
Savannah College of Art and Design

Having completed his lower education in
Florence, Martino Marangoni moved to New
York in 1972 where he attended Pratt Institute
until 1975, studying photography. On his
return to Italy, he taught photography at the
Studio Arts Center International to students
studying at American Universities.

Carson Sanders co-founded Aint-Bad Magazine
in 2011 and graduated with a BFA from the
Savannah College of Art and Design in 2013.
He is the Sales and Distribution Manager for
Aint-Bad Magazine and the Lab Manager for
SCAD’s photography department. He lives in
Savannah, Georgia.

Karen Marshall
Faculty
The International Center of Photography

Elizabeth Spungen
Executive Director
The Print Center

Karen Marshall teaches in the
Documentary/Photojournalism Program at
The International Center of Photography
and is an Assistant Professor at New
York University. She lectures frequently,
is a committed mentor, and works as a
private consultant for photographers and
organizations providing direction and
support in portfolio development and visual
story telling.

Elizabeth Spungen is the Executive Director
of The Print Center, Philadelphia. She studied
at the University of Pennsylvania and has spent
her career in the visual arts in Philadelphia.
Curatorial projects include exhibitions of
Doug + Mike Starn, Masao Yamamoto, Robert
Asman, and Matt Neff.

Zach Nader
Independent Curator
useful pictures
Zach Nader co-founded the collaborative
artist project useful pictures, which highlights the
work of artists who actively complicate the
photographic alongside a culture of instant
and global image sharing. He curates shows,
conducts interviews, and works as an artist in
Brooklyn, New York.
Fatima NeJame
President/CEO
Palm Beach Photographic Centre
Fatima NeJame, CEO of the Palm Beach
Photographic Centre, located in West
Palm Beach, Florida, oversees day-to-day
operations, marketing, and programming
for museum exhibitions, evening lectures,
workshops, FOTOFusion, and outreach
programs. Fatima has been teaching digital
photography for 23 years, and contributed to
the Focal Encyclopedia of Photography on
color photography.
Neal Rantoul
Professor Emeritus
Northeastern University
Neal Rantoul taught at Harvard University for
13 years and was head of the photography
program at Northeastern University from
1981 to 2012. He is an active exhibitor and the
recipient of various grants.

Sarah Sudhoff
Executive Director
Houston Center for Photography
Sarah Sudhoff is a photographer, educator,
former photo editor for Texas Monthly and
Time magazines, and most recently hired as
HCP’s Executive Director. She established
and served on the board of the Austin Center
for Photography and Photohive. Her work
interweaves themes of gender, science, and
personal experience through photographs.
Joyce Tenneson
Photographer
Joyce Tenneson Photography
Internationally lauded as one of the leading
photographers of her generation, Joyce
Tenneson’s work has been published in 16
books and exhibited in museums and galleries
worldwide. Her portraits have appeared
on covers for magazines such as Time, Life,
Newsweek, Premiere, Esquire, and The New York
Times Magazine.

PORTFOLIO REVIEWERS

Jessica Todd Harper
Artist

Brian Ulrich
Assistant Professor
Rhode Island School of Design
Brian Ulrich is a photographer known for his
exploration of consumerism. Photo District
News named Ulrich as one of 30 Emerging
Photographers, 2007. He was awarded a
Guggenheim Fellowship, 2009. In 2011
Aperture published, Is This Place Great or What
In 2013, the Anderson Gallery published
Closeout: Retail, Relics and Ephemera.

Susan Ressler
Professor Emerita
Purdue University
“I’m a social documentary photographer who
upends convention by turning my lens on the
wealthy instead of the disadvantaged. I studied
at UNM and taught at Purdue for many years,
but am following my dream in New Mexico,
where I belong.”
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2015 Honored Educator

©Jessica Tampas
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Awards & Recognitions
Congratulations to Mary Virginia Swanson, SPE’s 2015 Honored Educator! Swanson has given her
boundless energy to SPE events and programming over the years, and it is a pleasure to honor her
contributions with SPE’s Honored Educator Award. We recognize her for her relentless advocating for
professional development in the field of photography and for providing mentorship and inspiration to
countless individuals. SPE’s Honored Educators receive a lifetime membership in the Society, as well as
a cash prize and gift.

Mary Virginia Swanson

SPE Insight Award

Stephen Marc
©Jessica Tampas

Andrew E. Hershberger

Osamu James Nakagawa

Mary Virginia Swanson

The SPE Insight Award recognizes achievements of significant
distinction made by individuals to the photographic education field.
Measured from when careers first begin to the time when standing
ovations erupt spontaneously in lecture halls, SPE’s Insight Award
symbolizes the realization of a national or international career or the
launching of future endeavors to new challenges, ideas, and horizons.
Photographers (in the broadest sense of the word today), as well as
scholars, curators, writers, and visionaries—whether achievements
are rapid fire or accumulated over time—are eligible for the Society’s
mark of recognition and distinction.
Insight Award recipients demonstrate excellence in two or more of the
following ways: innovative teaching; sustained mentoring of colleagues
or students; broad contribution to technical, critical, pedagogical,
or visual aspects of the field; breadth or depth of exhibition or
publication; and sustained presence in the field.
The 2015 SPE Insight Award will be presented to Andrew E.
Hershberger, Stephen Marc, Osamu James Nakagawa, and Mary
Virginia Swanson as part of the awards ceremony at the National
Conference on Friday, March 13, at 5:30 pm.

SPE International Conference Grant
SPE’s International Conference Grant was established by SPE’s National Board of Directors in 2014 (for implementation in 2015) as
a new incentive to foster international submissions and participation in SPE’s National Conferences. This new grant is awarded to the
three international conference proposal submissions ranked the highest by SPE’s Peer Review Committee, regardless of presentation category, if selected by the conference committee to present at the conference. Up to six individuals may benefit from this grant program
each year. The conference grant awards a full registration fee waiver and a complimentary year of SPE membership to each recipient.
Congratulations to Takashi Arai, Sunil Gupta, and Anne Noble—the first recipients of this award!
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Takashi Arai

Sunil Gupta

Anne Noble

SPE is pleased to recognize Adam Ekberg as the 2015 SPE Imagemaker Award winner. This award offers a
$1,000 honorarium to an artist presenting for the first time as an imagemaker at the SPE National Conference.
Thanks to a new partnership with PLAYA (a residency program in south central Oregon), Adam will also be
given the opportunity to do a one-month residency at PLAYA within the calendar year following receipt of the
award. The national conference committee selects a recipient who shows exceptional promise and outstanding
achievement evidenced by a high ranking by the peer review panel. Information about Adam Ekberg and his
presentation, Creating Temporal Environments, scheduled for Friday, March 13, at 10:00 am can be found on page 11.

Adam Ekberg

The SPE Future Focus Project Support Grant
We are pleased to announce Nancy Floyd as the recipient of the SPE Future Focus Project Support Grant.
The $5,000 award supports the creation and development of specific work proposed to and chosen by a review
committee, and as such, directly supports the creative and professional development of participating members.
It also serves to benefit SPE in that the work comes back to the Society and is shared as part of future
conference programming, providing new and relevant material specifically supported and encouraged by the
organization. The results of the funded project will be presented at SPE’s 2016 National Conference.
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SPE Imagemaker Award

Nancy Floyd

SPE Student Awards for Innovations
in Imaging

Elle Olivia Andersen

Marcus DeSieno

Katie Harwood

Congratulations to the 2015 SPE Student Awards
for Innovations in Imaging recipients! All SPE
Student Awards include a $550 travel stipend to
attend the conference, a conference fee waiver, and a
complimentary year of SPE membership. Scholarship
recipients will have their work highlighted at a special
section of the Curator Portfolio Walkthrough on Friday,
March 13, from 8:30 - 11:00 pm in Elite Hall A where
all award winners will showcase their portfolios and
interact with conference attendees and guest curators.
Jurors of the 2015 Student Awards for Innovations
in Imaging: Amy Holmes George (Chair of the Awards
and Recognitions Committee), Claude Baillargeon,
Bill Gaskins, and Rebecca Nolan

Soohyun Kim

Elise Kirk

Amanda Mollindo

Zora Murff

Ohm Phanphiroj

Thomas Sanders

Janelle Young

SPE Student Awards for Innovations in Imaging:
Elle Olivia Andersen, University of South Carolina,
Undergraduate Student
Marcus DeSieno, University of South Florida,
Graduate Student
Katie Harwood, San Francisco Art Institute,
Graduate Student
Soohyun Kim, University of Illinois at Chicago,
Graduate Student
Elise Kirk, Rhode Island School of Design,
Graduate Student
Amanda Mollindo, Arizona State University,
Undergraduate Student
Zora Murff, University of Iowa,
Undergraduate Student
Ohm Phanphiroj, Memphis College of Art,
Graduate Student
Thomas Sanders, San Jose State University,
Graduate Student
Janelle Young, University of Georgia,
Graduate Student
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SPE Board of Directors, Staff, & Committees
Thank you for supporting this event!
2014 - 2015 National Board
of Directors
Michael Marshall, Chair
Jeff Curto, Vice Chair
Lupita Murillo Tinnen, Treasurer
Robin Germany, Secretary
Claude Baillargeon
Chuy Benitez
Steven Benson
Michelle Bogre
Jim Casper
Bill Gaskins
Amy Holmes George
Anne Massoni
Arno Rafael Minkkinen
Rebecca Nolan
Nancy Stuart
Liz Wells

Michael Marshall
Arno Rafael Minkkinen
Rebecca Nolan
Liz Wells

Caucus Chairs
LGBTQ Caucus: David Martin
Multicultural Caucus: Coriana
Close and Arthur Fields
Women’s Caucus: Katharine
Kreisher and Laine Wyatt

National Office Staff
Executive Director
Virginia Morrison
Office & Accounts Manager
Carla Kurtz
Registrar
Kayla Milligan
Advertising, Exhibits & Design
Nina Barcellona Kidd
Events & Publications Coordinator
Ginenne Clark
Events Coordinator (Interim)
Caitie Moore

Newly Elected Board
Members, 2015 - 2019
Claude Baillargeon
Erika Gentry
Mark Malloy
Liz Wells

Exposure Journal Editor
Stacey McCarroll Cutshaw
Exposure Journal Designer
Amy Schelemanow

2015 - 2016 National Board
of Directors
Jeff Curto, Chair
Anne Massoni, Vice Chair
Lupita Murillo Tinnen, Treasurer
Robin Germany, Secretary
Claude Baillargeon
Michelle Bogre
Jim Casper
Bill Gaskins
Erika Gentry
Amy Holmes George
Mark Malloy

Regional Chairs
Mid-Atlantic: Jay Gould
Midwest: Larry Gawel
Northeast: Bruce Myren
Northwest: Vacant
South Central: Bryan Florentin

Awards and Recognition
Committee
Amy Holmes George, Chair
Claude Baillargeon
Bill Gaskins
Rebecca Nolan

2015 Peer Review Panel
Rob Buitron
Ashley Craig
Carlos Diaz
Sarah Gibbons
Sonseree’ Gibson
Christopher Jordan
Priya Kambli
Allyson Klutenkamper
Anne Massoni
Terry Ownby

Writing Award Review
Committee
Michelle Bogre
Amy Holmes George
Robin Germany
Stacey McCarroll Cutshaw
Liz Wells

2015 National Conference
Committee
Jeff Curto, Chair
Stephen Marc
Colleen Mullins
Lupita Murillo Tinnen

Registration Team
Kayla Milligan
Carla Kurtz
Kelsey Floyd
Alex Mandrila
Matt Masters

2015 Local Conference
Committee
Sesthasak Boonchai, Chair
AnnieLaurie Erickson
Sophie Lvoff
Jonathan Traviesa

Southeast: Christa Kreeger
Bowden
Southwest: Patti Hallock
West: Bobbi Fabian

2015 National Conference Staff
National Conference Planners
Ginenne Clark, CMP
Caitie Moore (Interim)

Exhibits Team
Nina Barcellona Kidd
Alex Kidd
Volunteer Team
Arthur Fields
Allison Retter
Elva Salinas
Portfolio Review Team
Kayla Milligan
Shannon Randol
Tim Skehan

2014 Sustaining Members
Sustaining Membership includes all the benefits of the regular membership level but represents a higher level of membership in support of our organization.
Mariette Allen
Dan Anker
Claude Baillargeon
Chuy Benitez
Steven Benson
Laura Bidwell
Steven Bliss

Michelle Bogre
Jim Casper
Darryl Curran
Jeff Curto
Tom Fischer
Bob Galloway
Bill Gaskins

Erika Gentry
Robin Germany
Amy Holmes George
Suzie Katz
Bettina Katz
Tom Lamb
Gina Lyons

Thank You Cuyahoga Arts & Culture
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SPE is supported in part by the residents of Cuyahoga County through
a public grant from Cuyahoga Arts & Culture.

Mark Malloy
Michael Marshall
Anne Massoni
Dixie Messner
Arno Rafael Minkkinen
Rebecca Nolan
Olivia Parker

Sophie Schwartz
Lupita Murillo Tinnen
Adam Verheyen
Elizabeth Wells

FUTURE FOCUS: SPE’S 50th Anniversary Campaign Update
Fundraising efforts for the Future Focus Campaign have so far provided a great beginning toward what we hope to raise to support new
initiatives—we’re a little over halfway there. Some new SPE offerings made possible by the campaign include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SPE video library
Searchable database of programs and schools of photography
Outreach to international friends and colleagues to increase global exchange within our community
Artist lecture series in SPE’s national headquarters
Design enhancement to SPE’s Exposure journal
Increased mentoring for graduate students and added emphasis on professional skill building
Member exhibitions in SPE’s national headquarters
Increased funding and awards for members
A brand new conference app...and more!

Your contribution will support SPE in continuing to make a difference in the lives and careers of our members. Future Focus has been seeding
new member benefits, initiatives, and outreach for SPE as part of our current strategic plan. Once started, the new programming is intended
to become self-sustaining and help SPE expand to do more of what it already does so well! Please consider making a contribution to this first
major fundraising campaign for SPE in celebration of its first 50 successful years. Donate online here: spenational.org/support-us/donate.

50th Campaign Society Level Donors

(as of 02/01/15)

Niepce Society
(over $10,000)

Cameron Society
($501 – $1,000)

Tom Fischer

Dan Anker
Peter C. Bunnell
Nicole Browning & Steven
Rifkin*
Carlos Diaz
Nate Larson
Nathan & Joan Lyons
Anne Massoni
Joyce Neimanas
Elaine O’Neil
Jeannie Pearce
Judith Thorpe & Janet
Pritchard
Liz Wells

Daguerre Society
($5,001 – $10,000)
Arno Rafael & Sandra
Hughes Minkkinen
Mark Schwartz
Nancy Stuart
Terri Warpinski
Talbot Society
($1,001 – $5,000)
Anonymous
Claude Baillargeon & Katy
McCormick
Steven Benson
Joann Brennan & Andrea
Zocchi
James Colby and the Weeks
Gallery
Jeff Curto
Richard Gray
Allan Harris & Cheryl
Younger
Mark Klett
Gary Kolb
Mark Malloy
Michael Marshall
Lawrence McFarland
Olivia Parker
John Pfahl & Bonnie
Gordon
Jim Stone
Wendel White
Byron Wolfe
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SPE appreciates the generous support of our donors!

Lumiere Society
($25 – $500)
Mariette Allen
Jane Alt
Christina Anderson
Sandrine Arons
Tom P. Ashe
Chuy Benitez
Steven Bliss
Michelle Bogre
Sesthasak Boonchai
Meghan Borato
Mary Brown
Timothy Callahan
Jim Casper
Carl Chiarenza
Ginenne Clark
Barbara Crane
Phyllis Crowley
Darryl Curran
Stacey McCarroll Cutshaw
Patsy Davis
Gloria DeFilipps Brush
Dennie Eagleson Greenberg
Gary Emmons
Jarrod Estes
Barbara Lynn Estomin
Peggy Feerick
Cass Fey
Alida Fish

Harris Fogel
Bruce Forbes
Corey George
Robin Germany
Jay Gould
Lavonne Hall
Ken Hassoll
Alexander Heilner
Tom Hinson
Erika Gentry
Amy Holmes George
Deborah Jack
Thomas Jacobsen*
Scott Jost
Dennis Keeley
Sant Khalsa
Nina Barcellona Kidd
Allyson Klutenkamper
Bill Kouwenhoven
James Kueffner
Carla Kurtz
Roberta Lynn Ledbetter
Megan Lendman
Silvia Lizama
James Locke
Mark Ludak
Kieran Johnson
Fredrick Macaraeg
Elizabeth Marcotte
Annu Palakunnathu Matthew
Tim & Joni McCormick
Frank Mercado
Geanna Merola
Richard Misrach
Carolyn Monastra
Virginia Morrison
George Nan
Bea Nettles
Rebecca Nolan
Deborah Orloff
E Suzanne Owens
Stephen Perloff
Michael Peven
Lincoln Phillips
Betty Press
Shannon Randol
Allison Retter

Ann Ricksecker*
Jean Ricksecker*
Marcia Rubenstein
Amy Schelemanow
Rebecca Senf
Shades of Paper
Marni Shindelman
Richella Simard
Patricia Simonite
George Slade
Robert L Smith
Brian Steele
Barbara Tannenbaum
Michael Teres
Lupita Murillo Tinnen
T Ann Tolin
V Elizabeth Turk
Michelle Van Parys
Lilliana Vitelli*
Karen Vitelli*
Ira Wagner
Melanie Walker
Brooke White
David Williams
Suzanne Winterberger
Sam Wang
Other 50th Anniversary
Donors
Ruth Adams
Jamie M Allen
Darryl Baird
Elizabeth Baker
Julia Bradshaw
Edie Bresler
Nancy Breslin
Robert C Buitron
Eliana Cetto
Coriana Close
Kelli Connell
Ben Davis
Drew Davis
Karen Davis
Sylvia de Swaan
William Dunn
Mitch Eckert
Bobbi Fabian

Daniel Farnum
Arthur Fields
Sara Fields
Diane Fox
Virginia A Franklin
David Freund
Dana Fritz
Larry Gawel
Keith Hill
Scott Hilton
Jules Holcombe
Jerry Holsopple
Jodie Hooker
James Ivey
Sydney Joslin-Knapp
Brett Jurgens
Katharine Kreisher
Linda Kroff
Mary Pat LaRue
Bert Leaverton
Roz Leibowitz
Susan Lirakis
Joseph Mougel
John Neforos
Stephanie Parks
Chris Peregoy
Juliana Rico
Brittany Riggs
Jessie Rose
Nancy J Rumfield
Christopher Schneberger
Ken Signorello (in honor of
Darkroom Gallery)
Lisa Snead
Jane Alden Stevens
Chelsea Tanksley
Ron Tarver
Thomas Turner
Benita Vanwinkle
Micah Wallace
Matthew Weber
Dana Wickwire
Amber Yaw
Matthew Young

*in memory of Reg Heron
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 New Orleans Museum of Art

 Hyatt Regency New Orleans

 Ogden Museum of Southern Art

 Tulane University

 A Gallery For Fine Photography

 Contemporary Arts Center

 New Orleans Photo Alliance








Warehouse District/Arts District
(Walking distance from Hyatt)

Lower Garden District
(Walking distance from Hyatt)

Arthur Roger Gallery
Hours: Mon-Sat 10-5
www.arthurrogergallery.com
432 - 434 Julia St., 504-522-1999

New Orleans Photo Alliance Gallery
SPE 3rd International Combined Caucus
Juried Show
Contemporary photography
Hours: Tue-Sun 12-4
www.neworleansphotoalliance.org
1111 St. Mary St., 504-264-1855

Boyd | Satellite
Hours: Tue-Sat 10:30-5 and by appt.
www.boydsatellitegallery.com
440 Julia St., 504-581-2440
Callan Contemporary
Hours: Tue-Sat 10-5 and by appt.
www.callancontemporary.com
518 Julia St., 504-525-0518
Jonathan Ferrara Gallery
Hours: Mon-Sat 11-5 and by appt.
www.jonathanferraragallery.com
400a Julia St., 504-522-5471
LeMieux Galleries
Hours: Mon-Sat 10-6
www.lemieuxgalleries.com
332 Julia St., 504-522-5988
Martine Chaisson Gallery
Hours: Tue-Sat 11-5
www.martinechaissongallery.com
727 Camp St., 504-427-4729
Octavia Art Gallery
Hours: Tue-Sat 10-6 and by appt.
www.octaviaartgallery.com
454 Julia St., 504-309-4249
Soren Christensen Gallery
Hours: Tue-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 11-5,
and by appt.
www.sorengallery.com
400 Julia St., 504-569-9501
Contemporary Art Center
Hours: Wed-Mon 11–5
cacno.org
900 Camp St., 504-528-3805
Ogden Museum of Southern Art
Mark Steinmetz: South
Tina Freeman: Artist Spaces
SPE 3rd International Combined Caucus
Juried Show
Hours: Wed-Mon 10-5
www.ogdenmuseum.org
925 Camp St., 504-539-9650

French Market
(Walking distance from Hyatt/Cab)
A Gallery for Fine Photography
Sir Analog and Lady Digital, Jerry Uelsmann
and Maggie Taylor, Fresh Visions
Hours: Thu-Mon 10:30 - 5:30
www.agallery.com
241 Chartres St., 504-568-1313
Gallery Orange
Hours: Daily 11-6
www.gallery-orange.com
819 Royal St., 504-875-4006
New Orleans Museum of Art
Photo-Unrealism
Emmet Gowin: Concerning America and Alfred
Stieglitz, and Myself
Josephine Sacabo: Salutations
Hours: Tue-Sun 10-5 (9 pm Fri)
noma.org
1 Collins Diboll Circle, 504-658-4100

Scott Edwards Photography
& Studio Gallery
Euphus Ruth: Cemetery Walker
Wet Plate Collodion Ambrotypes
Hours: Thu-Mon 12-8 (close 10 pm
Fri & Sat)
scottedwardsgallery.com
2109 Decatur St., 504-610-0581
The Front
Hours: Sat-Sun 12-5
www.nolafront.org
4100 St. Claude Ave.
UNO St. Claude Gallery
The Do Good Fund
Hours: Sat-Sun 12-5
finearts.uno.edu/gallery.html
2429 St. Claude Ave.
5 Press Gallery
Hours: Tue-Sun 12-6
5pressgallery.com
5 Press St.

NEW ORLEANS

Gallery & Museum Guide

Garden District
Guthrie Contemporary
Jane Fulton Alt: Look and Leave
Jennifer Shaw: The Space Between
Contemporary photography
Hours: Tue-Sat 10-5
www.guthriecontemporary.com
3815 Magazine St., 504-897-2688
.

Saint Claude
(Cab/Car)
Antenna Gallery
Hours: Tue-Sun 12-5
press-street.org/antenna
3718 St. Claude Ave., 504-298-3161
Barrister's Gallery
Hours: Tue-Sat 11-5
www.barristersgallery.com
2331 St. Claude Ave., 504-710-4506
Byrdie’s
Hours: 7-7 weekdays (closed Tue),
10-7 weekends
byrdiesgallery.com
2422A St. Claude Ave., 504-656-6794
Good Children Gallery
Hours: Sat-Sun 12-5
www.goodchildrengallery.com
4037 St. Claude Ave.
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NEW ORLEANS

Dining Guide
Near The Hyatt Regency
Allegro Bistro $$$
Contemporary Creole
1100 Poydras St., 70113
504-582-2350
Borgne $$$
Seafood Restaurant
601 Loyola Ave., 70113
504-613-3860
Horinoya $$$
Sushi
920 Poydras St., 70112
504-561-8914
Johnny Sánchez $$
Contemporary Mexican
930 Poydras St., 70112
504-304-6615
Reginelli's Pizzeria $
Pizza
930 Poydras St., 70112
504-586-0068
Rotolo's Pizzeria $
Pizza
514 S Rampart St., 70113
504-528-2556
Whole Hog Café $$
BBQ, Cafeteria
639 Loyola Ave., 70113
504-525-4044

In Arts District (Near
galleries and the Ogden
Museum of Southern Art)
American Sector $$
American Classic
945 Magazine St., 70130
504-528-1940
Carmo $$
Tropical, Vegan friendly
527 Julia St., 70130
504-875-4132
Cochon Restaurant $$$
Cajun and Pork
930 Tchoupitoulas St., 70130
504-588-2123
Peche Seafood Grill $$$
Seafood, Grill, Raw Bar
800 Magazine St., 70130
504-522-1744
Phil's Grill $
Burgers
748 Camp St., 70130
504-309-7702
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RioMar $$
Seafood
800 S Peters St., 70130
504-525-3474

Central Business District
(Area between Hyatt and
French Quarter)

Krystal $
Like White Castle, 24 hrs
116 Bourbon St., 70130
504-523-4030

Root $$$
High Concept, Modern
200 Julia St., 70130
504-252-9480

August $$$$
French
301 Tchoupitoulas St., 70130
504-299-9777

The Pelican Club $$$
312 Exchange Place, 70130
504-523-1504

Near The New Orleans
Photo Alliance
(Lower Garden District)

Bon Ton Café $$$
Classic Cajun
401 Magazine St., 70130
504-524-3386

Cafe Roma $$
Casual Italian
1901 Sophie Wright Pl, 70130
District Donuts Sliders
Brew $$
Donuts, Burgers, Coffee
2209 Magazine St., 70130
504-570-6945
Half Moon Bar & Restaurant $
Burgers and Beer
1125 St. Mary St., 70130
Juan's Flying Burrito $
American Taqueria
2018 Magazine St., 70130
504-569-0000
Lilly's Café $
Vietnamese
1813 Magazine St., 70130
504-599-9999
Nile Ethiopian Restaurant $$
Ethiopian
2130 Magazine St., 70130
504-281-0859
Stein's Market & Deli $
Jewish-Italian Deli
2207 Magazine St., 70130
504-527-0771

Near Tulane University
Byblos $
Middle-Eastern
29 McAlister Dr. (On Campus),
70118
504-835-8332
Crêpes à la Cart $
Crêpes
1039 Broadway St., 70118
504-866-2362
The Boot (pizza) $
Pizza by the Slice
1039 Broadway St., 70118
504-866-9008

Cleo’s Mediterranean Cuisine $$
Mediterranean, 24 hours
165 University Pl, 70112
Domenica $$
Artisinal Pizza
123 Baronne St., 70112
504-648-6020
Liborio Cuban Restaurant $
Cuban
321 Magazine St., 70130
504-581-9680
Lüke $$$
French, German
333 St. Charles Ave., 70130
504-378-2840
Mother’s $
Southern Greasy Spoon
401 Poydras St., 70130
504-523-9656
P&G $
Sandwiches
345 Baronne St., 70112
504-525-9678
Singha Thai Cafe $
Thai
828 Gravier St., 70130
504-581-2205

French Quarter
Bayona $$
Cajun, Creaole
430 Dauphine St., 70112
504-525-4455
Clover Grill $
Burgers and Grill, 24 hrs
900 Bourbon St., 70116
504-598-1010
Central Grocery and Deli $
Muffuettas
923 Decatur St., 70116
Felix's Restaurant $
Oysters
739 Iberville St., 70130
504-522-4440

Stanley Restaurant $$
American, Louisiana Comfort
Food
547 St. Ann St., 70116
504-587-0093
Tujague’s $$
Creole
823 Decatur St., 70116
504-525-8676
Vacherie $$
Cajun, $ (Cafe) $$ (Restaurant)
827 Toulouse St., 70116
504-207-4532

Frenchman
(Beyond the French
Quarter, great late night,
lots of bars, may need
a cab)
ADOLFOS $$
Italian Creole
611 Frenchmen St., 70116
504-948-3800
Dat Dog $
Hotdogs and Sausage
601 Frenchmen St., 70116
504-309-3362
Marigny Brasserie $$
Creole American
640 Frenchmen St., 70116
504-945-4472
Mona's Cafe $
Middle-Eastern
504 Frenchmen St., 70116
504-949-4115
Yuki Izakaya $$
Yakitori, Sake, Soju
525 Frenchmen St., 70116
504-943-1122

2016 Conference Description & Proposal Information

Constructed Realities
53rd SPE National Conference – March 10-13, 2016
Red Rock Resort, Las Vegas
The ultimate fiction of photography is the deep-rooted adage: “the
camera does not lie.” From its inception, photographers have had the
ability to manipulate reality using a wide variety of techniques from
positioning the camera, to processing in the darkroom, or editing on the
computer. Even so, the hallmark of photography has been its ability to
record the thing directly in front of the camera. The imprint or trace of
the object before the lens has led audiences to believe in the objectivity of
the photograph. Yet, a more skeptical and savvy 21st Century audience
has deconstructed the inherent belief in the veracity of the photograph,
resulting in a definition of photography that is incessantly fluid.
With the invention of photography during the 19th Century, painters
were challenged into exploring new realms. While photography
perfected representation with exactitude, painters sought expressions
of truth (or another reality) within the constructed abstracts of
the Impressionists, Cubists, and Futurists. In the same way, digital
photography and the democratization of the camera have challenged
lens-based, photographic artists to venture beyond, using their
imaginations to transform or manifest less tangible realities. In
the midst of reality television, docudramas, virtual reality, artificial
intelligence, web surfing, movies, social media, and the ubiquitous digital
manipulation of photographic images, the fine line that once existed
between what is real and what is fantasy has all but vanished.
How does one acknowledge the constructed nature of the photograph
while still claiming its validity as a tool for the accurate representation
of real-life events? Do viewers remain committed to ideological notions
of authenticity? What new challenges does photography face? How are
lens-based artists pushing boundaries?
Join us for our 53rd National Conference in dazzling Las Vegas, a city
filled with imaginary worlds, as we engage in discourse addressing the
aspects of myth, fantasy, and reality in photography and deconstruct
rhetoric of what constitutes a photograph.

CALL FOR PROPOSALS

SPE welcomes proposals from member photographers, writers,
educators, curators, historians, and professionals from other fields.
Topics are not required to be theme-based, and may include but are not
limited to, imagemaking, history, contemporary theory and criticism,
multidisciplinary approaches, new technologies, effects of media and
culture, educational issues, funding, and presentations of work in
photography, film, video, performance, and installation.

Eligibility: Current SPE members are eligible to submit one proposal
for consideration. Individuals who have presented at two SPE national
conferences since 2013 (Chicago) are not eligible. This also applies to
co-presenters and/or panelists. To join SPE, visit www.spenational.org.

Presentation Formats:
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• Graduate Student (20 min) – short presentation of your own artistic
work and a brief introduction to your graduate program (must be
enrolled in graduate program at time of submission)
• Imagemaker (45 min) – presentation on your own artistic work
• Lecture (45 min) – presentation on historical topic, theory, or another
artist’s work
• Panel Discussion (90 min) – active discussion among panelists (max 4),
moderator and audience to discuss a chosen topic

• Teaching & Learning (45 min) – presentations, workshops, demos
that addresses educational issues, including teaching resources and
strategies (syllabi, videos, assignments, readings, class prep/setup, and
PowerPoint presentations); curricula to serve diverse artists and
changing student populations; seeking promotion and tenure; avoiding
burnout; and professional exchange

Conference Registration / Membership: Accepted presenters
are eligible to receive a discounted rate on conference registration.
(Co-presenters/panelists for graduate, imagemaker, lecture and teaching
& learning presentations are NOT eligible for discounted rates.) Panel
discussion format presentations are eligible for up to four discounted
registrations (1 moderator and up to 3 panelists). Current membership
is required to participate as a conference presenter, co-presenter,
or panelist. Please explain this policy to all individuals you invite
to share your program.

Special Award Details: Applicants to the Imagemaker track will be
considered for the SPE Imagemaker Award, a cash award granted to a
first-time imagemaker presenter who demonstrates outstanding achievement
as determined by the peer review committee. Additionally, Imagemaker
Award recipients will be given the opportunity for a one-month residency
at PLAYA, in southern Oregon, within the calendar year. Applicants to
the lecture track will be considered for the SPE Award for Excellence in
Historical, Critical and Theorectical Writing.
The International Conference Grant is awarded to three of the
highest-ranked international proposal submissions, regardless of category.
This prize offers full conference waiver and complimentary one-year
membership.

How to Submit:
• SPE conference proposal submissions are conducted using SlideRoom,
an online review system. Applicants must register and submit all required
proposal materials on the SlideRoom website using SPE’s portal.
• Visit http://spenational.slideroom.com and follow the instructions
provided.
• Complete the submission form, including contact information (one
contact name and email address that matches SPE membership), an
abstract detailing the work submitted (500 words max) and a
biographical summary for each intended presenter (150 words max).
• Upload media (max of 20 files) – this may include images, video, and audio
• Submit the $10 fee.

Selection Process: All submissions are reviewed by a 10-member
peer review panel, which forwards recommendations to the 2016
conference committee. The National Board’s Executive Committee
approves the final conference program to assure the broadest
representation of concerns in the field. You will be notified by
September 1 on the status of your submission.

Submission Deadline:
June 1, 2015, 11:59 pm EDT
Questions? Please direct any inquiries to the SPE National Office at 216-622-2733
or events@spenational.org.
SPE, 2530 Superior Ave., #403, Cleveland, OH 44114, www.spenational.org

